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Abstract 

Dust accumulation on solar panels is a significant decreasing factor for the electricity production 

from utility scale solar power parks. In this master’s thesis, a literature study and an experimental 

research is conducted to broaden the knowledge of dust characteristics and its optical impacts. 

The studied literature is structured according to a concept of dust life cycle, which comprises five 

steps: Generation, transport, deposition, adhesion and removal. For all of the dust life cycle 

phases, the most important natural and anthropogenic factors are presented. This is followed by 

a discussion of the possible impacts of soiling on the electricity production. The main concern is 

related to loss of irradiance reaching the panel, which reduces the current of the solar cell. A sec-

ondary, indirect effect of soiling is related to reduction in voltage, due to an enhanced cell temper-

ature.  

The experimental study has shown that for open, barren regions, the dust deposited on the solar 

panels is strongly correlated with the topsoil in the vicinity of the park. The dust collected from a 

vegetated area in the middle of the blooming season revealed dissimilar visual and chemical com-

position between module dust and topsoil.  

Furthermore, the transmission loss of sunlight through a dust layer indicated a dependency on 

three dust parameters. Firstly, the most crucial determinant proved to be particle size distribu-

tion, followed by albedo which has a distinct, yet secondary role. Additionally, weak indications 

have pointed towards an increased transmission loss at high iron oxide content in the dust, but 

more data is required to confirm this result.  

The results from the transmission measurements revealed an α-coefficient for panel dust from 

arid areas in the range between 0.0203 m2/g and 0.0309 m2/g. This gave a difference of almost 

5% in attenuation of the sunlight between the “worst” and the “best” dust types at a typical soiling 

layer of 5 g/m2. Assuming an equal climate, the solar power plant contaminated with the worst 

dust type would experience either a higher deficit in the electricity production or increased fre-

quency of cleaning the modules. In either case, it will inevitably result in a increased loss in total 

revenue.  
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The concluded interrelationship between transmission of sunlight and particle size distribution, 

albedo and iron oxide content has culminated in a proposed standard procedure for collection and 

analyzing dust at a potential location prior to establishment of a utility scale power plant. Suffi-

cient dust collection from a panel with low dust density can be achieved with a squeegee and wa-

ter spray gun. The dust sample can in a next step be measured in situ with a FBRM device to detect 

the particle size distribution. The albedo can be found by imaging with ImageJ and an XRD device 

could assess the iron oxide content of the dust samples. These parameters can be fed into a pro-

posed model for assessing the transmission of sunlight as a function of the density of dust. The 

model can be developed on the basis of data from this thesis and future research. Alongside a 

thorough assessment of the natural and anthropogenic factors influencing the dust life cycle, 

transmission estimations can provide decision makers with valuable information before deciding 

on a future solar power plant project. 
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Sammendrag 

Akkumulasjon av støv på solceller er en vesentlig reduserende faktor for elektrisitetsproduksjo-

nen ved storskala solkraftanlegg. Denne masteroppgaven inneholder en litteraturstudie og eks-

perimentell forskning for å utvide kunnskapen om støvets karakteristikk og påvirkningen på be-

lysningen av solceller. Litteraturstudiet er strukturert rundt et konsept om støvets livssyklus, som 

består av fem faser: Generasjon, transport, deposisjon, heftelse og fjerning. For alle fasene i støvets 

livssyklus presenteres også de viktigste naturlige og antropogene påvirkningsfaktorene. Hoved-

tapet av støvakkumulasjon er som en følge av lavere innstråling av sollys på solcellene, som redu-

serer produsert strøm. I tillegg utgjør støv en indirekte reduserende effekt på spenningen ved å 

potensielt påføre økt celletemperatur.  

Den eksperimentelle delen av studiet har vist i et åpent, goldt landskap er det en klar sammenheng 

mellom panelstøvet og støv på overflaten av bakken rundt anlegget. Støv som ble samlet inn midt 

i blomstringssesongen fra en solpark i et område med mye vegetasjon avslørte visuelle og kje-

miske forskjeller mellom støvet på bakken og på panelet.  

Transmisjonstapet av sollys gjennom et støvlag avdekket en korrelasjon til tre parametere. Den 

mest fremtredende ble påvist å være størrelsen på partiklene. Dernest spiller støvets albedo en 

sekundær rolle i transmisjonen av solinnstrålingen. Svake indikasjoner tydet også på at jernoksi-

der i støvet kan akselerere transmisjonstapet, men mer data kreves for å verifisere dette.  

Resultatene fra transmisjonsmålingene indikerte en α-koeffisient for panelstøv fra ørkenområder 

på mellom 0.0203 m2/g og 0.0309 m2/g. Dette gav nærmere 5% forskjell i transmisjonstap av sol-

lys mellom den “verste” og den “beste” støvtypen ved et støvlag på 5 g/m2. Antatt like klimatiske 

forhold vil et solkraftanlegg kontaminert med den verste støvtypen enten oppleve et høyere tap i 

elektrisitetsproduksjonen eller økt freksvens av vasking av modulene. Uansett hvilken handling 

man velger er det uunngåelig å lide økt tap av inntekt.  

Den konkluderte relasjonen mellom transmisjon av sollys og partikkelstørrelsen, albedo og jern-

oksidinnhold har kulminert i en foreslått standard prosedyre for innsamling og analyse av støv 
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ved en potensiell kraftstasjon før etablering av hele solcelleanlegget. Tilstrekkelig støv kan inn-

hentes fra et panel med lav støvtetthet ved hjelp av nal og sprayflaske med vann. Støvet kan i neste 

omgang bli målt for størrelsesdistribusjon med en FBRM måler. Bildebehandling for å finne albedo 

kan gjøres med ImageJ og en XRD maskin kan anslå innholdet av jernoksid i støvprøvene. Disse 

parameterne kan så mates inn i en foreslått modell for evaluering av transmisjonen av sollys som 

funksjon av støvtetthet. Modellen kan utvikles på bakgrunn av dataene fra denne studien og frem-

tidig forskning. Ved siden av en helhetlig vurdering av naturlige og antropogene påvirkninger av 

støvets livssyklus kan transmisjonsestimater gi beslutningstagere verdifull informasjon allerede 

før en bestemmelse om etablering av et solkraftanlegg foreligger.  
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𝐸 Energy J 

𝑐 Speed of light 2.998 x 108 m/s 
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𝑘𝐵  Boltzmann constant 1.381 x 10-23 J/K 

ℎ Planck constant 6.626 x 10-34 J·s 

𝑇 Temperature K 

𝐿 Spectral irradiation W/(m2·µm) 

𝐻 Power density W/m2 

𝜎 Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.670 x 10-8 W/(m2·K4) 

𝐸𝑃ℎ  Photon energy J 

𝑓 Frequency Hz 

𝐴𝑀 Air mass ratio - 

𝜃𝑧 Solar zenith angle ° 

𝜃 Angle of incidence ° 

𝛽 Tilt angle ° 

𝛾 Module orientation  ° 

𝛾𝑠 Solar azimuth angle ° 

𝜌𝑔 Ground reflectance - 

𝐼𝐷𝑁 Direct normal radiation W/m2 

𝐼𝑑 Diffuse radiation W/m2 

𝐼𝑇 Total radiation on tilted surface W/m2 

𝑇 Transmission - 

𝐴 Absorption - 

𝑅 Reflection - 

𝑛𝑖 Real part of the refractive index of medium i - 

𝜃𝑡 Angle of refracted light ° 

∝ Absorption coefficient - 
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𝑥 Layer thickness m 

𝐼𝑅 Rayleigh scattered light intensity W/m2 

𝜃𝑠 Scattering angle ° 

𝑟 Radius m 

𝐸𝑄𝐸 External quantum efficiency - 

𝑞 Elementary charge  1.602 x 10-19 C 

𝐼𝑃ℎ Photogenerated current A 

Ψ Spectral photon flux amount/s 

S Soiling loss factor - 

𝑉𝑂𝐶 Open source voltage V 

𝐼𝑆𝐶  Short circuit current A 

𝐽𝑃ℎ Photogenerated current density A/m2 

𝐽0 Saturation current density A/m2 

𝐼 Current A 

𝑉 Potential/Voltage V 

𝑅𝑠 Series resistance Ω 

𝑅𝑝 Shunt resistance Ω 

𝑃 Power W 

𝐹𝐹 Fill factor - 

𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥 Maximal achievable power W 

𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃 Voltage at maximal power point V 

𝐼𝑀𝑃𝑃 Current at maximal power point A 

𝜂 Efficiency - 

𝑃𝑖𝑛 Incoming power from the solar radiation W 

𝜀𝐼𝑆𝐶
 Temperature correction factor for short circuit current % 

𝐼𝑆�̃�  Temperature corrected short circuit current A 

𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 Cell temperature K 

𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐶  Temperature at standard test conditions 298 K 

𝑉𝑂�̃� Temperature corrected open circuit voltage V 

𝜀𝑉𝑂𝐶
 Temperature correction factor for open circuit voltage - 

𝜅𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑡 Brightness index of dust - 

𝜅𝑊𝑃 Brightness index of white paper - 

ջ Albedo - 

ջ𝑊𝑃 Albedo of white paper - 

𝜔 Circularity % 

𝜌 Density  g/m2 
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∆𝑚 Difference in mass g 

𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑛 Mass of dust-contaminated glass plate  g 

𝑚𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛 Mass of clean glass plate g 

𝐴 Area m2 

PSD Single value for particle size distribution mm 

α Slope coefficient m2/g  
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1 Introduction 

 Solar PV energy in a global perspective 

The population of the world is continuously growing, leading to an increased worldwide demand 

for energy. When combined with a greater concern and awareness of global climate change, re-

newable energy sources are obliged to obtain the position as the main energy supply source if the 

world is to be sustained as prolific as today [1-3]. The dual challenge for a need of more energy 

and reduced greenhouse gas emissions is driving the shift from fossil energy, such as coal, oil and 

gas to renewable, abundant energy sources like solar, wind, biomass and hydropower [3]. The 

transfer to renewables is mainly driven by a lower levelized cost of energy, the potential of a nat-

ural, abundant and emission-free usage and a growing concern of the environmental conse-

quences of fossil energy utilization [4]. During the last decade solar energy became one of the 

main renewable suppliers of energy because of reduced cost on components and installation [5, 

6]. Solar energy can be divided into solar collectors, that utilize the incoming heat from the sun 

and photovoltaic (PV) solar cells, which convert solar radiation directly to electricity [7]. Due to 

the free access to sunlight, low installation and maintenance costs and no emissions of greenhouse 

gases or noise during electricity production, PV technology is a promising alternative for high-

quality energy1 production [8]. As of 2017, the worldwide PV power production supplied the elec-

tricity power sector with 460 TWh, having a total of 398 GWp installed capacity [9]. Just above 

60% of the total capacity is assigned to utility-scale power plants [9]. The installed peak power 

from PV solar cells has been exponentially rising during the last decade [7]. In 2017 and 2018 a 

total of 97 GWp and over 100 GWp was added to the global PV capacity respectively [10, 11]. Ac-

cording to the report ”World Energy Outlook 2018” from IEA installed PV capacity will exceed that 

of wind before 2025, expanding by almost 580 GWp by 2023 under the main case scenario in a 

market report analysis [2, 11]. 

                                                             
1 High-quality energy refers to energy with a high level of exergy.  
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 Motivation for improving the awareness of soiling effects 

A downside of electricity production from sunlight is the comparatively poor efficiency of a solar 

cell. Already in 1961, Shockley and Quiesser found that the upper efficiency limit for a single junc-

tion semiconductor with band gap at 1.1 eV is 30% at standard test conditions [12]. Normally, the 

efficiency of a single material solar PV cell lies around 15-25% [5, 13], which is, in comparison to 

e.g. hydropower (90-95%) [14], very low. In spite of that, PV still grows tremendously fast, due to 

its cheap, renewable and abundant energy source.   

Even if PV energy is appraised to gain an even stronger foothold in the power sector in the close 

future and the production costs have already tremendously decreased of solar cells in the past 

decades, many mechanisms still require extensive research for an optimized electricity produc-

tion system [13, 15, 16]. By reducing the loss of sunlight due to dust accumulation on the PV-

panels (called “soiling” 2), it is possible to substantially improve the production from a solar power 

plant [15]. This complex determinant can stand for up to 30% annual reduction in electricity pro-

duction by reflection and absorption of the solar radiation [17]. Having the worlds driest climate 

and countless clear sunny days, Middle East and North Africa are also reported to have the highest 

rate of dust accumulation in the world [16]. Despite risk of extensive soiling, establishments of 

large scale solar parks continue worldwide [18]. Both in order to improve resource assessments 

prior to PV park construction, as well as to be able to evaluate the relevant costs for cleaning, a 

better estimate of dust impact prior to installation is desirable.  

 Scope of the thesis 

To expand the knowledge about soiling and its impacts on the electricity production of utility scale 

solar parks, the thesis will be divided in two parts. First an extensive literature study on soiling 

will be presented, followed by a laboratory research including field work. Figure 1.1 depicts the 

context of the thesis in a holistic overview on soiling. The green and blue boundaries represent 

the scope of this study.  

The literature review (figure 1.1, blue square) aims to explain the term dust, give an overview of 

the natural and anthropogenic factors that affects the dust life cycle and present the most crucial 

impacts on solar electricity production. In the experimental part of the thesis (figure 1.1, green 

square), collected panel and topsoil samples from four different locations will be subjected to dust 

characterization analyses and transmission measurements. The attention is aimed at better un-

derstanding the relationship between dust particle parameters and transmission losses, as well 

as comparing the decrease in transmission loss at various densities of soiling over the relevant 

                                                             
2 In the PV industry, the term “soiling” refers to the optical effects of the soiling layer (e.g. light transmission loss). 
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solar light spectrum. The transmission loss can further be converted to electrical power produc-

tion loss, which will have a direct impact on the economical revenue from the solar power park. 

From such an economical investigation, an optimal cleaning cycle of the panels can be found. A 

thorough investigation of the electrical and economic impacts is, however, beyond the scope of 

the thesis.  

 

Figure 1.1: The scope of the study in a holistic overview on soiling. The green polygon represents the field and labora-
tory analyses, while the blue square frames the boundaries of the literature review. 

 Goals and objectives 

It has previously been reported that dust from the Saharan desert can be detected on PV panels 

in Portugal [19]. The first goal of this thesis is to compare the dust characteristics of the topsoil in 

close proximity of the solar panels and soiling on the PV panels. This will provide valuable insight 

on the source of the dust and influence of long transported particles. If a strong correlation be-

tween topsoil and panel dust is detected, measurements of the topsoil would be sufficient for de-

termining possible soiling loss in dependency of accumulated dust density on the PV panels. Com-

bined with knowledge on local climate, transmission loss curves due to soiling could aid decision 

makers in estimating lost revenue from power production ex ante installation and operation of a 

solar power plant.  

The second goal of this thesis is to develop an overview of the decrease in transmission by mis-

cellaneous types of soiling. Some papers [20-23] have outlined differences between ash, gypsum, 

cement, salt, soil, sand, limestone, clay, white sand and red soil. In this study, transmission of sun-

light through soiling from four locations will be evaluated alongside to an artificial dust sample of 

cement. Both average transmission over a broad wavelength band and spectrally resolved trans-

mission loss will be discussed. A comparison of the attenuation of sunlight by the different dust 

types gives a direct feedback to the industry, which of the four sites studied is the “worst” and the 
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measurements 

Short transported 
dust 
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“best” in terms of soiling induced transmission loss. This could be valuable for estimation of future 

projects for solar power production. 

It has been reported that the average grain size has an impact on the transmission of sunlight 

through a dust layer [21, 22], yet little information is known about the influence other dust char-

acteristics. The third aim is therefore to detect the influence of different attributes of dust on the 

transmission of sunlight, including particle size, visual appearance, particle shape and chemical 

composition of the dust. Due to the many environmental and anthropogenic factors that influence 

the dust life cycle, it is beyond human scientific capacities to achieve a global function for reduc-

tion in transmission dependent on dust exposure time, like many authors have tried for larger 

regions [24-30]. The third objective will attempt to shed light on the most important dust particle 

parameters involved in sunlight attenuation. These parameters can in a next step be utilized in 

building a transmission model. 

Today there exists no standard procedure for dust collection and laboratory investigation of the 

soiling. A uniform methodology is required if a transmission overview of miscellaneous dust types 

is to be extended by other scientists and institutions. The fourth and final aim of this pioneer study 

is consequently to develop a simple, but accurate protocol that allows other scientists to conduct 

the exact same experiment on other dust types.  

 Thesis structure 

The thesis is structured as follows: The present chapter, chapter 1 has given a brief introduction 

into the great potential of solar PV energy, and the motivation, scope and goals for this work. 

Chapter 2 gives a short summary of the key physics of solar cell operation to enable a novice reader 

to sufficiently understand the impact soiling may inflict on the power production. Chapter 3 pre-

sents a literature review on the work that has been done in the field of soiling. In this section the 

dust life cycle is presented and the different factors that influence this life cycle. Also, the impact 

of dust on the PV electricity production is reviewed. Chapter 4 describes the detailed methodology 

of the sample collection and laboratory analysis. Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results from 

the studied samples, answering to the four goals of the thesis. In addition, this section evaluates 

the error sources during the study and suggests potential solutions and improvements for future 

work. Chapter 6 concludes the key findings of the thesis.
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2 Solar electricity prerequisites 

This chapter briefly presents the energy conversion from solar radiation to usable electricity pro-

duction from a photovoltaic (PV) panel and an overview of the factors that negatively affect the 

electricity production from the solar panels. The chapter is mainly based on the physics presented 

in [7, 8].  

 Solar radiation 

Solar cells utilize the enormous amount of energy that comes from the sun in form of electromag-

netic radiation. In the following paragraph the generation of solar radiation and its way to the 

solar cell is described. In detail, the subchapter highlights the influence of the atmosphere on the 

radiation from the sun.   

2.1.1 Energy from the sun  

Continously, protons in the center of the sun participate in nuclear fusion reactions where the 

mass of the products is lighter than that of the reactants. About four million tons of mass are lost 

every second [7], which is transferred into energy through the famous Einstein equation:  

1) 𝐸 = 𝑚𝑐2        [J] 

This gives a total power production of approximately 3.8 · 1026 W, but most is absorbed by the sun 

itself. The energy released from the surface of the sun mainly consists of electromagnetic radia-

tion3. The temperature of the surface is approximately 5778 K and the emitted power is about 

6.3 · 107 W/m2. When the distance to the sun increases, the energy density is reduced. The total 

irradiance that reaches the Earth’s atmosphere at the mean Earth-sun distance is 1361 W/m2 and 

is called the solar constant. Figure 2.1 illustrates the abovementioned situation.  

 

                                                             
3 Neutrinos can leave the solar core without interacting with matter. They carry 2% of the energy from the 
sun. 
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Figure 2.1: The solar power from the sun decreases considerably before it reaches the Earth. Outside the Earth’s at-
mosphere at a mean distance between the sun and the Earth is the power 1361 W/m2 (solar constant).  

2.1.2 Definition of radiation  

Electromagnetic radiation is transfer of energy in form of electromagnetic waves that propagate 

with the speed of light [31]. The sun emits most of its energy as electromagnetic waves in three 

parts of the light spectrum: Ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS) and Infrared (IR) ranging from ca 

250 nm to ca 2500 nm (figure 2.2 below). The sun can be modelled as a black body, which means 

that it absorbs all incident light and emits radiation uniquely dependent on its temperature [8]. 

The emitted spectral irradiation per area and wavelength (L) from the sun can be described with 

Planck’s radiation law:  

2) 𝐿(𝜆, 𝑇) =
2𝜋ℎ𝑐

𝜆5(𝑒𝑥𝑝(
ℎ𝑐

𝑘𝐵𝜆𝑇
)−1)

        [W/(m2·µm)] 

where h is the planck constant (h = 6,626 × 10–34 Js), λ is the wavelength of light, T is the temper-

ature of the sun at the surface, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant (kB = 1.3806488 × 10-23 J/K) and c 

the speed of light (c = 2.998 × 108 m/s). When integrating over the entire spectrum, the total emit-

ted power density (H) from the sun can be described with the Stefan-Boltzmann law (equation 3): 

3) 𝐻 = 𝜎𝑇4,         [W/m2] 

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (σ = 5.670 × 10-8 W/(m2·K4)).   

1361 W/m2 

6,3 · 107 W/m2 
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Characteristic for all electromagnetic radiation is the wave-particle duality, which was developed 

by Planck and Einstein. This duality indicates that, dependent on the situation, a photon may ap-

pear as a wave and a particle. It was shown that light comes in energy quanta, labelled photons, 

that are tied to the excitation or release of electrons from an atom [31].  The relationship between 

photon energy (EPh) and the frequency of light (f) is defined in equation 4.  

4) 𝐸𝑃ℎ = ℎ𝑓,        [J] 

The frequency of light can easily be converted to wavelength (λ) through equation 5 by introduc-

ing the speed of light (c): 

5) 𝑓 =
𝑐

𝜆
         [Hz] 

These two equations imply that photons with a short wavelength contain more energy than pho-

tons with longer wavelengths. More specifically, it means that UV radiation is more energetic than 

radiation in the VIS and NIR spectrum.  

2.1.3 Air Mass ratio (AM) and attenuation of solar radiation by the atmosphere  

The radiation intensity is variable at different wavelengths, as demonstrated with the green line 

in figure 2.2. This line represents the radiation from an ideal black body at 6000 K. The red line 

indicates the solar insolation just outside the Earth’s atmosphere (AM0).   

 

Figure 2.2: The radiation spectrum for an ideal black body with a temperature of 6000 K (green), 
solar radiation outside of the Earth’s atmosphere (red), and solar radiation at the Earth’s sur-
face (blue). The most important molecular compounds that attenuates the sunlight are also 
shown. Reprinted with permission of Bowden, S. [8]. 

O3 

H2O + CO2 

H2O  

O2 

Aerosols 
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When the solar radiation enters the atmosphere, the intensity reduces due to absorption and scat-

tering of the sunlight by particles, aerosols and gas molecules in the air. This is visualized with a 

blue line that represents the spectral solar radiation at the Earth’s surface. The photon energy can 

be taken up by particles or gas molecules in two different ways. Either an electron can absorb 

energy to excite to a higher energetic atomic or molecular shell or the energy can be transformed 

into vibration or rotation [32]. The former mostly occurs for gasous substances when exposed to 

higher energetic light, like UV light or in the blue part of the visual spectrum [32]. Due to the abun-

dance of O2 and N2 in the atmosphere, light with wavelength below 300 nm is completely ab-

sorbed, because at this wavelength the photons have enough energy to excite the electrons from 

these gases. The uptake of IR light is due to absorption by H20 and CO2 molecules, and hence the 

solar radiation is very low or negligible in this region.  

Some of the most important molecular compounds for absorption in the range between 250 nm 

and 2500 nm are noted in figure 2.2. The severity of the attenuation of the sunlight intensity relies 

on the distance the light travels within the atmosphere before it reaches the ground: A long path-

way increases the possibility for absorption or reflection of the solar radiation. In other words, 

when the sun is at its highest in the sky (at zenith), the distance to Earth is the lowest and therefore 

the highest intensity of radiation hits the ground. In comparison, in the morning and the afternoon, 

the solar radiation travels longer through the atmosphere and thus attenuates more before reach-

ing the surface of the Earth. 

The air-mass ratio (AM) is defined as the ratio of the distance between the actual path the light 

has to travel and the minimum possible length (at zenith). It can be calculated using equation 6, 

where θz is the angle between the position of the sun from the zenith. 

6) 𝐴𝑀 =
1

cos 𝜃𝑧
        [-] 

As a standard test condition (STC) in the PV industry, it is normal to use AM1.5, which corresponds 

to a solar zenith angle (θz) of ca 48°, along with a solar irradiance at 1000 W/m2 and temperature 

of 25°C. 

2.1.4 Relevant angles for solar PV systems 

The sun’s and the PV panel’s positions are decisive parameters for the power production of the 

solar cells. Figure 2.3 introduces the angles necessary for the determination of the position of the 

sun relative to the PV panel: Solar zenith angle (θz), solar altitude angle (αs), solar azimuth angle 

(γs), module tilt angle (β) and module orientation angle (γ).  
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Figure 2.3: The green angles determine the position of the sun: θz = solar zenith angle, αs = solar altitude angle, γs = solar 

azimuth angle. The red angles in the figure describes the position of the module: β = tilt angle, γ = module orientation. 

The position of the sun and the module are often described relative to eachother with the angle of 

incidence (θ). This angle is defined as the angle of incoming sunlight relative to the normal from 

the panel’s surface. Figure 2.4 demonstrates this situation in 2D, and equation 7 mathematically 

describes the dependency of the sun’s and the module’s orientation. All the angles in the compu-

tation of θ are described in figure 2.3.  

7) 𝜃 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑧 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛽 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃𝑧 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛾𝑠 − 𝛾))   [°] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: The incoming solar radiation (yellow arrow) is at an angle θ relative to the tilt and orientation of the module 
(here only represented by tilt angle (β) due to figure in two dimentions ). θ is called the angle of incidence. 
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 Optics of solar radiation 

This subchapter firstly describes the diffuse and direct solar radiation. Secondly, it presents the 

physical theory on refraction, under which the Snells law is central.  Since the thesis has a focus 

on transmission of sunlight, this part of the physics on refraction will be given a greater weight.   

2.2.1 Direct and diffuse solar radiation 

As sunlight goes through the atmosphere, it is not only absorbed, but also scattered by molecular 

compounds, aerosols and particles. The total solar radiation is thereby split between direct and 

diffuse light. The direct sunlight beam can be identified as light that can cast shadow from an ob-

ject, while the diffuse radiation is undirected and so may strike the PV panel from any region. 

Consequently, diffuse light does not cast any shadow.  

Additionally, the total sum of solar radiation that hits a PV module also includes the ground re-

flected sunlight, which is especially utilized in bifacial solar PV cells4. Ground reflected sunlight 

(Ig) is dependent on the reflectance from the ground (ρg) and the tilt angle. Equation 8 defines the 

total solar radiation (IT) on a tilted surface: 

8) 𝐼𝑇 = 𝐼𝐷𝑁 ∙ cos 𝜃 + 𝐼𝑑 ∙ (
1+cos 𝛽

2
) + (𝐼𝐷𝑁 ∙ cos 𝜃𝑧 + 𝐼𝑑) ∙ 𝜌𝑔 ∙ (

1−cos 𝛽

2
),  [W/m2] 

where IDN is the direct radiation perpendicular to the plate, Id represent the diffuse radiation. The 

total solar radiation on a solar panel is drawn schematically in figure 2.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Schematic overview of direct normal sunlight (IDN), diffuse irradiance (Id) and ground reflected light (Ig).  

  

                                                             
4 Bifacial solar PV panels can absorb sunlight from the front and back side of the panel.  
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Id 
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2.2.2 Absorption/reflection/transmission  

When the sunlight encounters and travels through the module glass cover, the total incoming solar 

insolation (IT) is devided into reflection (R), transmission (T) and absorption (A), as pictured in 

figure 2.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: When incoming solar radiation (IT) from one medium (n1) encounters new material in another medium (n2) 
parts of the light will reflect (R) and another fraction will transmit (T). The new medium will have a material specific 
absorption coefficient. The absorption (A) is undirected, but for simplicity drawn as a line inside the second medium.   

To maximize the incoming solar radiation for electricity production, the fraction of transmission 

should be as high as possible, implying that the absorption and reflection should be kept to a min-

imum. Scattering and shading of sunlight will decrease the transmission. If IT is set to unity, equa-

tion 9 shows mathematically the linear relationship between the three fractions:  

9) 𝑇 + 𝐴 + 𝑅 = 1        [-] 

When the sunlight penetrates another medium the angle of the refracted (transmitted) light (θt) 

relative to the normal deviates from the angle of the incident light (θ) (figure 2.6). The relationship 

between the angles is dependent on the medium in which the light enters and comes from, and is 

known as the Snell’s law (eq. 10): 

10) 𝑛1 sin 𝜃 = 𝑛2 sin 𝜃𝑡,       [-] 

where n1 and n2 is the real part of the refractive index of medium 1 and 2 respectively. All refrac-

tive indices are set relative to air, which has a value of one. Glass, which is used as glazing in the 

solar PV parks analyzed in this study, has a refractive index of 1.5.  

By combining Fresnel’s equations (appendix A) for perpendicular and parallel polarized light with 

conservation of energy, it is possible to compute the fraction of the sunlight that is transmitted at 

IT 
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different angles. At the intersection between medium 1 and 2, no absorption of light can be as-

sumed, which results in equation 11: 

11) 𝑇 = 1 − 𝑅 =
𝑛2 cos 𝜃𝑡

2𝑛1 cos 𝜃
∙ ((

2𝑛1 cos 𝜃

𝑛1 cos 𝜃+𝑛2 cos 𝜃𝑡
)

2
+ (

2𝑛1 sin 𝜃

𝑛1 cos 𝜃𝑡+𝑛2 cos 𝜃
)

2
) [-] 

For most single axis tracker solar panels located at low latitudes, the angle of incidence is rela-

tively low. For direct sunlight (θ = 0°) equation 11 simplifies to equation 12: 

12) 𝑇 =
4𝑛1𝑛2

(𝑛1+𝑛2)2        [-] 

From air to a clean non-textured glass plate, the transmission is 96%.  

As sunlight passes throung a material, it is also absorbed. The attenuation of the intensity of sun-

light is dependent on the thickness of the layer (x) and can be described with the Lambert-Beer 

law (eq. 13): 

13) 𝐼(𝑥) = 𝐼𝑇𝑒−∝𝑥       [W/m2] 

I(x) represents the remaining intensity of light at a certain depth into the medium. The absorption 

coefficient (α) will vary with wavelength of the incoming solar radiation and the material through 

which the light travels. It determines how far the light penetrates the material before it is ab-

sorbed. A low absorption coefficient means that the light can penetrate the material easier.  

2.2.3 Albedo  

Under the occurrence of soiling on the panels, a layer of dust will add on top of the PV module 

cover plate. This layer will have its own reflective and absorptive properties, which can be ex-

pressed with the term albedo. Strictly speaking, albedo is simply another name for reflectivity, 

since it is defined as the portion of the light that is reflected by the medium [33, 34]. The value of 

albedo is also an indicator for absorption of solar radiation. A low albedo indicates a high uptake 

of light, such as water that has an albedo of 0.1. This value means that 10% of the incoming light 

is reflected by the water, the rest is absorbed by the medium and stored as heat. Dark surfaces 

that easily absorbes sunlight exhibit low values of albedo [34]. Investigations of albedo of different 

types of dust will be a central part of this study. 

2.2.4 Scattering of the direct solar irradiation by particles 

Scattering of sunlight is defined as dispersal of the direct sunlight beam into a range of various 

orientations due to physical interactions between a particle and a photon [35]. The redirection of 

the radiation attenuates the sunlight and thereby increases the loss in electricity production from 

the solar cell.  
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Upon elastic scattering, the sunlight gets polarized, but the wavelength remains the same [35]. For 

elastic scattering, the total energy incident on the particle equals the sum of all scattered waves, 

which means that no energy is lost to the particle. Depending on the size of the particle that inter-

acts with the light beam, the scattering can be divided into three cathegories [35, 36]:  

• Rayleigh scattering 

• Mie scattering  

• Non-selective, inelastic scattering 

All three types of scattering will be relevant for the dust analyzed in this study. It is, however, very 

difficult to determine which of the cathegories that is more relevant based purely on wavelength 

of the light and dust particle size distribution. Even though some boundaries between these three 

scattering types are presented in the following subsections, it is important to remember that these 

are vague and may deviate according to other factors like dielectric constant and refractive index 

of the particles [35]. 

2.2.4.1 Rayleigh scattering 

Elastic scattering by spherical molecules, aerosols and particles with a size one-tenth of the wave-

length (λ) of the incident light or smaller is often predicted to follow Rayleigh scattering [35, 36] 

(figure 2.7).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Rayleigh scattering of upolarized light (white straight line) that hits a particle with 
size ca one-tenth the wavelength of light or smaller (greay circle). Some of the incoming light 
also penetrates and goes through not affected by the particle (white solid line to the right). 
The colored curves demonstrate the dependency on wavelength of the scattering. The figure 
is inspired by [37]. 

As demonstrated in a 2D drawing in figure 2.7, unpolarized light (white, straight arrow) hits a 

small particle and is partially scattered in every direction (also backwards). It is most likely that 

λ 

θ = 45° 
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the photon5 passes straight through the dust particle or bounce straight back (180°) (figure 2.7, 

marked with the boldest white sinusoidal lines). The intensity of the scattered light in other di-

rections is lower, with the perpendicular direction (θ = 90°) as the lowest. Note that the wave-

length of light is not altered in any direction. The intensity of the scattered light varies with wave-

length of the photon. This is shown in equation 14, which shows the relationship between the 

intensity of the Rayleigh scattered light (IR) and the total incident light on a tilted surface (IT):  

14) 𝐼𝑅(𝜆, 𝑟, 𝜃𝑠) ~ 𝐼𝑇 (
1

𝜆
)

4
𝑟6 (1 + cos2 𝜃𝑠),     [W/m2] 

where θs is the scattering angle exemplified for one scattering direction in figure 2.7 and IT is the 

total incoming intensity of sunlight, defined in equation 8. The radius of the particle and the wave-

length of the light is denoted r and λ respectively. Equation 14 implies that Rayleigh scattering is 

predominantly affecting short wavelengths, due to the dependency of λ-4. This is exemplified in 

figure 2.7 with three different colors: Blue, yellow and red. Blue has the lowest wavelength, which 

gives a higher IR. A higher IR implies a greater scattering in different directions. Yellow and red 

colored light have longer wavelengths and so the intensity of the scattered light is lower. This 

further leads to a higher penetration of light with longer wavelengths compared to short wave-

lengths.  

2.2.4.2 Mie scattering 

According to Dick (2018) dust particles with diameters from 1 – 100 µm are responsible for Mie 

scattering [38]. These particles are about the size of the photon wavelength or somewhat larger 

[36]. Photons subject to Mie scattering are creating a pattern strongly peaked in a forward lobe, 

and almost no light is backscattered (figure 2.8). This peak becomes more pronounced with in-

creasing particle size.  

 

 

Figure 2.8: Mie scattering of a particle with size about 1 µm – 100 µm. The scattered light forms a pattern with a forward 
lobe, which is more pronounced the larger the particle.  

A mathematical expression of the intensity of the Mie scattered light is not presented in detail, due 

to the considerable complexity and the reader is instead directed to [39] for further details. How-

ever, it is worth noting that the dependency on the wavelength is not strong. All photon wave-

lengths are therefore experiencing roughly the same scattering pattern.   

                                                             
5 The probablility of an electron to take a certain path will convert to the intensity of the light at that direc-
tion. 
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2.2.4.3 Non-selective, inelastic scattering 

For particles much larger than the wavelength of incident light, the particle no longer only scatters 

the light once, but multiple scattering inside the particle may occur [36]. This increases the likeli-

hood of absorbing the photon energy and store it as heat in the particles. As a consequence, the 

incoming photon energy no longer equals the energy of the outgoing scattered light, which is then 

classified as inelastic scattering. Since this type of scattering does not dependend on the wave-

length of the incoming light, it is called non-selective [36]. 

2.2.5 Absorption of sunlight by dust particles 

It is difficult to separate absorption from scattering of sunlight, since they are often used together 

to explain the reduction in incoming solar radiation, like in section 2.1.3 above. The physical dif-

ference is that absorption reduces the total energy of the electromagnetic waves. Absorbing dust 

particles primarily convert photon energy to vibrations in the lattice, which lead to a rise in tem-

perature [32].  

Absorption of dust particles is dependent on albedo and chemical composition. It has been shown 

that bright particles that lack black carbon or iron oxides, such as quartz (SiO2) or salt (NaCl), are 

little or not absorbing sunlight at all [40, 41]. Alfaro et al. 2004 found evidence for a linear de-

pendency on absorption with mass percentage of iron oxide content of the dust [40]. They also 

showed that the absorption was six times higher for a photon wavelength of 325 nm than for 

660 nm, which proved that UV light is more absorbed by dust particles than longer wavelengths 

[40]. Additionally, pollution of black carbon from incomplete combustion processes into the at-

mosphere will increase the absorption drastically, due to its dark color.  

 The physics of solar cell operation 

When the sunlight has travelled from the sun to the Earth, penetrated the atmosphere and the PV 

module glass cover, it enters the solar cell. In the following paragraphs, the conversion of photon 

energy to electricity in the solar cell is given a brief introduction. The most commonly used semi-

conductor material in PV panels is crystalline silicon  [8]. All the panels implemented in the utility-

scale solar parks examined in this study were c-Si solar cells. Hence, this semiconductor type will 

be frequently used as an example of how semiconductor materials can utilize sunlight for produc-

ing energy.    

2.3.1 Semiconductor material characteristics 

Semiconductor materials can be built with several elements from different groups in the periodic 

system, which creates a possibility for many different compositions. The simplest of them are cre-

ated by single materials from group IV, like crystalline silicon (c-Si) and germanium (Ge). Other 
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common semiconductors are compounds from groups III and V, like gallium arsenide (GaAs), or 

from groups II and VI, such as cadmium telluride (CdTe). In search for a higher efficiency, labora-

tories world wide has continuously been trying to find the optimal set of elements for a semicon-

ductor for solar cells [42]. Most prominent of the more complex semiconductor materals are cop-

per indium gallium diselenide (CuInGaSe2), the so-called CIGS, solar cells.  

The atoms in a semiconductor are connected to eachother in covalent bonds, where electrons are 

shared between two neighbouring atoms. These bonded electrons are called valence electrons 

and each atom is sourrounded by 8 valence electrons. Under no external energy influence, a sem-

iconductor material has filled up the valence band with electrons and the conduction band is 

empty. The band gap energy (EG) between the valence and conduction band is between 0 eV and 

4 eV. Metals and isolators cover the materials with overlapping bands and with band gaps above 

4 eV respectively.  

Under an energy supply higher than the band gap energy, e.g. thermal energy or photon energy 

(EPh) from the sun, these covalent bonds may break and electrons are liberated from the valence 

band to a conduction band. In an ideal semiconductor material, it is not possible for electrons to 

exist between the two bands. When the electron is in a liberated state in the conduction band it 

can freely move over the crystal lattice. These charge carriers can be utilized in a circuit and pro-

vide electricity. The liberated electron leaves a deficit of negative charge behind, which is referred 

to as a positive charged hole. A simplified model of the situation is drawn in figure 2.9.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 2.9: When a semiconductor is illuminated, photons that possess an energy higher than the energy gap (EPh > EG) 

can excite an electron (depicted as a minus sign) from the valence band (blue) to the conduction band (yellow). A 
liberated electron leaves a deficit of negative charge, which is denoted as a hole with equal positive charge (depicted 
as a plus sign)  

Note that the valence and conduction bands are not de facto straight lines but vary with peaks and 

valleys depending on a vector representing momentum. When the highest energy peak of the va-

lence band doesn’t correspond to the lowest energy valley of the conduction band, it is referred 

to as an indirect semiconductor. These materials require both sufficient energy (e.g photons) and 

EPh > EG 
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an exchange in momentum with the crystal lattice (phonons) to excite an electron from the va-

lence to the conduction band. Crystalline silicon is an indirect semiconductor material. 

2.3.2 Absorption of sunlight in a PV cell 

Each semiconductor material has a specific absorption coefficient for every wavelength of the 

light. Figure 2.10 gives an overview of the absorption coefficients from seven different materials. 

When close to 100% of the sunlight is taken up by the solar cell, it is called optically thick. Since 

direct band gap semiconductors have a high absorption coefficient in comparison to indirect band 

gap semiconductors such as c-Si, it directly implies that these materials can be manufactured very 

thin and still be near optically thick.  

  

Figure 2.10: The graph shows the absorption coefficient for different semiconductor materials and its 
dependency on wavelength. Germanium (Ge) and crystalline silicon (Si) are indirect semiconductors, 
visible by the relatively flat slope. All other materials listed have steep curves and are direct band gap 
semiconductors. Reprinted with permission of Bowden S. from [8].  

Crystalline silicon has an indirect band gap energy of 1.12 eV, which implies that light with wave-

length longer than 1107 nm is left unexploited by the semiconductor. Infrared lightwaves that 

exceed this wavelength travels undisturbed through the silicon wafer. All other photons with an 

energy higher than 1.12 eV are capable of exciting c-Si electrons to the conduction band. At 

364 nm, or 3.4 eV, the photon energy is sufficient for a direct transition of electrons from the va-

lence to the conduction band, hence the sudden increase in the absorption coefficient in the ultra-

violet region.  
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In figure 2.10, it is evident that a higher photon energy increases the absorption coefficient. This 

can be explained by the energy level of the valence electrons. At a photon energy equal to the band 

gap energy, only electrons at the valence band edge can absorb the light, whereas for higher en-

ergies electrons at lower levels of the valence band may excite to the conduction band.  

2.3.3 External quantum efficiency (EQE) 

Fundamentally, not every absorbed photon in the solar cell generates electron-hole pairs. The ex-

ternal quantum efficiency represents the fraction of photons that is successfully utilized for cre-

ating charge carriers and is dependent on the wavelength (eq. 15). 

15) 𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆) =
#𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑/𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

#𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
=

𝐼𝑃ℎ(𝜆)

𝑞Ψ(𝜆)
,   [-] 

where Ψ(λ) is the incoming spectral photon flux to the solar cell and q is the elementary charge. 

When all photons of a certain wavelength create electrons, the value of EQE(λ) is unity. For light 

with a photon energy lower than the band gap energy, the EQE(λ) is zero. Ultimately, the EQE 

includes optical and electrical losses of the PV panel, but does not cover losses due to soiling.  

By rearranging equation 15 and integrate over the entire absorption spectrum for crystalline sil-

icon, the total photogenerated current (IPh) can be found (eq. 16): 

16) 𝐼𝑃ℎ = 𝑞 ∙ ∫ 𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆) ∙ Ψ(𝜆) 𝑑𝜆
𝜆2

𝜆1
     [A] 

The incoming spectral photon flux, Ψ(λ), will depend on the transmission of solar radiation 

through the PV cover glass plate. The photon flux at different wavelengths must be measured with 

a known reference photocurrent and EQE. The highest external quantum efficiency values for c-Si 

lies between 450 nm and 1000 nm, visible in figure 2.11.  

Equation 16 can be extended to include the spectral loss from soiling (eq. 17):  

17) 𝐼𝑃ℎ = 𝑞 ∙ ∫ 𝑆(𝜆) ∙ 𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆) ∙ Ψ(𝜆) 𝑑𝜆
𝜆2

𝜆1
     [A] 

A factor for soiling loss (S), which is a number between 0 and 1, shows explicitly how the photo-

generated current relies on soiling: IPh will be reduced by the dust deposited on PV panels, since 

it decreases the flux of photons that reaches the PV module. This soiling loss factor can be found 

through the transmission measurements done in this thesis. 
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Figure 2.11: The graph shows the external quantum efficiency at wavelengths from 

300-1100 nm for three different Silicon materials. An ideal, high quality mono crys-
talline silicon (c-Si) solar cell follows the solid line. Multi-crystalline and amorphous 
silicon solar cells are abbreviated mc-Si and a-Si respectively. The graph is inspired 
from [43].  

2.3.4 Doping and the transition from chemical energy to an electrical circuit 

Regular c-Si solar cells are doped with elements from neighbouring groups in the periodic system. 

If for example boron (B) is introduced into the silicon lattice, a deficit of negative charge will arise. 

This is referred to as positive doping (p-doping), since the wafer will have an abundance of holes. 

In contrast, if phosphorous (P) is doped into the silicon semiconductor it creates excess electrons 

that easily excite to the conduction band at room temperature. This is called negative doping (n-

doping). Bringing a p-doped (base) and an n-doped (emitter) semiconductor material together 

will create a pn-junction with built-in potential (Vbi) between the sides. A simple set-up of the most 

vital components is shown in figure 2.12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12: A simple model of a solar PV cell. The direction of the electrical field in the space charge region (white) is 
marked with an arrow and an E.   
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The build in potential drives the transport of charge carriers in the solar cell: The electrons are 

led towards the negative pole and the holes towards the positive pole. When an electrical circuit 

is applied, electrons will travel from the negative pole to the positive in order to equal the deficit 

of electrons on the positive pole. 

When the set-up in figure 2.12 is in open circuit and exposed to sunlight, no electrons flow from 

the negative to the positive pole through the external circuit to recombine with the holes and 

hence the measured net current is zero. Excited electrons flow towards the emitter and holes to-

wards the base. The generation of electron-hole pairs has to be equalized by a recombination cur-

rent, which implies a lower endogenous electrical potential. In other words, at this point the dark 

current density compensates the photogenerated current density. The difference in the electrical 

potential is called open circuit voltage (VOC). Equation 18 expresses the open circuit voltage (VOC) 

in mathematical terms:  

18) 𝑉𝑂𝐶 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
ln (

𝐽𝑃ℎ

𝐽0
+ 1),      [V] 

where q is the elementary charge, kB is the Bolzmann constant and T is temperature. The photo-

generated current devided by the area equals the photogenerated current density (JPh = IPh/A). J0 

represents the saturation current density. Further details on the saturation current density can 

be found in appendix B. 

In lack of an external load the electrons on the negative side are short circuited with the positive 

side. All the generated electrons will recombine immediately with the holes through the external 

circuit, which means that the voltage across the cell will be zero. At this point the current is at 

maximum and is named short circuit current (ISC).   

 Electrical power production from incoming solar radiation  

2.4.1 The two-diode model 

Under illumination of the solar cell, electron-hole pairs are generated6 and contribute to a current 

flowing through an external circuit. Figure 2.13 shows a model of a real solar cell as a two-diode 

equivalent circuit. The shunt resistance (Rp) represents internal current losses due to defects, such 

as leakage through the pn-junction, where the electrons have an alternative pathway to recom-

bine with holes. The series resistance (Rs) is designated to resistive losses at various parts of the 

                                                             
6 More precise would be that the sunlight adds to the thermally generated electron-hole pairs, but since the 
contribution of the thermally generated current is much lower than from illumination, it is not given great 
concern in this basic introduction. 
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solar cell or module architecture, including contacts, cables, interferences and other sources of 

ohmic losses. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13: A two-diode model representing a solar cell’s equivalent circuit. 
The circle represents the external load. Rp is the shunt resistance and Rs 
is the series resistance.  

The reason for a two-diode model is to implement two different ideality factors, n1 and n2 repre-

senting an ideal and a non-ideal diode respectively. Therefore, n1 has the value of unity, whereas 

n2 is greater than one (typically a value of two). When the current is defined going from minus to 

plus, the total current under illumination is described through equation 19:   

19) 𝐼 = 𝐼𝑃ℎ−𝐼01 (𝑒
𝑞(𝑉−𝐼𝑅𝑠)

𝑛1𝑘𝐵𝑇 − 1) −𝐼02 (𝑒
𝑞(𝑉−𝐼𝑅𝑠)

𝑛2𝑘𝐵𝑇 − 1) −
𝑉−𝐼𝑅𝑠

𝑅𝑝
,  [A] 

where the saturation current of the two diodes are denoted I01 and I02 respectively.  

2.4.2 The I-V curve 

The power output (P) from a solar cell is the product of current (I) and voltage (V) as shown in 

equation 20: 

 20) 𝑃 = 𝐼 ∙ 𝑉        [W] 

Since the power is a product of current and voltage, operating the solar cell at VOC or ISC would 

simply yield zero power. The point at which the product of current and voltage is at maximum is 

called the maximal power point (MPP) and is marked in figure 2.14 on a socalled I-V curve (red 

line). The resulting power has the value of the green area under the curve. 

The fill factor is defined in equation 21: 

 21) 𝐹𝐹 =
𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥

𝑉𝑂𝐶∙𝐼𝑆𝐶
=

𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃∙𝐼𝑀𝑃𝑃

𝑉𝑂𝐶∙𝐼𝑆𝐶
,      [-] 

where VMPP is the voltage at maximum power point, IMPP is the current at maximum power point 

and the maximal achievable power is denoted PMax.  For a best utilization of the produced electric-

ity, the fill factor should be kept as high as possible at all times. This is done with a maximum 

power point tracker.  
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Figure 2.14: I-V curve showing the interdependency of current and voltage. The open circuit voltage 

(VOC), short circuit current (ISC), voltage at maximum power point (VMPP), current at maximum 
power point (IMPP) and the maximal achievable power (PMax) can be identified.   

The efficiency (η) of the module can be determined through equation 22: 

22) 𝜂 =
𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥

𝑃𝑖𝑛
=

𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃∙𝐼𝑀𝑃𝑃

𝑃𝑖𝑛
=

𝐹𝐹∙𝑉𝑂𝐶∙𝐼𝑆𝐶

𝑃𝑖𝑛
,     [-] 

where Pin is the incoming power from the solar radiation. In detail, it is the total incoming solar 

insolation (IT), defined in equation 8, multiplied with the area of the panel (A).  

2.4.3 Reducing effects on solar PV power plant’s current and voltage 

There are many factors that reduce the performance of a utility-scale solar power plant. In this 

paragraph, they are briefly presented to provide an overview of the many challenges in PV tech-

nology and power plant design. Soiling is the main focus of this thesis and a detailed literature 

review is presented in chapter 3 and will not be engaged in this subsection. 

2.4.3.1 Effect of cell temperature (Tcell)  

The temperature of a solar cell is called cell temperature (Tcell) and can be computed with equa-

tion 23:  

23) 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑎𝑚 + ((
9.5

5.7+3.8∙𝑣
) ∙ (

𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇−20℃

0.8
) ∙ 𝐺𝑆𝑇𝐶),   [°C] 

where GSTC is the incoming sunlight intensity at standard test conditions (usually 1 kW/m2). The 

nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) is the temperature of the solar cell at an irradiance 

level of 800 W/m2, an ambient temperature of 20°C and wind velocity of 1 m/s. Furthermore, the 

cell temperature is dependent on the ambient temperature (Ta) and the wind speed (v).   
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The cell temperature affects the current and voltage differently. On one hand, an increased Tcell 

will have a slightly positive effect on the current, increasing the ISC as shown in equation 24. 

24) 𝐼𝑆�̃� = 𝐼𝑆𝐶 ∙ (1 + (
𝜀𝐼𝑆𝐶

100
) ∙ (𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐶)),     [A] 

where the correction factor for the short circuit current (εISC
) is a positive value in %/°C and TSTC 

is the temperature at standard test conditions (normally 25°C). The corrected short circuit current 

is denoted ISC̃.  

On the other hand, the corrected open circuit voltage (VOC̃) is affected negatively. Analogously to 

the corrected short circuit current it can be defined as in equation 25: 

25) 𝑉𝑂�̃� = 𝑉𝑂𝐶 + 𝜀𝑉𝑂𝐶
∙ (𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐶)     [V] 

The correction factor for the open circuit voltage (εVOC
) is a negative number and has the unit 

V/°C. The correction factor for voltage must be much larger than the correction factor for current, 

due to the VOC dependency on 1/Tcell, whereas, in comparison, the dependency on Tcell for ISC is 

negligible [7]. A mathematical proof of the dependency on cell temperature exceeds the scope of 

this thesis.   

2.4.3.2 Mismatch losses and hot spots  

Mismatch losses occurs when the electrical properties of interconnected cells, modules or arrays 

are not identical. The discrepancy in current or voltage can be caused by partial shading, manu-

factural defects or other varying conditions like cell temperature. In terms of soiling, mismatch 

losses and hot spots occur when a heterogenous layer of dust is deposited on the panels. In the 

following two paragraphs the two most simple mismatch losses are highlighted: Series and paral-

lel mismatch.  

Series mismatch is the most common type of mismatch loss, where for example one cell in a series, 

denoted poor cell, is not producing the same power as the other cells. In this situation, the total 

voltage from the series experiences only minor changes, since it is the sum over all voltages from 

every cell. However, the poor cell determines the short circuit current of the entire series of cells, 

even though all the other cells are capable of producing more current. This can force current in 

the reverse direction in the poor cell, which may lead to a large dissipation of power. If this is done 

through a local defect, a shunt, the poor cell experiences local heating. This heating of a cell is 

called hot spot and may reach very high temperatures. This will furthermore affect the voltage, as 

seen in the previous section.  
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For cells in parallel where one cell is damaged and is not producing the same power output, the 

total voltage will be most affected. In this state, the voltage is determined by the poor cell and the 

current is added by the cells in parallel. Again, this causes the power to decrease on the overall 

production of the utility-scale solar power plant. 

Mismatch losses can be circumvented by introducing bypass-diodes. A bypass diode leads the 

electrical current around the damaged cell, module or array that is not producing in accordance 

with a set parameter. A bypass diode for every single cell would be ideal, but by all means not 

economically feasible.  

2.4.3.3 Effect of light intensity  

The incoming sunlight intensity naturally has a decisive effect on the ISC and VOC. In the morning 

and late afternoon, the sunlight intensity is lower than throughout the middle of the day, as noted 

in section 2.1.3, and this reduces the power production in these hours. Scattered sunlight on a 

cloudy day has the same decreasing effect on the solar radiation and the electricity production. 

2.4.3.4 Effect of angle of incidence (θ) 

A high angle of incidence (θ) will reduce the sunlight intensity. This becomes obvious considering 

that at high θ the sunlight must be spread over a larger surface, whereas for θ = 0°, the panel 

captures the most sunlight. Figure 2.15 shows with a simple model how the intensity is reduced. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.15: Visual explanation of how angle of incidence effects the solar radiation intensity. The red 
flat lines mark the area where the same solar radiation strikes.   

To overcome this effect, a tracking system is required in order to tilt the panels towards the sun 

at all times.  

θ>>0 θ=0 
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3 Literature review on soiling  

Due to the awareness of the reduction in power production related to soiling, the number of pa-

pers on soiling has exploded in recent years, rising from less than ten papers per year in 2008 to 

around 80 in 2015 [15]. This chapter focuses on giving an overview of the state of the art in the 

research on dust related issues for PV power production. The term dust will firstly be defined. The 

second subchapter will explain the different processes that generate, transport, deposit, adhere 

and remove dust from the panels. The final subchapter explains the impacts dust accumulated on 

PV panels might have for the power production.  

 Dust 

This subchapter will give an understanding of the complexity of the term dust, its composition 

and apperance. As an example of the variety of dust, figure 3.1 shows three different dust samples 

from distant locations. The different colors are evidence of diversified morphology, albedo and 

chemical composition of the dust. The dust characteristics (shape, size, albedo and chemical com-

position) are dependent on local climate, which changes with time. This can cause seasonal and 

spatial variations in the characteristics of dust particles accumulated on the PV panel [44].  

   

Figure 3.1: Different dust types from Egypt (left), Jordan (middle) and Rwanda (right). 

To explain what dust is, this subchapter will concentrate on the size, shape and its chemical com-

position in the following two paragraphs. 
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3.1.1 Size and shape 

Quite a few authors [44-48] have dared a definition of the term dust (or soil7). Common for all 

definitions is the description of a maximum particle size which is related to the possibility of being 

lifted by the wind. However, since dust grains are mainly irregular in shape, it must be character-

ized by its equivalent spherical diameter that possesses the same volume.  

According to Picotti et al. (2018) the upper diameter limit of dust particles can be seen in atmos-

pheric or in geologic terms [49]. In geologic terms, dust can be referred to as silt and clay, which 

have diameters smaller than sand (62.5 µm) [49]. Nonetheless, particles greater than 62.5 µm can 

naturally be lifted and deposited on PV panels, but research analyses have concluded that particles 

with a diameter above 500 µm – 1 mm hardly are able to accumulate on PV panels [44, 47, 48, 50]. 

John et al. (2015) points out that particles with diameter above 500 µm are unlikely to contribute 

substantially to soiling due to the required lift force from the wind and adherence forces to the 

surface [47]. However, since these particle sizes in fact exist on the PV modules, they must be 

included in the definition of dust.  As a result, there is a consensus among scientists for the atmos-

pheric term, stating that dust is comprised of particles that naturally can be lifted by into the at-

mosphere. The geologic term would be insufficient for describing dust particles.  

Furthermore, particles above 30 – 50 µm are prone to be blown or washed off the panel by wind 

and rain [46, 51]. Moreover, the diameter of the dust particles deposited on the panel tends to be 

smaller the longer they have been exposed to weathering on the panel [46]. Cabanillas & Munguia 

(2011) found out that tiny particles, less than 1 µm, are the most prevalent in numbers, but in 

volume fraction, intermediate particles of 1 – 20 µm size are dominant [52].  

Seemingly, it is problematic to declare an absolute upper and lower limit of dust particles. Nor-

mally, a large percentage of particles have diameters up to 100 µm and the probability shrinks 

considerably of finding grains above this size on the PV panel. No lower diameter limit can be set 

for dust particles, but it is difficult to collect and measure finer particles than 0.1 µm, due to ag-

glomeration, equipment limitations and adhesive forces between particle and panel surface. 

3.1.2 Chemical composition of dust 

The chemical composition of dust particles is heavily reliant on the local ground, vegetation and 

wind. Wind can carry small dust particles over long distances, but the nearby ground is observed 

to have a strong impact on coarser particles [19, 26, 53]. During several studies of soiling, scien-

tists have labelled dust in familiar terms like red soil, sand, gypsum, salt, white sand, ash, soot, 

spores, vegetable fibers, limestone, calcium carbonate, silica, quartz, cement and clay [20-22, 46, 

                                                             
7 The term soil is in this study used as a synonym to dust.  
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49, 52]. Particles from rural areas have been found to appear finer and may contain soluble or-

ganic minerals, while dust alongside roads or in cities are coarser, inorganic and predominantly 

insoluble [26]. Utility-scale solar PV parks are often distant from big cities and preferably far away 

from other industries. The parks analyzed in this study are located either in the desert or in a 

vegetated area.  

As an example of dust composition, Darwish et al. (2014) listed a total of 14 molecular compo-

nents of dust at four sites in the United Arab Emirates, summarized in table 3.1 [54].  

Table 3.1: Molecular composition of soiling in UAE [54].  
Site I: Agricultural area relying on salty water wells. 
Site II: Agricultural area relying on fresh water wells.  
Site III: Desert road.  
Site IV: In a city on the coast of the Arabian Sea. 

# Component Fraction (mass – %) 
  Site I Site II Site III Site IV 
1 SiO2 41.8 45.5 55.8 38.1 
2 CaO 25.0 24.6 30.4 21.0 
3 Al2O3 7.9 10.8 3.8 3.4 
4 MgO 6.9 6.3 4.0 17.4 
5 Fe2O3 12.3 10.5 3.9 16.7 
6 SiO3 2.8 0.2 0.2 0.6 
7 K2O 0.8 0.9 1.2 0.1 
8 TiO2 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.4 
9 Cr2O3 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.5 
10 MnO2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 
11 NiO 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 
12 SrO 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 
13 P2O3 0.9 - - - 
14 Cl - - - 1.1 

 
It is visible that silicon, aluminium and calcium dominate the particles from this particular desert 

region. This may come as no surprise, because of the abundant presence of quartz, feldspars and 

phyllosilicate in the Earth’s crust [49, 53]. In another outdoor soiling experiment conducted by 

Ilse et al. (2018) in the Atacama desert in Chile, it was found that the majority of the particles 

contained potassium, aluminium and silicon [55]. In addition, calcium and sulfur were also pre-

sent in lower ratios. Generally speaking, silicon is the most abundant element in airborne dust 

[49].  

Vegetation can trap particles, leading to a lower dust deposition rate [53]. Nevertheless, in the 

blooming season, pollen, microbial cells and spores will add to the soiling. Pollen contains carbo-

hydrates, minerals, amino acids, organic acids, metabolites and many other organic substances 

[56]. A detailed description of the possible grains from pollen would go beyond the outlook of this 

thesis.   
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 Dust life cycle 

A dust particle that contributes to soiling on a PV panel goes through different stages in its life 

cycle. It is born when it is cut loose from the topsoil through weathering and lifted above ground 

from its natural origin. It is then transported to the area where it deposits on the PV panel and 

adheres to the panel for a certain period of time. By definition, the cycle is complete when the 

particle has been removed from the surface. Hence, the dust life cycle is divided into five stages 

called generation, transportation, deposition, adhesion and removal, as shown in figure 3.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Schematical overview of the life cycle of a dust particle. Dust is generated, transported and deposited on the 
PV panels, adhered to the surface and ultimately removed from the panels.  

Local factors that affect these phases can be natural or human induced. The most significant nat-

ural factors that influence the dust life cycle are geology, topography, particle concentration in the 

air (PM), wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity, rain and the morphology and chemical 

composition of the dust (dust characteristics). Nearby anthropogenic activity8, obstacles, tilt angle 

of the modules and surface roughness and type (surface characteristics) are the main human-in-

duced factors that affect the life cycle [30, 57-60]. Figure 3.3 shows all the mentioned factors with 

connection lines to the parts of the dust life cycle that it clearly affects.  

From the diagram it is visible that the dust type, shape and size (geology/dust characteristics) 

have a significant influence on the dust life cycle. Unquestionably, it is an essential factor for the 

loss of electricity production due to soiling. This gave a motivation for analyzing the morphology 

and chemical composition of collected dust from utility-scale solar power plants in this study. 

Even though the influence of some of these factors is dependent on the presence of others, the 

following sections try to present the listed natural and anthropogenic factors individually for each 

of the five aspects in the dust life cycle. However, since dust characteristics are so central in the 

life cycle and determine the influence of all factors, it is incorporated in the paragraphs of all the 

other factors.  

                                                             
8 Antropogenic activity is a term used for human activities such as transportation, plowing farmland and 
combustion. 
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Figure 3.3: The diagram shows the natural (blue boxes) and anthropogenic (orange boxes) factors and how they are 
linked (lines) to the dust life cycle (green boxes). 
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3.2.1 Dust generation 

Basically, dust generation is a process where particles disconnect from the ground due to weath-

ering and elevate into the air. These two processes depend on geology (type of rock), the natural 

climate (wind, relative humidity and rain) and human activity in the area (figure 3.4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Dust generation is dependent on four main natural climatic factors: wind speed, wind direction, relative 
humidity and rain. The dust characteristics will be determined by the geology in the dust source area. Human in-
duced activity that includes combustion or friction are sources of dust, and other activities that creates wind will 
impact dust concentration in the air.  

Natural dust generation is mainly a consequence of weathering. Weathering is a physical or chem-

ical process that breaks solid rock in the upper continental crust into pieces [49, 61]. Physical 

weathering is often associated with ice wedging, when water freezes and expands in voids in the 

ground, resulting in cracks that at last create small particles. However, in the regions studied in 

this thesis, it is very unlikely that the temperature fluctuates around 0°C at any time of the year. 

These areas are more prone to another type of physical weathering, abrasion, as a result of aeolian 

dust colliding into rocks. This is called sandblasting and creates a smooth surface on an obstacle 

over an extensive time frame.  

As opposed to physical weathering, chemical weathering changes the chemical composition of the 

particle from the rock. This is a consequence of a reaction between the rock and a chemical agent, 

like for instance acid rain, oxygen or water. Different rock types chemically weather at various 

rates [61]. Some types, such as granite, are more resistant to weathering, whereas other types, 

like limestone and dolomite, are partitioned more easily.  

Additionally, human induced friction and combustion processes in the society generate and ele-

vate dust [17]. Examples of friction induced dust generation are logging of wood and screeching 

halt of trains on railroads. The latter emits significant amounts of iron dust particles [44].  
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The chemical composition of dust particles strongly depends on the sources of dust generation.  

When elevated into the atmosphere, the particles may or may not be transformed in a reaction 

with other molecules. Some molecular compounds that rise into the atmosphere can transform 

and contribute to particulate matter (PM) that later may precipitate [17]. To such compounds 

counts for instance ammonia (NH3), volatile organic compounds (VOC), oxides of nitrogen (NOx) 

and sulfur (SOx). Natural sources of dust that don’t transform in the atmosphere are pollen from 

photosynthesis and sand blown from deserts. Moreover, in areas where salt water is present, it 

can contribute to dust formation and lead to larger particles [46]. 

3.2.1.1 Influence of rain and relative humidity on dust generation 

On one side, rain and relative humidity can facilitate the chemical and physical weathering of 

rocks, leading to a higher fraction of particles on the ground. On the other side, water also in-

creases the soil moisture content, which leads to a strong capillary force between the grains in the 

topsoil [29]. In wet conditions, capillary forces dominate the adhesion forces over other mecha-

nisms such as van der Waals and electrostatic forces [29]. The capillary forces are strong enough 

to prohibit elevation of most particles, since natural wind induced lift or drag force inflicted upon 

the particles will in comparison be too weak [60]. In short, extensive rain or a humid climate will 

enforce weathering, but prohibit elevation of dust particles.  

3.2.1.2 Influence of wind speed on dust generation 

Wind is a momentous factor for dust generation and elevation of particles in particular. Firstly, 

for an efficient abrasion of rocks a combination of frequent high wind speeds and high PM con-

centration is essential. Note that the latter de facto depends on the wind as well, since circulation 

of air must be present to elevate particles and thereby increase the PM concentration. Windy con-

ditions are often equal to dry air, which lowers the capillary adhesion between particles. This 

means that the lift force from the wind will be sufficient for loading the air with particles from the 

ground [60]. This leads to higher PM concentration, which in turn can facilitate dust accumulation 

on the panels. A “sufficient wind speed” is defined as wind velocities that allow for either aerody-

namic lifting, saltation or sandblasting [49, 53]. These three suspension mechanisms are visually 

explained in figure 3.5.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Three different mechanisms can initiate suspention of particles: Aerodynamic lifting (left) directly releases 
particles from the ground. Saltation (middle) indicate that larger particles entrain smaller particles and they are 
lifted together. Sandblasting occurs when suspended particles crash onto a surface and release other particles from 
the ground.  
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Surprisingly, it is evident that intermediate to large (ca. 70 µm – 500 µm) particles are exposed to 

direct aerodynamic lifting from the ground, despite having a greater mass than finer particles [49, 

53]. This can be explained by the fact that silt and clay (< ca. 70 µm) have stronger cohesive forces 

that bind them together on the ground. Thus, it is difficult to remove them from the ground by 

direct levitation, but instead, they are mobilized by sandblasting and saltation [53]. Saltation re-

fers to the phenomenon when the wind is moving larger particles horizontally and these particles 

entrain smaller ones [53]. Sandblasting can occur when intermediate and large particles crash 

into the ground and break the cohesive bond that keeps the silt and clay to the ground. Once small 

sized particles are suspended, they tend to travel a long distance from their source area [53].  

3.2.2 Dust transport 

By dust transport it is meant the horizontal transport of suspended particles from its origin to 

another location. It is primarily dependent on wind speed and direction, but also obstacles that 

create a turbulent air flow will affect the transport (figure 3.6).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: The most important factors that influence the transport of suspended dust particles from its origin to the 
location of the PV panels.  

Vertical transport, where particles are brought from the atmosphere down to the panels, is con-

sidered dust deposition and is further explained in the next subchapter.  

The geology and vegetation are often similar in every direction in close proximity to the solar 

power parks. This implies that short transported dust particles contain similar chemical and mor-

phological composition regardless of wind direction. For distant transported particles the wind 

direction may lead to changes in dust characteristics over time [19]. In an example from Portugal, 

it was demonstrated that dust coming with winds from the Saharan desert showed different prop-

erties than European dust coming from other directions [19]. Additionally, a hilly and vegetated 

area can influence the turbulence in the airflow, creating barriers for the dust transport. This was 
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evident when exposing two solar parks with different vegetation nearby to the same PM concen-

tration: No vegetation or any other obstacles lead to more dust accumulated on the panel [19]. A 

further detailed analysis of the dust transport is beyond relevance for a basic understanding of 

soiling and its impact on the electricity production and is thus excluded in this review.  

3.2.3 Dust deposition 

The more dust particles that settle on the panel, the thicker the soiling layer will be, and more 

sunlight attenuates. Dust deposition describes the process of airborne dust that collides with a PV 

panel. Note that dust deposition does not include the process where particles come to rest on the 

panel. The factors involved in dust deposition are sketched in figure 3.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Schematic overview of the most important factors influencing the deposition of suspended particles on the 
solar PV modules.  

3.2.3.1 Influence of PM concentration on dust deposition 

The most intuitive factor that affects the amount of dust that deposits on the panel is the actual 

PM concentration in the air. The air must be loaded with airborne dust for particles to deposit on 

the panel, otherwise no deposition can take place. Generally it applies that a high PM concentra-

tion result in a greater deposition rate [45], even though it might not always be the case: In dry 
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and windy weather conditions, it has been found that a high PM concentration might help to re-

move particles from the panel, if the initial soiling was high [49, 51].  

3.2.3.2 Influence of wind speed on dust deposition 

Wind speed determines the upper limit of a particle’s mass that can be lifted. Depending on the 

mass of the particle and the wind speed different depositions may occur. The deposition mecha-

nisms can be divided into three types as depicted in figure 3.8: Sedimentation, turbulent diffusion 

and Brownian motion [29, 62].  

 

 

 

 

Sedimentation   Turbulent diffusion   Brownian motion 

Figure 3.8: Descriptive drawing of the three types of deposition. Blue lines represent streamlines of the wind, whereas 
black dashed lines indicate the path of a random particle. Particles that follow Brownian motion will diffuse ran-
domly in space, but mainly follow the streamlines of the wind.  

Figgis et al. 2017 have tied these deposition mechanisms to size of the grain: Large particles above 

10 µm predominantly precipitate by gravitation [29, 49]. Tiny particles below 1 µm will diffuse 

randomly in space and exhibit Brownian motion [29]. Often these small particles follow the 

streamlines of the wind. Intermediate size particles (ca 1-10 µm) conduct different behavior at 

different wind speeds. At low velocity, deposition due to gravity forces dominates. At higher wind 

velocities, inertial mechanisms trigger deposition: When the wind accelerates in front of an obsta-

cle, the grains won’t be able to follow the streamflow and crash into the module [29].  

3.2.3.3 Influence of wind direction on dust deposition 

Wind direction is highly relevant for the deposition of dust [59]. Over panels that are facing away 

from the wind, the wind velocity will be turbulent, as shown in figure 3.9. Turbulence causes local 

halt of the wind over the module and the suspended particles can sediment, which gives a higher 

deposition rate than for panels facing the wind direction [4]. 

 

 

Turbulent diffusion    Turbulent settling 

Figure 3.9: Descriptive drawing showing a photovoltaic module facing the wind (left) and a module facing the opposite 
direction of the wind (right). Blue lines represent streamlines of the wind, whereas black dotted lines indicate a 
possible pattern for a dust particle. The turbulent settling, due to gravitational forces, has the highest deposition rate 
among the two types depicted.  
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3.2.3.4 Influence of relative humidity on dust deposition 

Relative humidity is reported not to have a strong effect on the particle deposition process [29]. 

Nonetheless, in a wet atmosphere aeolian dust might absorb water vapor, possibly resulting in an 

increased size and mass [60]. This occurs for instance with particles containing calcite and salt. It 

may further contribute to agglomeration of particles in the air [63]. A cluster of particles has a 

higher joint mass, which enhances the likelihood of precipitation compared to individual particles 

[63]. The increased water content of the precipitating particles may inhibit rebounce effects from 

the module once the particle collides with the panel [29, 64].  

Relative humidity is closely connected to wind velocity. High wind speed increases the probability 

for dry conditions, whereas low wind speed raises the likelihood for a humid environment [59]. 

The combination that gives maximal soiling rate is high relative humidity combined with high ve-

locity of particle-loaded air. Particles will then blow into an area where they absorb water, in-

crease their weight and deposit on the panels due to gravity or diffusion. In the study of Javed et 

al. (2017) they find a low tendency for such conditions when they analyze daily values of relative 

humidity. However, Figgis (2018) claims that the rapid change in relative humidity makes daily 

average values ineffective [59, 62]. A peak of 80% for a short period during the day will simply be 

invisible in the data samples, which Ilse et al. (2018) found in his studies on soiling in Qatar [62, 

63]. The temporal solution of the measurement data, Figgis suggests, should be no greater than 

ten minutes to fully understand how the dust is affected by the local ambient humidity [62].  

3.2.3.5 Influence of rain on dust deposition 

Normally, heavy rain acts as a cleaning agent, removing dust particles from the panels, whereas 

light rain has a propensity to facilitate soiling [4, 49]. Naeem et al. (2015) claim that light rain and 

drizzle have a negative effect on the production due to the enhancement of dust transport from 

the atmosphere to the panels [60]. Aerosols can be mobilized in the clouds and transformed into 

droplets (mix of water and dust) that precipitate onto the panels [49]. Another way for rain to 

bring more dust to the panel is by collision of raindrops with suspended particles in the atmos-

phere. The raindrop and dust particle are then precipitated together on the PV module. Particles 

deposited by raindrops tend to be smaller than the mean grain size of the soiling on the panel [26, 

65].  

3.2.3.6 Influence of tilt angle on dust deposition 

One important anthropogenic determinant for dust deposition is the chosen tilt angle for the solar 

PV module. Boyle et al. (2016) conducted experiments with varying tilted angles and found that 

horizontal plates exhibit a higher mass accumulation rate than tilted panels, as a consequence of 

the dominance of gravitational settling compared to turbulent diffusion [65]. Several scientists 

have found a tendency for larger grains sizes on panels with tilt angles close to the horizontal [44, 
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51, 66]. Dirt on vertical modules has been deposited through diffusion and are, in general, smaller 

in size (ref. figure 3.8) [66]. 

3.2.4 Dust adhesion and removal   

When a dust particle hits the surface, it can either attach to the surface or bounce off immediately. 

The chemical composition of the grains is believed to have a significant influence on the ability to 

attach and stick to the glazing of the PV modules, since it is decisive for the mechanical and elec-

trostatical properties of the dust [46]. Dust adhesion also contains the ability of a particle to “sur-

vive” removing factors, such as gravitation, wind, rain and manual cleaning.  

For simplicity reasons, adhesion is here defined as the opposite of removal, implying that net ac-

cumulation of dust on the panel surface is a balance between the two processes. Dust removal 

describes all the mechanisms that cause a particle that once was on the panel to leave. Most of the 

climatological factors that regulate the adhesion, also have influence on the removal, except rain, 

PM concentration in the air and wind speed. Consequently, the two last phases of the dust life 

cycle are treated in one subchapter. Figure 3.10 visualizes the influencing factors for these two 

processes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Figure 3.10: Schematic overview of the natural (blue) and antropogenic (orange) factors influencing the adhesion and 
removal of dust on PV modules.  
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3.2.4.1 Influence of wind speed and PM on dust removal 

Wind speed can have an accumulative (increased dust deposition) or repelling (increased re-

moval) effect, depending mainly on other natural factors like relative humidity, dust characteris-

tics (stickiness) and PM concentration, but also on tilt angle and surface roughness of the panel 

[45, 60, 64]. Therefore, there is no clear-cut wind speed limit at which dust mainly deposits or is 

removed [19], but many authors have stated that, in general, low wind velocity increases the dust 

accumulation, whereas higher velocities remove particles from the panels [44, 46, 48, 57, 67]. 

Removal of particles from the PV panel requires energy to overcome the frictional force between 

the particle and the panel [68]. The wind rarely possesses enough power to physically lift particles 

from the panel up in the air [49, 60]. Instead, in case of tilted panels, particles are dragged or rolled 

down the surface and entrain other particles [29]. As a result of this, it is understandable that an 

elevated frame around the solar module acts as a barrier and prohibits particles from being re-

moved completely. Instead they are trapped near the edge of the panel. 

At low wind velocity smaller and lighter particles are gently deposited on the panel, not disrupting 

the already deposited dust particles. However, at high wind velocities particles will crash onto the 

surface and release grains already in place before the collision [30]. This may lead to a cleaning 

effect if the surface was substantially loaded with dust prior to the storm and the module is placed 

at a favorized tilt angle [49, 67]. On one side, Gaier and Perez-Davis (1992) claimed that even on 

horizontal panels it is observed a cleaning effect during dust storms [51]. On the other side, dust 

storms don’t necessarily have a cleaning effect. Hammad et al. (2018) declare a significant reduc-

tion in PV production every spring in Jordan due to the annual sandstorm [6].   

Moreover, high wind velocity also reduces the ambient relative humidity, leading to drier condi-

tions [66]. If the relative humidity is low, the adherence forces between panel glazing and grains 

reduces and the particles can be easier removed by the wind [60]. In a situation of enhanced ad-

herence of dust particles due to high relative humidity, a higher wind velocity is required to re-

move the dirt [59]. 

Wind generated removal of dust particles is, in addition, dependent on the size of the aeolian dust 

and deposited particles. Small particles have a high surface to volume ratio, which means that the 

frictional forces are greater than for larger grains. By and large most scientists state that wind 

speeds lower than 50 m/s can’t clean any modules for particles less than 50 µm in diameter [60, 

66]. Even worse is that at velocities above 25 m/s and high PM concentrations, the panels will be 

permanently damaged by grain collisions on the surface, a phenomenon which can result in trans-

mission loss [69].  
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3.2.4.2 Influence of relative humidity on dust adhesion and removal 

Relative humidity plays a dual role for the attachment of particles on the panel. It can either en-

hance or reduce the adhesion, depending on the degree of condensation and dew formation [46]. 

If the relative humidity rises to almost 100% the particles are not able to absorb all the water and 

the panels will be flooded [4]. This will result in water running down the panels, which brings dust 

with it. In this sense relative humidity might have a cleaning effect [70].  

Under dry conditions, grains adhere to a surface owing to two frictional forces: van der Waals and 

electrostatic forces [49]. High relative humidity will strengthen capillary adhesion as a result of 

the occupation by water droplets of fine voids (capillaries) between grains on the panel, resulting 

in liquid bridges [29]. At the same time, a tiny water film reduces van der Waals forces with a 

factor of about 80 and screens the electrostatic forces [29]. High capillary forces will suppress 

resuspension or rolling of particles off the module [29]. 

A sufficient value of the relative humidity to enhance the adhesion of the grains resting on PV 

modules has been reported to be above ca 40 – 60% [4, 49]. The adhesion intensifies proportion-

ally with higher relative humidity, to a certain critical value where water droplets loaded with 

particles start to run off the panel [29]. For an escalation in the relative humidity from 40% to 

80%, adhesion is reported to rise 80% [64].  

According to Ilse et al. (2018) and Naeem et al. (2018) agglomeration of particles occurs on the 

module due to interchanging evaporation and condensation [60, 63]. This is called “caking” and 

covers the tendency of a compact, rearranged deposition of particles on the panel that can be as-

sociated with mud [63, 64]. The appearance of mud can facilitate further dust deposition and also 

function as a habitat for plants and microorganisms [60, 66]. After the water has reevaporated, 

the adhesion force is undoubtedly enhanced and it requires, in general, an increased force to re-

move the dust from the panel compared to dust never exposed to dew [44, 60, 63, 66]. 

3.2.4.3 Influence of rain on dust removal 

There is a large consensus that rain has a positive removal effect on dust accumulated on the panel 

[64, 70-72]. Nevertheless, results from different works diverge from 1 mm rain being sufficient 

for a fully rinsed panel [71] to heavy rain showing no significant effect [73]. This could be due to 

different grain size, since fine particles (2 - 10 µm) are more resistant to rain than coarser ones 

[21]. It has been found that rain is effective to wash away coarser grains [26, 65]. Rain therefore 

alters the size composition as it leads to a higher ratio of fine particles.  

In the case of a mixture of raindrop and particle that hits the glass cover together, the water may 

evaporate after deposition and the particle remains strongly attached to the surface [4, 49]. If the 
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particle also contained salts, it can recrystallize on the panels. These crystals are reported to at-

tach so strongly to the surface, that no subsequent rain can remove them [74].  

Heaberlin & Graf (1998) showed that in a wet climate, despite regular flushing of the panels by 

heavy rainfall, plants started to grow in the soiling on the modules after very long exposure time 

[75]. This happened in the bottom of the panel along the frame, where the water had been inter-

cepted and eventually evaporated. Experimental studies have made clear that the top of the panel 

receives cleaner water than the bottom, because as droplets travel down the panel from the top, 

they get loaded with dust particles [21, 28, 57]. When the contaminated water evaporates at the 

bottom of the panel, the grains are left behind.  

3.2.4.4 Influence of tilt angle on dust adhesion and removal 

The tilt angle plays a vital role in the ability of dust particles to attach to the surface [57, 65-67]. A 

lower tilt angle enhances the ability for larger particles to remain present on the panel despite 

natural cleaning effects like favorable wind and rain [44, 51, 66]. Small particles, often accumu-

lated on steep tilt angles, tend to agglomerate on the surface. Due to an increased collective surface 

area and stronger adhesion these fine particles are harder to remove [51, 63, 67].  

Single or dual axis tracked solar PV panels not only maximize the incoming direct solar irradiation, 

but additionally affect dust accumulation on PV panels. As mentioned earlier and shown in figure 

3.9, panels oriented away from the wind are prone to experience a higher net accumulation rate. 

Trackers should orient the panels towards the wind direction in sandstorms with a sufficient tilt 

angle, in order for particles to easily resuspend or roll off the surface [66]. Evidently, horizontal 

tilt angle should be avoided during rain events because of the potential of creating a pool of water 

that later evaporates and enhances the adhesion of particles. Solar parks established in regions 

close to equator have an optimal tilt angle close to a horizontal plane in order to maximize the 

utilization of solar insolation. This is especially problematic for regions such as Middle East and 

North Africa, where the PM concentration is normally quite high [20]. 

3.2.4.5 Influence of PV surface characterstics on dust adhesion and removal 

Specifically with regards to the dust life cycle, the PV surface may only affect the adhesion and 

removal of particles. PV panels have primarily been tested with two types of glazing: Glass and 

plastic (epoxy). It has been shown that plastic films can attract more dust due to higher electro-

static charges than glass [4, 58, 76]. Glass is the main PV cover material used today and will be the 

focus of this thesis. 

The most glazings are not significantly textured on the front side of the glass, even though this 

could have resulted in a higher transmission of sunlight. The reason for having a smooth surface 
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is predominantly to limit the amount of possible pockets for small-size particles (0.1 – 10 µm) to 

find shelter where they are protected against cleaning [77]. Patterns and pockets don’t automati-

cally stem from intended manufacturing. Sandstorms may lead to erosion and cleaning proce-

dures can scratch the surface. Textured surfaces are hard to rinse totally free of dirt [77, 78]. 

Moreover, elevated frames should be avoided, for the obvious reason that they extensively raise 

the likelihood for dust accumulation at the edges of the module [75, 78].  

Ilse et al. (2018) claims that relative humidity would support agglomeration of small dust particles 

if the surface is prepared with hydrophobic anti-soiling product, while a hydrophilic anti-soiling 

film would, on the other side, provide a more uniform distribution [63]. Currently a lot of research 

is ongoing related to the possibilities and downsides of using anti-soiling coatings. A detailed de-

scription of different anti-soiling materials and their effect on the net dust accumulation is, how-

ever, not the aim of this study.  

 Impacts of dust accumulation 

Dust precipitated on photovoltaic panels reduces the electric power production in an intricate 

way. It is claimed that these effects are visible from the moment dust accumulation reaches 

0.1 g/m2 [79]. The impacts of dust induced PV power production loss9 presented in the following 

paragraphs are not considering suspended particles in the atmosphere. In extremely polluted cit-

ies like Beijing, Mexico City and Hong Kong air pollution is so severe that suspended dust particles 

can attenuate 10–20% of the solar radiation before the sunlight beam reaches the PV module [17, 

80, 81]. The focus of this thesis is on the dust that has landed on the PV cover glass plate. 

3.3.1 Transmission loss 

The transmission of photons through a glass cover contaminated with dirt is visibly lower than 

for clean panels, due to an increased rate of absorption and reflectance of the light [63] (ref. eq. 9, 

section 2.2.2). Fewer photons will penetrate the cover plate and reach the PV solar cell, resulting 

in a decline in photon flux (Ψ(λ)), due to an increase in the soiling loss coefficient (S(λ), eq. 17, 

section 2.3.3). Kaldellis and Fragos (2011) deposited ash on the panels, and mainly observed en-

hanced reflection [17]. This was believed to stem from the small particle size distribution of the 

panel dust. It is important to note that particles don’t necessarily block all light over the entire 

spectrum; they can be more transparent for particular wavelengths and have a higher absorption 

rate of other wavelengths [52]. As seen in section 2.2.4 dust particles inevitably scatter the sun-

light in different directions and consequently, the ratio of diffuse to direct sunlight increases.   

                                                             
9 Soiling induced PV power production loss will in the following be referred to as “PV soiling loss”. 
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3.3.1.1 Dependency on angle of incidence 

Studies have reported a higher transmission loss at higher angles of incidence, due to the fact that 

grains cast a longer shadow than at normal angles of incidence [73]. Figure 3.11 presents this 

aspect visually. For solar PV panels with no tracking system of the sun the loss is consequently 

greater in the early morning and late afternoon due to soiling. These analyses on the dependency 

of the angle of incidence have led to claims of a higher absorption and reflection rate of diffuse 

than direct sunlight due to soiling [71, 82].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Grains resting on a PV panel will cast a long shadow at high angles of incidence (θ). The 
red flat lines mark the difference in shaded areas for the same particle size. 

For utility scale solar parks investigated in this work, all modules are mounted on a single axis 

east – west tracker. Consequently, the problem is minimized to seasonal differences in the solar 

zenith angle at noon. Since the parks are located quite close to the equator the small deviations 

from a normal incident of light beam during the whole year makes this problem negligible.  

3.3.1.2 Spectral differences in transmission loss 

The reduction in transmission contributed by the dust is spectrally dependent [4]. Interestingly, 

it has been showed several times that as the density of dust accumulated on the panel increases, 

the reduction is higher for shorter wavelengths than for longer [25, 57, 66]. Levinson et al. (2005) 

noted a tendency for UV light waves to extensively be absorbed, rather than reflected [83]. Longer 

wavelengths, however, tend to be reflected and the loss is not as severe as for shorter wave-

lengths. Again, this is in line with the assumed dependency on particle size distribution, which 

was presented in section 2.2.4.  

The various spectral response to various types of dust and their density might have implications 

for an optimal type of solar panel to be installed, at least if cleaning is to be avoided. The absorp-

tion spectra in figure 2.10, section 2.3.2 show that c-Si or Ge solar cells have a wide spectral ab-

sorption area, whereas others, like CdTe or a-Si, have a narrow region for sunlight uptake at 

shorter wavelengths [7]. Dust that affects UV light the most will therefore have a greater impact 

θ>>0 θ=0 
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on the electricity production from the two latter types than from c-Si or Ge solar cells [57, 84]. 

Consequently, due to spectral differences, there is no linear correlation between average loss in 

transmission and loss in electricity production of a solar PV module.   

3.3.1.3 Non-linear reduction in transmission 

The decrease in transmission is typically non-linear. This is visualized in figure 3.12 with data 

points from two artificial cement dust deposition experiments [21, 22].   

 

Figure 3.12: Transmission of light as a function of cement dust density. The data were found in [21, 22].  

An explanation for non-linearity in the transmission loss is claimed to be related to the behavior 

of particles. When dust accumulates on a surface, particles tend to pile up and agglomerate on top 

of each other instead of uniformly distribute over the whole panel [25, 29, 68, 85, 86]. In addition, 

a mixed grain-size distribution would accelerate the transmission loss over density: Large parti-

cles will cover more areas and the smaller fragments will be able to fill the voids between them 

[46, 68].  

3.3.2 Influence on soiling accumulation rate 

The dust accumulation rate seems to vary with the already deposited dust density. Some studies 

have shown that supported by electrostatical charges, particles more likely accumulate where the 

dust density is already at a high level [4, 26, 66]. Contrarily, others have pointed out the complete 

opposite effect, stating that panels with a high deposition density experience a lower net dust ac-

cumulation rate [26, 46]. Javed et al. (2017) argued that this is not because the deposition rate 
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declines, but rather as a result of enhanced rebounce and resuspension rate [59]. Ultimately, the 

accumulation rate in real situations becomes very hard to determine.  

3.3.3 Production loss 

First and foremost, loss in transmission implies a decline in photon flux, Ψ(λ), through the PV 

cover plate. In accordance with equation 15, section 2.3.3, reduced Ψ(λ) will in turn decrease the 

current generation of the PV modules. In other words, when dust screens the incoming sunlight 

beam, it has a direct impact on the current [64].  

Secondly, soiling would have a less, yet still important, effect on the voltage due to a potential 

increase in cell temperature [13]. It is not trivial to find the correlation between the soiling and 

the cell temperature, since in a real environment, other factors such as solar irradiation, wind 

velocity, ambient temperature, type of PV module and type of surface glazing can influence the 

temperature to a large degree [64]. Reflected sunlight by dust accumulated on the surface may 

exhibit a cooling effect [30]. The following two paragraphs shed light on some aspects that com-

plicate the assessments of soiling related production losses. 

3.3.3.1 Absorption of heat by dust particles  

Direct increase in cell temperature as a consequence of soiling is far more troublesome to ascer-

tain than the transmission loss. When solar irradiance is absorbed by dust particles, it is converted 

to thermal energy, which subsequently heats up the PV module by thermal conduction. An in-

creased cell temperature has a slightly positive impact on the current, since the band gap is low-

ered and thermal energy is accessible for excitement of electrons [64]. Nevertheless, it doesn’t 

compensate for the reduced incoming solar radiation and therefore the current drops. Besides, a 

higher cell temperature reduces voltage, leading to a decreased power production [4, 5, 13].  

To find the real production loss due to soiling would therefore include a thorough estimation of 

the soil-induced effect on cell temperature, which is far from a straight-forward calculation. A 

changed absorption and reflection rate, a higher tendency to trap exiting IR light and a changed 

thermal conductivity coefficient may all influence the cell temperature. The values of these pa-

rameters are specific for every dust type. For instance, the specific thermal conductivity coeffi-

cient is determined by the chemical composition of the dust. The vast majority of dust types are 

reported to have low thermal conductivity resulting in a heating effect [6, 20]. The only reported 

dust grain with a high value of thermal conductivity is salt. Salt may therefore have a cooling effect 

on the panel.  

3.3.3.2 Heterogenous soiling creates mismatch losses and hot spots  

A non-uniform dust layer on the PV panels would add to the complexity of determining the impact 

on current and voltage output. Non-uniform dust deposition is not the exception, but rather the 
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rule in natural conditions [57]. A heterogenous layer of dust causes partial shading of a module or 

array of modules, which implies that some cells or modules have a lower current than the others, 

causing mismatch losses. As a consequence, non-uniformity creates a lower correlation between 

ISC and the maximum power point [4, 19, 20, 62, 78]. 

As mentioned in section 2.4.3, mismatch losses can furthermore lead to hot spots [4, 20]. The re-

verse biased electrical energy is then converted to thermal energy (heat) in the shaded cell or 

module. In addition, if the dust has a low thermal conductivity coefficient, it will isolate like a blan-

ket and further heat up the surface. In extreme cases, the temperature can reach 150 degrees and 

severely damage the PV module [4]. The hot spots will experience a significant drop in voltage, 

but in a serie of cells or modules the total potential is only marginally affected.   

3.3.4 Justification for using transmission loss as an indicator for soiling effects  

First, with hindsight to the irregular variations in the solar insolation at a particular place on the 

Earth’s surface by cause of the motion of the sun and local atmospheric circumstances, it is argued 

that estimating losses due to soiling from electricity production data is bounded with great uncer-

tainty. To bypass this uncertainty, the transmission of light through a glass plate will give a much 

more accurate indication of the attenuation of sunlight bounded to soiling.  

Second, as indicated above, the attenuation of sunlight is the most relevant indicator of the effect 

on PV power plants by soiling. Measuring transmission loss in a laboratory instead of analyzing 

real production loss from utility-scale solar parks would eradicate the uncertainties involved with 

the voltage drop because of increased cell temperature and current mismatch losses due to partial 

shading. Arguably, laboratory studies are not representing a real environment, but to achieve a 

fundamental understanding of the most important effect of soiling (attenuation of sunlight), trans-

mission measurements at different dust densities on PV cover plates is a first step in that direction. 

 Artificial, uniform dust deposition 

Favorized tilt angles, wind speeds, relative humidity and rain cause dust particles to settle une-

venly over the panels and to accumulate on top of each other [46]. For example tilted panels of 

30° are likely to facilitate an increased dust settlement in the lower parts of the module [4, 57]. 

Goossens and van Kerschaever conducted several wind tunnel experiments and found evidence 

for non-uniform deposition of dust at wind speeds up to 2.5 m/s [45]. Measurements of I-V curves 

from power production has later also supported the statement of non-uniform dust deposition in 

natural conditions with wind velocities up to 2.2 m/s [78]. Agglomeration of grain particles and 

pockets left empty give the panel dust patterns in lieu of a uniform deposition. Additionally, in the 
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same study by Goossens and van Kershaever it was shown that different wind velocities gives 

different grain size distribution on the panel [45].   

Even though it is widely known that dust mostly settles in a heterogenous way, it is not possible 

to artificially reproduce this situation, due to the random nature of the heterogeneity. Moreover, 

agglomeration of dust particles creates a significant challenge during spectrometry measure-

ments; for the same mass of dust, one can identify huge deviations in transmission of sunlight. As 

a consequence, uniform deposition is required to understand the transmission loss as a function 

of dust density, even though dust rarely appears uniformly distributed [62].   

There have been several attempts to uniformly deposit dust homogenously onto a surface. The 

various approaches stretch from using an airtight chamber with either a fan [58] or acetonitrile 

spray gun [79, 84], deposition using dust contaminated water spray over the surface [23], letting 

dust fall through a cylindrical tube [57, 73] and sieving the dust over a plate [21]. Clearly, there is 

no common best practice today on how to artificially deposit dust on a surface for a uniform dis-

tribution. Based on the simplicity of the method and few tools required, the sieving technique was 

chosen in this study. 

 Summary on soiling 

Soiling is a term used on deposited dust particles on a PV cover glass plate. Normally the particles 

consist of elements that are abundant in the Earth’s crust like silicon, aluminum, iron, potassium 

and calcium in large molecular compounds with oxygen, hydrogen and carbon. The diameter can 

be up to 1000 µm, but most grains are found between 1 and 100 µm. A particle goes through five 

phases in its life cycle: Generation, transportation, deposition, adhesion and removal. Several nat-

ural and anthropogenic factors influence each of these phases. The most important natural factors 

are wind, relative humidity, rain, topography, PM and dust characteristics (size, shape and chem-

ical composition). The most influencial anthropogenic factors are human activities, artificial ob-

stacles, tilt angle and surface characteristics. Dust accumulated on the solar PV panel has a detri-

mental effect on the power production. First and foremost, a soiling layer attenuates the solar 

radiation, which declines the transmission. The transmission loss can be converted to a loss in the 

photon flux, which at last has a negative impact on the electrical current. Second, it can lead to 

mismatched cells and/or modules in series, which leads to reduced production. Finally, it might 

have a minor impact on the voltage through an increased cell temperature. Concerning all the at-

tenuating factors inherent in electrical production data, it is reasonable to study the transmission 

rather than the production in order to discover the impact of soiling loss on utility scale solar 

power parks.  
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4 Methodology 

This chapter firstly introduces the four utility-scale solar power parks investigated in this study. 

Next, details of the field work at the dust collection sites are explained. The third and last subchap-

ter presents the laboratory methods used to find the dust characteristics and its optical proper-

ties. Central identified sources of error in the field and laboratory work are also presented. 

 Locations of dust sampling 

The utility-scale solar power plants subject for this study are owned and operated by a large scale 

Norwegian PV company. The company has several solar power plants around the world and is 

currently expanding to new countries [18]. Samples have been collected at solar power parks in 

Middle East and Africa: Rwanda, Jordan and Egypt. Jordan and Egypt are located in a region known 

for high temperatures, very barren vegetation and high PM concentrations in the atmosphere [20]. 

In contrast, Rwanda is located in a vegetated tropical climate with frequent rain showers.  

4.1.1 Jordan 

Dust from two power plants in Jordan have been studied. Jordan I solar park is located in South 

Jordan and has a capacity of 10.5 MW (figure 4.1). 

   

Figure 4.1: Jordan I power plant is located in South Jordan. The images are reprinted with permission: [87] (left pic-
ture), [18] (right picture). 

The other park, Jordan II, is located in South-West Jordan, and can deliver 10 MW (figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2: Jordan II power plant is located in South West Jordan. The images are reprinted with permission: [87] (left 
picture), [18] (right picture). 

Due to the close proximity of both parks to each other, the vegetation and weather conditions 

appear similar. The area is barren and flat, favorable for high wind speeds. The mountainous land-

scape west of Ma’an causes some rain especially in winter time.  

4.1.2 Egypt 

The Egyptian solar power project in the Saharan desert is a massive PV power park with numer-

ous companies involved (figure 4.3).  

  

Figure 4.3: Egypt I power plant is part of a joint solar PV project in South Egypt. The images are reprinted with permis-
sion: [88] (left picture) and [18] (right image).  

This part of Egypt is experiencing very limited annual amounts of rain and very high tempera-

tures. The solar farm is 36 km2 wide and when finished, it will provide ca 1.8 GW solar power to 

the grid [18]. A norwegian company is the largest developer in the area with 400 MW solar power 

under construction. Collection of dust samples was done on one of the plots, Egypt I, producing 

50 MW when operative. This park has bifacial PV modules, which means that it takes up light from 

both sides of the panel. 
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4.1.3 Rwanda 

Rwanda I solar power plant is established in Rwamagana district in South-East Rwanda and has a 

capacity of 8.5 MW (figure 4.4).  

  
Figure 4.4: Rwanda I power plant is located in the South Eastern part of Rwanda, in Rwamagana district. The 

images are reprinted with permission from: [89] (left picture), [18] (right picture)  

The annual electricity production from this solar power plant makes up 10% of the total electricity 

production in Rwanda. It is built on a hilltop next to vegetated farmland, where pineapples and 

other fruits are grown. On the east side of the park, there is moderate traffic on a dirt road, which 

is a source of increased dust generation. Between the solar PV arrays grass is covering the ground 

and there are maintenance roads along the outer perimeter of the park and across the middle 

(figure 4.4, right). The maintenance road is not used on a daily basis. 

 Dust sample collection 

The goal was to collect enough dust to be able to conduct several experiments in the IFE labora-

tories in Norway. In order to deposit different dust densities on 8 x 8 cm2 glass plates, ideally, half 

a liter (or more) was desired, but table 4.1 and figure 4.5 reveal that this amount was not achieved 

in every location. A summary of the collected dust samples is given in table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.5: Collected dust samples from panel and ground at all locations, except panel dust from Rwanda I (insufficient 
amount). From left: Ground dust Rwanda I, panel dust Jordan I, ground dust Jordan I, panel dust Jordan II, ground 
dust Jordan II, panel dust Egypt I, ground dust Egypt I. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of the dust samples collected at the different locations.  

Name of power plant Collected volume (l) Date collected 
 Panel Ground  
Jordan I 0,10 0,65 16.03.2019 
Jordan II 0,70 0,85 17.03.2019 
Egypt I 0,35 0,90 19-20.03.2019 
Rwanda I -* 0.55 12-14.03.2019 

*From the panels at Rwanda I only dust samples from cotton pieces were collected. 

4.2.1 Techniques for dust collection 

To remove dust particles from the panels and collect them in a container for analysis purposes, 

two main techniques were tested: Using a vacuum cleaner and cleaning with a cotton piece. 

4.2.1.1 Vacuum cleaner 

At sites where the panel dust density is significant and the adhesion of particles to the surface not 

too strong, it was intended to use a vacuum cleaner. The vacuum cleaner needed to fill several 

specific criteria: 

• It must have filters ensuring that most dust is trapped in a dust collection bag or container. 

• It must allow for removing dust from the container without too much loss of particles or 

contamination of the dust sample.  

• It must be easy to carry on site. 

• It must be battery-driven, but the battery power must not exceed the limit for batteries 

carried on airplanes.  

• The batteries must be rechargeable. 

• It should have a shaft to allow for collection from a larger fraction of the solar panel area. 

• It must have a sufficient suction force. 

• Possibility of wet cleaning is a plus, but no strict requirement. 

Most vacuum cleaners are designed with a filter bag made of cotton. This is not ideal for dust 

storage, since it is difficult to extract dust from the bag without loosing particles and contaminate 

the samples with pieces from the filter. Consequently, a storage container without a filter bag is 

preferrable. This requires a filter after the container and before the sucked air returns to the at-

mosphere. In order to trap most of the particles, the filter should be as fine as possible. However, 

the filter must correspond with the battery power and the desired suction force. The most suitable 

cleaner was found to be Kärcher HV 1/1 Bp Fs, shown in figure 4.6. It failed to fulfill the last point 

about wet cleaning, so the panels had to be dry before using the vacuum cleaner.  
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Figure 4.6: Kärcher HV 1/1 Bp Fs (left). The dust is collected in a container right after it is blown through the 
black cylinder, where it can be collected (right).   

4.2.1.2 Cotton piece 

In cases where the panels were so clean that using a vacuum cleaner was ineffective, an option 

was to acquire dust by manually clean the modules with a cotton piece (figure 4.7). This would be 

enough for characterization analysis, but insufficient with regards to the volume required for the 

intended optical measurements. This method was used because of a breakdown of the vacuum 

cleaner in the beginning of the field work, as explained later in this thesis.   

 

Figure 4.7: Whenever the vacuum cleaner was ineffective (or had broken down), cotton pieces were used 
for dust collection.  

4.2.2 Jordan I solar power plant 

Sampling from Jordan I took place in the afternoon on March 16th, 2019. Figure 4.8 shows that the 

dust on the panels was clearly non-uniformly distributed, with piles of dust accumulated near the 

frame of the panels. It is also visible, that the distribution variates a lot from panel to panel. 
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Figure 4.8: At Jordan I the dust was clearly non-uniform distributed.  

These piles of dust would have been ideal to collect with a vacuum cleaner, but the device was not 

operative after an early breakdown of the equipment. Instead, the dust was scratched loose with 

a finger, wearing gloves, and carefully brought into a container. The method proved effective, but 

due to a limited time available at Jordan I, only about 0.15 liters of panel dust was collected. The 

ground dust was secured from the soil between the panel rows. The strong winds common to the 

area had made the ground quite hard, so one had to rub the terrain to collect particles.  

4.2.2.1 Sources of error during dust collection from Jordan I 

In the time leading up to the sample collection on 16th March 2019, there had been a dust storm 

in the Ma’an area. The calculated soiling ratio at Jordan I from July 2018 to May 2019 is presented 

in figure 4.9. Soiling ratio is the relative value of electricity production between a clean and a con-

taminated PV panel. 

 

Figure 4.9: Soiling ratio at Jordan I. By the time of dust collection in the middle of March 2019, the panels were still 
contaminated with dust from the sandstorm earlier that month. The picture is reprinted with permission of 
Skomedal, Å. [90]. 

A significant drop in SR (soiling ratio) can easily be identified from the beginning to the middle of 

March 2019, which corresponds to the dust collection date. The probability for larger grains to 

suspend in a dust storm is greater than usual, due to the strong force of the wind. Consequently, 
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the particle size distribution for panel dust, might be biased with a larger fraction of coarse grains 

than in normal situations. 

In addition, heavy rain in the hours before sampling had partially washed the panels and hence 

altered the particle size distribution and uniformity of the dust layer. Flooded panels may cause 

lighter particles to escape over the module frame, whereas heavier particles sediment and there-

fore remain on the module. Therefore, this factor could also increase the likelihood of a larger 

fraction of coarse particles than what is normal in dry weather, especially at the module frame. 

Indeed, the dust were only collected from the frame of the panel, which leaves the question open 

whether this is representative for the panel dust or not.  

Lastly, rubbing the soil to receive ground dust particles is not ideal, since these particles are not 

exposed to dust generation by weathering or levitation from the ground. Consequently, a rougher 

shape of these particles is expected than the ones from the panel dust.    

4.2.3 Jordan II solar power plant 

Heavy rainfall in the night from 16 – 17th March had cleaned most of the panels in Jordan II, free 

of dust, as can be seen in figure 4.10.  

 

Figure 4.10: The rain in the night between March 16-17th had cleaned the panels extensively in Jordan II. 

For security reasons, the panels are tilted horizontally in windy conditions, and the rain creates a 

pool of water on the panel up to the frame height. In the morning on March 17th, when the panels 

were tilted towards the morning sun at 45°, the water brought the dust to one side of the module, 

where the frame prevented a portion of the dust not to be washed off the panel. The resulting 

accumulated dust piles can be seen in figure 4.11.  

The same method with gloves and a finger that scratched the dust free into the container was used 

and proven effective. Similar to Jordan I, the ground dust was collected from the soil between the 

panels. The ground was very solid, and it was difficult to extract any particles. Furthermore, the 

ground also contained visible variations in dust size and color, all of which were tried to be in-

cluded in the sample collection. 
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Figure 4.11: The rain had cleaned the panels and left the dust in piles near the frame in Jordan II (see red square). 

4.2.3.1 Sources of error during dust collection from Jordan II 

The dust storm that polluted Jordan I power plant also reached Jordan II, which may have resulted 

in a coarser particle size distribution of the panel dust than in a normal case for Jordan II. Figure 

4.12 shows the soiling ratio from November 2018 to July 2019, but lacks several datapoints due 

to filtration of cloudy days. The pyranometer was unfortunately not washed immediately after the 

sandstorm, which could have resulted in a higher soiling ratio than the de facto attenuation of the 

sunlight.   

 

Figure 4.12: Soiling ratio at Jordan II. By the time of dust collection in the middle of March 2019, the panels were still 
contaminated with dust from the sandstorm earlier that month. The picture is reprinted with permission of 
Skomedal, Å. [90]. 

More research is therefore needed to verify the correlation between panel dust and topsoil from 

both Jordan I and Jordan II power plants under normal soiling situations.  

Also similar to Jordan I, the flooding of the panels might have caused an alteration of the particle 

size distribution. When the panels were tilted in the morning on March 17th it is likely that only 
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the coarsest grains that quickly sediment will remain close to the frame, while small particles fall 

off with the water. The rain had cleaned the panels so well, that no other choice was left than to 

collect panel dust from the frame. It therefore remains unknown weather the panel dust collected 

from Jordan II is representative for the typical soiling deposited throughout the year.  

As mentioned for Jordan I, dust from the hard, compact ground had to be liberated by digging in 

the topsoil, which meant that subsurface particles were partially included in the sample. Such par-

ticles likely have a lower circularity than panel dust, which has been exposed to weathering. 

4.2.4 Egypt I solar power plant 

Egypt I solar park had been contaminated with dust particles during the construction work, as 

noted above. The dust was uniformly distributed over the horizontal-tilted panels on the front and 

back side. The front side contained sufficient dust to be collected using only gloves, visualized in 

figure 4.13.  

 

Figure 4.13: Collection of dust in Egypt I on March 19th – 20th. The darker part is where the 
panel was wiped clean with the gloves. The small dots with agglomerations of dust on 
the panel was a consequence of dew formations or mist that had occurred in the night.  

The picture reveals a significant limitation by using gloves: Not all dust particles are alleviated 

from the surface. Consequently, the morphology of the collected samples may deviate from the 

real dust deposited on the panels. The dust was gathered on March 19th – 20th, 2019, by wiping 

800 panels with bare hands and sliding it down into the container. Conveniently, the modules had 

no frame, so there was no barrier between the gathered pile of dust and the container. Using the 

vacuum cleaner would have been very efficient in these circumstances, but it was inaccessible due 

to equipment failure. The ground dust was collected from loose soil between the panels.  

4.2.4.1 Sources of error during dust collection from Egypt I 

First, the construction work at the solar power plant in this dry desert area, suspended the ground 

dust and led to high PM concentration. The artificially suspended particles were then deposited 

on the panels. This means that the panel dust does not represent natural conditions, which further 

implies that the likelihood of long transported dust can’t be fully understood for Egypt I power 

plant, since the panel and ground dust most probably are very alike. 
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Second, collecting dust with bare hands and gloves in such windy conditions as it was in Egypt I 

March 19th – 20th 2019, can lead to a false conclusion of the particle size distribution, since parti-

cles instantly levitated when scratched loose from the panel surface. It is believed that the finest 

particles were either blown away with the wind or remained attached to the surface instead of 

being collected in the container.  

4.2.5 Rwanda I solar power plant 

The sampling at Rwanda I, took place in the long wet season10 from March 12th – 15th 2019, with 

one significant tropical rain event on March 14th. The density of dust was very low, but figure 4.14 

reveals a thin brown/black dust layer shading the modules.    

 

Figure 4.14: In Rwanda I the uniform-distributed dust was a very thin layer 
of brown/black color, only visible from high angles of incidence. 

The encountered dust density on the panels in Rwanda I in the beginning of March 2019 was rep-

resentative for the season as a whole, as figure 4.15 displays.  

 

Figure 4.15: Soiling ratio at Rwanda I. The dust collection was executed in the beginning of March 2019, which repre-
sented a typical soiling ratio for the season. The picture is reprinted with permission of Skomedal, Å. [90]. 

                                                             
10 The climate in Rwanda can be divided into two wet and two dry seasons. From mid-December to February 
is a short dry season, and the long dry season is from May to mid-September. March to May is considered a 
long wet season with heavy and persistent rain. October to November is the short wet season [91] 
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In general, rain events make the collection of dust from the panels themselves extremely difficult, 

since only small particles greatly attached to the surface remain after the rain shower (see appen-

dix C for additional observations on rain and Rwandan dust). The strong attachment and the small 

size of the particles made the initial plan to collect the dust samples from the panels with a vacuum 

cleaner inefficient. By visual inspection, it was realized that the suction force of the vacuum 

cleaner was not able to efficiently remove the particles from the panel. Therefore, about 100 pan-

els were cleaned with a cotton piece in order to assess the morphology and chemical composition 

of dust particles on the panels.  

Samples of the soil were collected from the gravel road on the east side of the solar park using the 

vacuum cleaner. The limited suction force of the vacuum cleaner aided a filtration of the coarsest 

grains, since they were too heavy to be sucked into the container. 

4.2.5.1 Sources of error during dust collection from Rwanda I 

Neither the cloth nor the vacuum cleaner was able to remove the particles with high adhesion 

force to the panel surface at Rwanda I. Due to heavy rainfalls that had washed away coarser grains, 

the remaining dust on the panels was assessed to be of very small diameter. The filter of the vac-

uum cleaner had a mesh size of 1 µm. Finer particles than 1 µm could simply flow through the 

container with the air, which partially explaines why the vacuum cleaner was not useful in 

Rwanda. Also, it is unknown if the suction force of the vacuum cleaner was sufficient to extract 

particles that have strong adhesion to the panel. 

4.2.6 Artificial dust: Cement 

In addition to all the natural dust samples presented above, cement, an artificial dust sample, was 

also investigated in this thesis (figure 4.16).  

 

Figure 4.16: Hey’di rapid cement.  

The chosen cement type was a quick-setting, dry mortar from Hey’di. The main reason for includ-

ing cement in this thesis was to perform and compare experiments based on the methods in this 

work with other published results using concrete as an artificial soiling material [21, 22]. 
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 Laboratory analysis 

The following paragraphs explain the methods used to find the albedo of the dust, the particles’ 

shape, size and chemical composition, as well as optical measurements. The uncertainties and 

souces of error are presented towards the end of each measurement tool. 

4.3.1 Extraction of particles for dust characterization 

Only a small amount of dust is required for morphology and chemical characterization measure-

ments (figure 4.17).  

 

Figure 4.17: Prepared samples of panel dust from the 
four sites. Note the adhesion of the panel dust from 
Rwanda I onto the glass surface. 

To gain a sufficient amount of dust from Rwanda I, the cloths were carefully rubbed and scraped. 

On the positive side, this would yield sufficient amounts of dust for chemical and morphological 

characterization, but it is likely that the finest particles were trapped in the cloth and not removed. 

Inevitably, small pieces from the cotton were also ripped off and contaminated the samples. The 

impact of this contamination is evaluated in section 5.5.1 below.  

4.3.2 Albedo (ջ) measurements using ImageJ 

The albedo (ջ) of a dust sample is a crucial parameter that can indicate absorption of sunlight. It 

was measured using the brightness function in ImageJ. A selected area, that comprised of approx-

imately one million pixels, were averaged for a brightness index (κDust) between 0 and 255. This 

index value was compared with the brightness of a white paper (κWP) in the same picture, which 

is known to have an albedo of 65% (ջWP = 0.65) [92].  The calculations of the albedo are shown in 

equations 26.   

26) ջ =
𝜅𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑡

𝜅𝑊𝑃
∙ ջ𝑊𝑃       [-] 

Figure 4.18 illustrates how the sample is prepared for albedo measurement. It is vital that the 

selected area, painted in a thin white line, contains no empty pockets of dust, as this would in-

crease the brightness index significantly. Likewise, any small peaks or valleys in the dust sample 

would create shadows that decrease the brightness index. The sample is spread out on a normal 

white A4 paper, which is also tested for its brightness in the same picture both on left and right 
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side of the sample. In case the brightness value of the white paper deviated slightly between left 

and right side, an average value was chosen.   

 

Figure 4.18: Prepared panel dust sample from Jordan II for albedo measurement by ImageJ. The se-
lected area is marked with a thin white line.  

4.3.2.1 Sources of error by albedo measurements 

As a consequence of the different shades and voids in the dust pile, which lowers or increases the 

brightness respectively, the uncertainty had to be calculated for each sample. In order to minimize 

the uncertainty, the dust was well distributed over the paper, without empty spots, in order to 

avoid these inconsistencies. The computation of the standard deviation of the brightness resulted 

in 2% uncertainty in the albedo for all samples.  

4.3.3 Dust characterization using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The chemical composition and particle shape of the dust could provide answers regarding the 

correlation between the panel dust and the ground dust, which is one of the main goals of the 

thesis. A Hitachi S-4800 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used for to find the chemical 

components in the dust samples (figure 4.19). In addition, SEM can deliver pictures in high reso-

lution of the dust samples in order to assess the particle shape with ImageJ (section 4.3.4).   

Basically, a SEM shoots electrons onto the sample, which subsequently either scatter or result in 

the release of secondary electrons or excitation of photons from the atoms from the sample. The 

secondary or backscattered electrons are recorded in sensors and software translates the read-

ings into a picture. As an example, two images of the panel dust from Egypt I are shown in figure 

4.20, which were intended for imaging with ImageJ to find the particle shape.  
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Figure 4.19: Hitachi S-4800 Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) at Institute for Energy Tech-
nique, serial number: 9114-04. 

Moreover, the Energy-Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) system, which is connected with SEM, 

is capable to determine the atoms present in selected grains. X-ray photons will be excited with 

specific wavelengths depending on the elements they stem from and so the EDS system allows for 

determining the types of atoms present. More specifically, the SEM point search function was 

used, meaning that the chemical composition was measured for selected grains in the sample. A 

minimum of twenty grains with a suitable surface11 were chosen to attain an average value of the 

chemical composition of each entire dust sample. The electron beam focuses on a chosen point 

and the reader collects released X-rays for a certain amount of time. Only measurements where 

above 1000 counts were detected by the reader were included in the further analysis.  

  

Figure 4.20: Two different rawdata images captured with SEM, subject for imaging in figure 4.21. The dust sample 
stems from panels at Egypt I power plant. 

                                                             
11 For the electrons to hit the target and to be read by the sensor, the particle had to be relatively flat and 
not lay in the shadow of other particles. 
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4.3.3.1 Sources of error during chemical analysis  

The x-rays read by the detector have wavelengths, which are unique for an electron dropping 

down from a higher energetic, electron shell to a lower. However, some of these peaks can be very 

close to each other and lead to peak overlaps, which confuse the reading of the signals. As an ex-

ample, boron and carbon are very close to each other. Unless it is known that no minerals in the 

dust contain boron or carbon, it sometimes can’t be ruled out that the computer is mistaking. This 

would yield erroneous results to the chemical composition and was unfortunately the case for the 

last measurement of cement. Thus, the cement dust sample couldn’t be properly measured.  

4.3.4 Particle shape analysis using ImageJ 

The particle shape is believed to be rougher for ground based dust than for panel dust. To shed 

light on this hypothesis, the circularity function in ImageJ is employed. For a precise estimation of 

the dust particle shape, the images captured with SEM had to display separate grains (figure 4.20 

above). Whenever the grains were resting in contact with each other, it was impossible to achieve 

a satisfying separation of the particles with ImageJ, as the left image in figure 4.21 demonstrate.  

  

Figure 4.21: Precise imaging required rawdata images that showed separate grains (right). Grains resting in contact 
with each other were impossible to separate in a satisfying way (left). The respective rawdata images were presented 
in figure 4.20.  

Due to the lack of accuracy in the left image in figure 4.21, it couldn’t be used for evaluation of the 

particle shape. Only treated pictures clearly correlating with the raw image (figure 4.20), such as 

the right image in figure 4.21, were kept for further analysis. By further comparison of the raw 

images in figure 4.20 with the treated images in figure 4.21 several small black dots in the latter 

can be identified that rather represent differences in the shadow than particles. To exclude these 

dots in the image analysis, a minimum of 150 continuous black pixels was required for it to be 

considered a particle. In the example of the rightmost image from figure 4.20 and 4.21, it gives a 

total of 772 identified particles (figure 4.22). 
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Figure 4.22: 772 particles were identified after excluding all black dots with a lower pixel number than 150 
in the example from Egypt I panel dust. Only outlines and numbering of the particles are drawn.  

The identified grains in the images were tested for their circularity (ω). Equation 27 defines the 

mathematical expression that ImageJ uses to calculate the circularity of a particle. 

 27) 𝜔 =
4𝜋(𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎)

𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒2 ∙ 100%       [-] 

Evidently, solved for a perfectly round particle, the circularity factor has to be 100%. The particles 

were tested for 40%, 50%, 60%, 70% and 80% circularity and a minimum of seven different im-

ages and 1500 particles were analyzed from each sample. Figure 4.23 shows the decrease in par-

ticle counts with ascending circularity limit.  

 

40% 50%  
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Figure 4.23: The identified grains were tested for their circularity at 40% (previous page, left), 50% (previous page, 
right), 60% (left), 70% (right) and 80% (not included). The circularity fractions in this particular example from Egypt 
I panel dust were 78.0%, 55.7%, 36.0%, 16.6% and 3.8% in ascending circularity order respectively.   

4.3.4.1 Sources of error by particle shape analysis 

One particular challenge with the determination of particle shape was the required resolution of 

the pictures taken with SEM for analysis in ImageJ. For sufficient identification of the grains, both 

reading sensors for backscattered and secondary electrons had to be used to produce clear pic-

tures with good identification of grains, as both images in figure 4.20 show. Nevertheless, using 

the secondary electron detector induced an internal brightness difference on every grain, since 

this detector is placed at the side of the sample. At a closer look at the raw images in figure 4.20, 

the right side of the grains is brighter than the left side of the grains, which altered the circularity 

analysis. Evidently, the borderline on the bright side became much more neatly measured and 

longer than the dark side, which resulted in a larger circumference in total. This can be easily 

identified when comparing the right image in figure 4.20 with figure 4.22. The effect of this error 

is that the circularity appears lower than in reality, and especially for larger grains or zoomed in 

pictures.  

4.3.5 Size distribution measurements using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

The particle size distribution is previously been reported to have a crucial influence on the trans-

mission of sunlight [17]. The size distribution was analyzed with a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 Dy-

namic Light Scattering (DLS) device (figure 4.24), which has a measuring range between 0.05 and 

3000 µm. The samples were mixed with water and stirred at a speed of 3000 rpm during meas-

urement. A Helium-Neon laser light is directed onto the medium and the light beam is scattered 

by the particles [93]. The resulting intensity of the scattered light is distinct for the particle size 

that the laser beam encountered and is detected by signal readers.  

Due to the coarse grain size in some of the samples, the particles in the solution had a tendency to 

settle with time, which required swift work after the insertion of the sample. This measurement 

was conducted by Serkan Kelesoglu at IFE, because of the strict regulations of using the device. A 

60% 70% 
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minimum of six executions of the eight samples were conducted to avoid great outliers. Only three 

measurements were conducted at a time due to the risk of sedimentation. 

  

Figure 4.24: Dynamic Light Scatter at Institute for Energy Technique.  

For comparative porposes, it was desired to calculate one single value for the particle size distri-

bution for every dust sample. Labelled PDS, it was computed by multiplying the volumetric per-

centage with the particle diameter at each size interval and summarized over the entire size dis-

tribution. The total sum is then divided by 1000. 

4.3.5.1 Sources of error by particle size measurements 

The DLS device assumes all particles to be spherical. From figure 4.20 it can easily be identified, 

however, that few particles are close to be a perfect sphere. Without a perfect sphere, the scatter-

ing of the light will depend on the angle of incidence from the light source on the particle. Since 

the particles in the solution are arbitrarily floating around, this error source is random in nature: 

A particle might be struck by light at any orientation and scatter the light differently depending 

on its orientation. This implies that for instance a grain with a thin, long cylindric shape causes 

either small or large intensity of the scattered light beam, depending on the particle’s orientation. 

Consequently, the DLS results may deviate from the real particle size distribution.  

4.3.6 Sieving of ground dust and cement 

The ground dust collected from the four sites clearly exhibited a particle size distribution much 

larger than the panel dust. A large fraction of these particles was above 1 mm in diameter and 

clearly would neither replicate the results from the panel dust, nor is it likely to find these particle 

sizes on the PV modules. It was thus necessary to sieve the samples. Based on the maximum par-

ticle diameter found with the DLS measurements for the panel dust, a minimum mesh size was 

determined for the filtration of the ground dust. Table 4.2 gives an overview of the lowest mesh 

sizes used for each ground dust sample. Additionally, the cement dust was sieved with a 20 µm 

sieve for experimental purposes.   
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 Table 4.2: Overview of the smallest sieve mesh size used 
in preparing the ground dust samples. 

Sample # Sieve mesh size  
[µm] 

Jordan I 80  
Jordan II 80 
Rwanda I 80 
Egypt I 63 
Cement 20 

 

The sieving was done with a Retsch AS200 Tap device, which shakes and taps the sieves for an 

efficient filtering of the dust (figure 4.25). Every filtration had a minimum time lapse of 20 minutes 

and several sieve mesh sizes were used to create an efficient process.  

 

Figure 4.25: Retsch AS200 Tap sieving device was used for filtering 
the ground dust samples to replicate the panel dust size distribu-
tion.  

As can be identified in figure 4.25, a significant portion of the dust escaped the sieves and was lost 

during the filtration. Out of ca 1 l of ground dust sample, roughly 0,1 l percolated the smallest 

mesh size given in table 4.2. The rest was filtered out and not used for further analyses. 

4.3.6.1 Sources of error by sieving ground dust 

There is a discrepancy between the particle size measurement with DLS and the maximum desired 

particle size done with sieving. When sieving the sample with e.g. a mesh size of 80 µm, a thin, 

long cylindric particle comes through the mesh opening in one specific orientation, whereas the 

DLS might not measure this particle in the same orientation. The sieve will always favorize the 

lowest possible diameter, whereas for the DLS device, this is random. The maximum particle size 

is therefore expected to have been measured higher by DLS than the mesh size of the sieve. 

Particles lost 
during filtration 
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4.3.7 Uniform dust deposition on glass plates for transmission measurements 

To be able to conduct transmission measurements of different dust densities with a spectrometer 

it is necessary to deposit the dust uniformly over glass plates. The glass plates are 8 x 8 cm2; small 

enough to use a circular sieve with diameter 20 cm for the deposition (figure 4.26). An 80 µm sieve 

was chosen for the natural dust samples, while 20 µm was used for the cement. A coarser mesh-

size would allow large agglomerated dust piles to come through the mesh opening. Additionally, 

a mesh size of >80 µm would be challenging to use for deposition of low densities, since the par-

ticles would penetrate the sieve very quickly.   

 

Figure 4.26: Sieving of dust for uniform deposition on 8 x 8 cm2 glass plate. 
The sieve has a diameter of 20 cm and mesh size 80 µm (20 µm for cement).  

The validation of uniform distribution was first done qualitatively with naked eye (figure 4.27). 

In cases where dust particles clearly had a heterogenous distribution, the sieving was terminated, 

the plate was cleaned, and the deposition had to start over again.  

 

Figure 4.27: Example of non-uniform (left) and uniform (right) deposition of dust on 
glass plates. The validation was done qualitatively with a naked eye.  

Glass plate 
8 x 8 cm2 
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Furthermore, a second validation of the homogeneity of the dust deposition was quantitatively 

computed: For each sample, four locations were selected on the contaminated glass plate and op-

tically measured for its transmission (figure 4.28). The difference in transmission of the four 

measurements gave a quantitative indicator of the homogeneity of the dust deposition. 

 

Figure 4.28: Four points (in yellow) on each sample were 
selected for transmission measurements with the 
spectrometer, in order to quantitatively assess the ho-
mogeneity of the dust layer.   

The density of deposited dust (ρ) was found by the difference in the mass of the glass plate before 

and after dust deposition divided by the glass surface area (figure 4.29 and eq. 28). 

   

Figure 4.29: Density measurements calculated from the difference in mass weighed before 
(left) and after (right) dust deposition. In this particular example the mass difference is 
39.9 mg, resulting in a density of ca 6.23 g/m2.  
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28) 𝜌 =
∆𝑚

𝐴
=

m𝑐𝑜𝑛−m𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝐴
,        [g/m2] 

where mcon and mclean represent the mass of the dust contaminated and clean glass plate respec-

tively and the area (A) is 64 cm2. 

For every natural dust sample12 30 different densities were uniformly deposited on the glass plate 

for transmission measurements, while cement was tested for 33 densities (see appendix D, ta-

ble D.1 for details). 

4.3.7.1 Sources of error during dust deposition 

To uniformly deposit dust on a glass plate was not a straightforward operation. First of all, the 

laboratory was well ventilated, which means that particles may have been blown away during and 

after deposition, which alters the particle size distribution of the deposited dust in comparison to 

the sample itself and the homogeneity of the distribution. Next, the glass plates with the deposited 

dust were brought from the deposition area to the characterization lab, being extensively exposed 

to circulation of air. One had to be extremely careful when opening doors and walking around 

with the plate. This possibly led to loss of fine dust particles and disturbed homogeneity of the 

particle distribution on the plate. 

Lastly, not all dust particles were finer than the mesh size of 80 µm, as can be seen in the right 

image of figure 4.30. Larger particles than 80 µm were held back, which consequently led to a 

deviation of the transmission value in comparison to the real situation for panel dust. 

    

Figure 4.30: The initial amount of dust (left) and the rest after sieving (right). The picture represents panel dust from 
Jordan II. 

  

                                                             
12 The amount of panel dust from Rwanda was insufficient to conduct transmission measurements.  
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4.3.8 Transmission measurements 

Finally, transmission measurements of the dust contaminated glass plates will provide the essen-

tial results of the entire thesis. Through these results, it may be possible to understand the impact 

that the different dust types have on the incoming sunlight at the four utility scale solar power 

parks studied in this thesis. The spectrometer used for transmission measurements was Ocean 

Optics, shown in figure 4.31.  

 

Figure 4.31: Ocean Optics spectrometer was used for trans-
mission measurements. Light hits the top of the plate and 
the sensor reads the light signal that is transmitted 
through the plate.  

The working principle of the spectrometer is as follows: A source emits light with wavelengths of 

350 – 1000 nm that hits the glass plate above a cylinder-shaped integrator with a small hole. Light 

that passes through the plate is reflected inside the cylinder in every direction, due to white walls 

with a high albedo. At one location there is an opening for reading light signals (marked “sensor” 

in figure 4.31). The device has to be calibrated for a normal, unhindered light beam before the 

Glass plate 
with dust Lightsource 

Sensor 

Integrator 
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plate is placed in between the light source and the integrator. A clean plate was measured to nor-

malize all the 30 measurements. The reduction in transmission of light from a cleaned to a con-

taminated glass plate can be assigned to the density of dust.  

An Ocean optics spectrometer provides the transmission values in dependency of wavelength. 

Due to the amount of data the transmission had to be calculated using Python. The full length of 

the code is given in appendix E.  
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5 Results and discussion 

The first section of this chapter evaluates the relationship between the panel and ground dust for 

each location sequentially by comparing four main dust characteristics: Visual appearance, chem-

ical composition, particle shape and particle size distribution. Next, the chapter compares the 

same four dust characteristics between the four power plants Jordan I, Jordan II, Egypt I and 

Rwanda I. Additionally, the comparison includes cement as an artificial dust sample. In the third 

subchapter, the main results from the transmission measurements are presented and discussed. 

It is concentrated on explaining deviations seen in the transmission curves between the different 

samples and correlates the trends with the presented dust characteristics. Then, the most im-

portant identified sources of error are analyzed in the fourth section. The last subchapter pro-

poses a standardized and improved method for field collection and laboratory analysis for future 

soiling research. 

 Comparison of dust characteristics between panel dust and soil 

A central goal of this study is to reveal the correlation between the dust that accumulates on a 

panel and the topsoil around the panel. If the dust deposited on PV modules to a large extent is 

comparable with the topsoil, this would imply that a study of the ground dust nearby could pro-

vide estimates of the soiling loss on PV panels. To answer this question, the following paragraphs 

will compare the visual difference, chemical composition, particle shape and size distribution be-

tween panel and ground based dust.  

5.1.1 Jordan I 

5.1.1.1 Visual comparison 

The dust samples collected on March 16th, 2019, at the Jordan I solar power plant in Jordan are 

shown in figure 5.1. The panel dust is displayed to the right, whereas the sieved ground dust is 

presented to the left. The ground dust sample has been sieved with 80 µm mesh size. Both dust 

samples have a brown appearance, with a brighter color of the panel dust than the ground dust. 
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This is also supported by the albedo measurement, which showed an albedo of 0.50 for panel dust 

and 0.36 for ground dust. Seemingly, the panel dust also tends to agglomerate easier.  

   

Figure 5.1: Dust found at Jordan I power plant in Jordan March 16th, 2019. The right picture 
visualizes the panel dust and the left image shows the sieved ground dust. 

5.1.1.2 Chemical composition 

An overview of the most important chemical elements of the ground dust and the panel dust is 

given in figure 5.2. The correlation between the two sector diagrams is strong, with only minor 

deviations. Carbon is deviating with 2.7%, but note that the dust sample is spread over a carbon 

plate for examination, which means that the result of this element in particular might have been 

influenced by the carbonaceous background.  

 

Figure 5.2: The sector diagrams compares the panel dust with the ground dust from Jordan I. The graphs reveal a good 
correlation in chemical composition between the two samples.   

5.1.1.3 Particle shape 

The fraction of circular particles in the panel and ground dust at various circularity factors is given 

in figure 5.3. There is no significant difference between the samples for a circularity factor of less 

than 70%. Nevertheless, for a circularity factor of 70 – 80%, panel dust has a higher percentage of 

circular grains than ground dust.  
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the circularity factor between the panel and ground dust from Jordan I.  

5.1.1.4 Particle size distribution 

The particle size distribution of the sieved ground dust and panel dust is shown in figure 5.4.  

 

Figure 5.4: Particle size distribution (right) and cumulative size distribution (left) of the panel dust (light green) and 
sieved ground dust (dark green) from Jordan I.  

It is visible that the ground dust has a higher fraction of particles from 30 µm to 100 µm, whereas 

the panel dust has more fine grains up to 20 µm. Both samples show that the lowest particle size 

is approximately 0.3 µm. It is important to bear in mind that in terms of numbers of particles, the 
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fraction of small particles is much higher. Larger particles are fewer in numbers, but contribute 

more to the total volume. 

5.1.1.5 Comparison of ground and panel dust at Jordan I 

The clear deviation in albedo between panel and ground dust might indicate that long transported 

dust has accumulated on the panel. However, the chemical composition of the two samples 

showed no significant difference. A plausible explanation for the variation in brightness might also 

rise from deviation in particle size distribution, which can cause different scattering patterns (sec-

tion 2.2.4). The dependency on scattering pattern for visual appearance of the samples is further 

supported by the brighter color of the ground dust after sieving (appendix F, figure F.2). This al-

lows for the possibility of panel dust to originate from the soil nearby despite a clear difference in 

albedo. Furthermore, the presented deviation in particle circularity of the samples reveals little 

evidence for long-transported dust. Naturally, when airborne dust has been resting on the panel, 

it becomes exposed to physical weathering, which tends to make the particles more spherical.  

The factors above suggest that there is reason to believe that most of the panel dust at Jordan I on 

March 16th could, in fact, stem from the ground nearby or from sources with similar soil charac-

teristics as the ground at Jordan I power plant. Nonetheless, due to the difference in color and a 

great uncertainty in the chemical composition and particle circularity, long-transported dust can-

not be ruled out. 

5.1.2 Jordan II 

5.1.2.1 Visual comparison 

Panel dust and topsoil from Jordan II collected on March 17th, 2019, is visually compared in figure 

5.5.  

   

Figure 5.5: Dust collected at Jordan II on March 17th, 2019. The left picture shows sieved 
ground dust from between the panel rows. The rightmost picture visualizes the panel 
dust.  

The raw ground dust was dried and sieved with an 80 µm sieve (figure 5.5, left). The panel dust is 

pictured to the right and shows a somewhat higher agglomerative behavior than the ground dust. 

The color of both samples is very similar and they have an equal albedo of 0.45. 
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5.1.2.2 Chemical composition 

The chemical composition of ground dust and panel dust is given in figure 5.6.  

  

Figure 5.6: Chemical composition of panel and ground dust at Jordan II. The samples had few statistically significant 
elements.  

The relative content of silicon is on average 5%-points lower in the ground dust than the panel 

dust. Apart from the deviation in silicon, no significant variations between the two samples are 

identified. Both the panel dust and the ground dust show only five statistically significant elements 

present, which is, compared to the other sites, the lowest number.  

5.1.2.3 Particle shape 

The particle shape of the sieved ground dust is compared with the panel dust in figure 5.7.  

 

Figure 5.7: Particle circularity for ground (dark red) and panel dust (light red) at Jordan II.  
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Even though the average fraction of particles at every circularity factor is higher for panel dust, 

the graph reveals that the uncertainty is too large for a statistically significant difference between 

the two samples. 

5.1.2.4 Particle size distribution 

The particle size distribution of the panel and ground dust is presented in figure 5.8. There is a 

good correlation between the two curves in the volumetric fraction of particles with diameter up 

to 3 µm. The panel dust contains a high fraction of particles with diameter of ca. 5 – 80 µm, while 

the sieved ground dust is dominated in volume by particles with diameters between 20 and 

100 µm. Both samples have particles down to 0.25 µm.  

 

Figure 5.8: Particle size distribution (right) and cumulative size distribution (left) of the panel dust (light red) and 
sieved ground dust (dark red) from Jordan II.  

5.1.2.5 Comparison of ground and panel dust at Jordan II 

The visual comparison of the sieved topsoil and the panel dust from Jordan II power plant showed 

no significant difference in neither color, albedo nor particle shape. Surprisingly, also the chemical 

composition proved very similar, despite the distinct variation in ground dust at site (ref. section 

4.2.3). All the elements present in the panel dust were also found in the ground dust. The visibly 

lower agglomeration of particles in the ground dust most likely stems from a higher fraction of 

large particle sizes. In conclusion, it is most likely that the panel dust collected at Jordan II on 

March 17th stem from the ground nearby or from sources with similar soil characteristics.  

5.1.3 Egypt I 

5.1.3.1 Visual comparison 

The dust samples collected on March 19th and 20th 2019, from the Egypt I solar park are displayed 

in figure 5.9. The pictures show strong visual correlation between the panel (right) and the sieved 
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ground dust (left). The agglomeration of particles seems equal and it is impossible to identify any 

variation in color. The albedo of sieved ground dust and panel dust was measured to be 0.40 and 

0.42 respectively, which demonstrate the equal visual appearance.  

   

Figure 5.9: Dust collected at Egypt I on March 19th – 20th, 2019. The left picture shows sieved 
ground dust (63 µm mesh size). The right picture visualizes the panel dust.  

5.1.3.2 Chemical composition 

The ground and panel dust were tested for their chemical composition, shown in figure 5.10.  

 

Figure 5.10: The chemical composition of the panel (left) and ground dust (right) at Egypt I. There are no significant 
differences between the two samples. 

There are minor differences of about 1 – 3% in the ratios of almost every element, but these devi-

ations are not statistically significant.    

5.1.3.3 Particle shape 

Figure 5.11 shows the fractions of the panel and ground dust samples at different circularity fac-

tors. Even though the average ratio is higher for panel dust at all circularity percentages, the un-

certainty is too large for any firm conclusions. Therefore, no statistically significant difference is 

detected in particle shape between sieved ground dust and panel dust. 
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Figure 5.11: Particle circularity for ground (dark blue) and panel dust (light blue) at Egypt I.  

5.1.3.4 Particle size distribution 

The particle size distribution of the sieved ground and panel dust is given in figure 5.12.  

 

Figure 5.12: Particle size distribution (right) and cumulative size distribution (left) of the panel dust (light blue) and 
sieved ground dust (dark blue) from Egypt I.  

The shape of the two curves is very similar, but the ground dust has a slightly larger size distribu-

tion, peaking at 25 µm. The panel dust has the largest volumetric fraction at ca 15 µm. The curves 

are identical up to 0.4 µm. Thereafter, the panel dust has a higher fraction of particles with diam-

eter 0.5 – 10 µm, whereas particles with diameter 20 – 70 µm dominate the ground dust.  
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5.1.3.5 Comparison ground and panel dust at Egypt I 

The analyses of the dust samples collected from Egypt I have revealed a large correlation between 

the topsoil and the panel dust in every measured parameter. The particle size distribution curves 

don’t match entirely, which highlights the need for a better sieving technique of the topsoil (elab-

orated in section 5.4.2.4). Nevertheless, there are strong reasons to believe that the panel dust is 

coming directly from the topsoil nearby or soil equal to the ground at the power plant.  

With hindsight to the recent establishment of the park last months, with extensive construction 

work that has suspended particulate matter, this was an expected result. The power plant should 

be reinvestigated after the construction work has finished and the panels have been exposed to 

natural soiling over a long timeframe, to discover if the correlation between panel and ground 

dust changes.  

5.1.4 Rwanda I 

5.1.4.1 Visual comparison 

Figure 5.13 compares the ground and panel dust from Rwanda I, collected on March 11th – 14th 

2019. Most prominent is the difference in color between the two samples. The sieved ground dust 

(left image) appears in a very dark red color. In contrast to everything seen so far, the panel dust 

turned out darker than the ground dust with its deep brown, almost black, color. The measured 

albedo of the sieved ground and panel dust obtained values of 0.18 and 0.14 respectively. 

   

Figure 5.13: Visual comparison of dust from Rwanda I. The sieved (80 µm) ground dust (left image) 
was collected from a road east of the power plant. The right picture shows the panel dust.  

In addition to the mentioned differences above, the panel dust was very sticky to surfaces (e.g. 

figure 4.17), as opposed to the ground dust which didn’t exhibit this property. A high adhesion 

factor could also explain the difference in collection of panel dust with wet and dry cleaning, 

shown in figure C.1 in appendix C. Cleaning in dry conditions is far less efficient than using a wet 

cloth due to the strong attachment of the dust to the panel.  However, the noticeable higher stick-

iness of this sample compared to the other samples, could have also been a result of contamination 

by cotton pieces in the sample (ref. section 5.5.1).  
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5.1.4.2 Chemical composition 

Due to the clear difference in color, albedo and stickiness between the samples, distinct differ-

ences in the chemical composition were expected. Strangely however, no large deviations can be 

detected in figure 5.14. Primarily, panel dust has a higher percentage of carbon and silicon. For 

ground dust, aluminum and iron are stronger represented than in the panel dust. Nevertheless, 

the chemical composition between the two samples correlates to a large extent and, interestingly, 

both samples lack calcium. 

 

Figure 5.14: The chemical composition of the panel (left) and ground dust (right) from Rwanda I.  

5.1.4.3 Particle shape 

A comparison of the particle shape between the panel and ground dust is displayed in figure 5.15.  

 

Figure 5.15: Particle circularity for ground (dark grey) and panel dust (light grey) at Rwanda I.  
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The panel dust has significantly higher percentages of particles at 40 – 60% circularity than 

ground dust, indicating that the panel dust has a higher proportion of semi-spherical particles. It 

is no statistically significant difference between the dust types at higher circularity factors. 

5.1.4.4 Particle size distribution 

The particle size distribution for the panel and ground dust is compared in figure 5.16. The shape 

of the two curves strongly correlates, but above 5 µm the curve for ground dust seems offset by 

30 µm: It is peaking at 55 µm, whereas the panel dust has its peak at 25 µm.  

 

Figure 5.16: Particle size distribution (right) and cumulative size distribution (left) of the panel dust (light grey) and 
sieved ground dust (dark grey) from Rwanda I.  

By a closer look at the two graphs for panel dust, it is visible that particles as large as 1000 µm 

have been detected. It is very unlikely to find such coarse particles on a PV module, especially 

during the rainy season in Rwanda. These coarse particles can be ascribed to the extraction pro-

cess of dust from the cloth, an error that is further discussed in section 5.5.1 below.  

5.1.4.5 Comparison of ground and panel dust at Rwanda I 

The strong contrasts in color, albedo, stickiness and particle shape between the topsoil and panel 

dust indicate a different dust source than the ground nearby for the soiling of the PV panels at 

Rwanda I. At the time of collection, the vegetation was blooming and consequently, the atmos-

phere was loaded with pollen. The larger amount of carbon in the panel dust compared to ground 

dust may signalize content of organic matter in the dust. This is further supported by the lack of 

calcium in the chemical analysis result, since carbon mostly builds minerals with calcium, like cal-

cite (CaCO3) and dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2). The assessed content of organic carbon in the panel dust 

is the most probable reason for the dark color of the panel dust and could possibly be the reason 

for the high stickiness of the dust.  
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Nonetheless, the similar chemical composition and close albedo value between the topsoil and 

panel dust may indicate that ground-based dust most probably contributes to the soiling on the 

panels. However, this effect is believed to be secondary to pollen, microbial cells and spores during 

the blooming season. The lower impact of the ground dust can be explained by the fact that the 

vegetation probably traps a large portion of the suspended ground dust before it reaches the pan-

els. Additionally, grains from the ground are believed to have a lower adhesion force than organic 

matter and are therefore washed off the panels during tropical rain. Lastly, there are less open, 

barren landscapes for dust to be generated and suspended.  

5.1.5 Discussion on the relationship between ground dust and panel dust 

This subsection has compared the dust from the panels and ground nearby at four different solar 

PV parks. The focus has been to discover the possibility of using topsoil as a representative dust 

sample for evaluating the soiling loss. On one side, the results have shown that in open, barren 

landscapes, the panel and ground dust exhibit very similar characteristics. In the vegetated area, 

on the other side, the correlation between panel dust and soil is much more unclear, especially 

regarding difference in color, albedo, particle adhesion and shape. It is likely that pollen and other 

airborne organic matter plays a bigger role in the dust deposition during the blooming season.  

Generally, the panel dust had a higher ratio of circular grains than the ground dust from the same 

location. This was expected due to a greater exposure of physical weathering than the more pro-

tected dust on the ground. A particle on the panel is continuously exposed to high wind speeds, 

extensive bombardment of other particles, rain and humidity, through which the particle is 

shaped to a more spherical form. 

Furthermore, the results have shown that a simple method by sieving out the particle sizes in the 

ground dust that wasn’t found in the panel dust proved insufficient. Although the size distribution 

curves for panel and sieved ground dust show similar shape and are close to each other, the loga-

rithmic scale of the graphs reveals that the sieved topsoil dust clearly contains coarser particles, 

which requires a more elaborate sieving technique (ref. section 5.4.2.4 below).  

Unfortunately, only one measurement at each location has been made at one specific time slot 

throughout the year, which implies that precautions should be taken when concluding the rela-

tionship between the panel and ground dust. The results presented above are specific for dust that 

was stored on the panels in March 2019. The specific wind direction, wind speed and other natural 

factors presented in chapter 3.2 may variate inter-annually and, in particular, intra-annually (ref. 

figure 4.9, 4.12 and 4.15 in section 4.2). A natural continuation of this work is therefore to evaluate 

the correlation between panel dust and ground dust at another time of the year. 
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 Comparison of dust characteristics between the four locations and cement 

The different dust characteristics, which were compared between panel dust and soil in the pre-

vious section, are in the succeeding passage compared between the four different locations. In 

order to have a reproducible sample type for correlation and validation, an artificial dust sample 

with cement was added to the comparative analyses. 

5.2.1 Visual comparison 

Cement dust is presented alongside an overview of all the other eight natural dust samples in fig-

ure 5.17. The left column of natural dust represents sieved ground dust, while the panel dust is in 

the right column.  

 

Figure 5.17: Visual comparison of cement dust (left) and the eight natural dust samples, with ground dust left and panel 
dust right. 

Like the black panel dust and dark red ground dust from Rwanda I, the grey color of cement visu-

ally stands out from the rest of the samples. Furthermore, on one hand the panel dust from Jordan 

I appears in similar bright color pattern as the Jordan II panel and ground dust. On the other hand, 

the sieved ground dust from Jordan I is very alike the two Egypt I dust samples.  

Cement has an equally high agglomerative behavior as the ground and panel dust from Egypt I 

and panel dust from Jordan I. Very small particles with a high surface-to-volume ratio can easier 

stick to each other than larger particles due to contact electrification and van der Waals forces. 

The former is especially pronounced for very small particles [62]. Electrons can transfer over such 

small particles and build attractive electrostatic forces, bonding the particles together [62]. 
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The quantitative measurements of albedo of the dust samples are summarized in table 5.1.  

Table 5.1: Measured albedo of the nine dust samples.  

Location Albedo 

Jordan I, Panel 0.50 

Jordan I, Ground 0.36 

Jordan II, Panel 0.45 

Jordan II, Ground 0.45 

Egypt I, Panel 0.42 

Egypt I, Ground 0.40 

Rwanda I, Panel 0.14 

Rwanda I, Ground 0.18 

Cement 0.36 

 
The overview reveals that black panel dust from Rwanda I has the lowest albedo among the tested 

dust types, followed by red ground dust from the same location. Cement has been reported in the 

literature to have a wide range of albedo (0.20 – 0.60) [94]. The value of 0.36 lies in the middle of 

this range. Desert soil normally has albedo in the range 0.37 – 0.49 [95]. When considering the 

uncertainty of 2%, these results comply very well with the literature. 

5.2.2 Chemical composition 

The chemical composition of the eight natural dust samples is presented in figure 5.18.  

 

Figure 5.18: Chemical composition of every collected dust sample. Note the considerable uncertainty.  
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The reason for the large fraction of oxygen (O) is because it is encompassed in almost every min-

eral. Generally, there are very small mean differences between the samples and the standard de-

viation is high. The only substantial divergence is the lack of magnesium (Mg) and calcium (Ca) in 

the Rwandan samples. Particularly interesting with hindsight to absorption is that panel and 

ground dust from Rwanda I and ground dust from Egypt I seem to contain more iron (Fe) than in 

the samples from Jordan I and II, yet the uncertainty is very high.  

A mineral is classified by its chemical composition and crystalline structure [96]. The presented 

elements in figure 5.18 can lead to several different types of minerals, which cannot be determined 

by this simple overview. The most common minerals that possess elements from the graph above 

is given in table 5.2, which indicates that at least 16 prevalent minerals can be formed by 11 ele-

ments found in the samples.13 Breaking the chemical analyses down to single elements is conse-

quently not beneficial, since an investigation of minerals could possibly separate different loca-

tions from each other. This would furthermore improve the assessment of the correlation be-

tween ground and panel dust. 

Table 5.2: An overview of the most common minerals in the world [96]. Two or more elements 
enclosed in parentheses with comma in between implies that the composition of the mineral 
can variate over a limited range expressed by the individual atoms in the parentheses.  

Mineral  Chemical composition 
Quartz SiO2 
Calcite  CaCO3 
Potassium feldspar KAlSi3O8 
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2 
Hematite  Fe2O3 
Magnetite Fe3O4 
Pyrite FeS2 
Plagioclase feldspar (Na, Ca)(Al,Si)4O8*  
Olivine (Mg, Fe)2SiO4 
Garnet (Mg, Fe, Ca)3Al2Si3O12 
Muscovite KAl2(AlSi3)O10(OH)2 
Hornblende NaCa2(Mg, Fe, Al)5(Al, Si)8O22(OH)2 
Augite Ca(Mg, Fe)Si2O6 
Epidote Ca2FeAl2Si3O12(OH) 
Biotite K(Fe, Mg)3AlSi3O10(OH)2 
Chlorite (Mg, Fe)6Si4O10(OH)8 

*For plagioclase feldspar Na>Ca   

Due to equipment failure, the chemical composition of cement dust was not conducted, but was 

given on the container label: CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, H2O and SO3. Apart from sulfur, this content 

of elements is very similar to the other dust samples, yet the relative amount of each element 

remains unknown. 

                                                             
13 The low percentages of 3 elements (Na, S and K) is added up in the category ’’Other’’. Hydrogen cannot be 
measured by the scanning electron microscope device.   
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5.2.3 Particle shape 

All nine dust samples are compared for particle circularity in figure 5.19. 

 

Figure 5.19: Comparison of particle circularity of nine dust samples. The ground dust samples have been sieved ac-
cording to table 4.2. 

The graph indicates that, on average, cement and panel dust from Egypt I and Jordan I seem to 

contain more circular particles than the rest. In general, the circularity for the panel and ground 

dust from Egypt I greatly correlates with that of the respective samples from Jordan I. However, 

the considerable uncertainty makes it difficult to establish firm conclusions from this graph and 

more pictures should be analyzed in order to decrease the standard deviation.  

The poor representation of spherical particles in the ground dust from Rwanda I compared to the 

other dust samples is a somewhat challenging result: The circularity of the Rwanda I ground dust 

sample is clearly lower for 40 – 70% circularity factor. As mentioned in section 4.3.5.1 above, the 

dynamic light scattering method used to find the particle size distribution assumes round parti-

cles, which is very far from the case for this type of dust. Complete spherical particles can, in gen-

eral, not be expected for any dust type, but the problem rest on the significant mismatch compared 

to the other samples. As a result, the analysis of the particle size distribution of Rwanda I ground 

dust may yield a greater deviation from the de facto grain size than all the other samples. 
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5.2.4 Particle size distribution 

The panel dust collected from the four different sites contains the particle sizes that have been 

lifted by the wind, deposited on the panel and adhered to the surface. These samples are of most 

analytical value and thus, the particle size distribution curves of panel dust are firstly presented. 

Next, the size distribution of all nine dust samples is compared with each other. 

5.2.4.1 Comparison of panel dust 

The panel dust from Jordan I, Jordan II, Egypt I and Rwanda I are compared in figure 5.20. In the 

graph over cumulative size distribution (left graph) it can be easily identified that the Egypt I panel 

dust has the smallest particle size distribution, followed by Jordan I and then Jordan II. Panel dust 

from Rwanda I exhibit largest particle size distribution, but note that the cloth might have con-

taminated the sample and disturbed the particle size distribution measurement as discussed be-

low (paragraph 5.5.1). 

 

Figure 5.20: Particle size distribution (right) and cumulative size distribution (left) of the panel dust from Jordan I 
(light green), Jordan II (light red), Egypt I (light blue) and Rwanda I (light grey).  

Particles with a diameter of 10 – 30 µm seem to be responsible for a large volumetric response for 

all samples. The samples from Jordan I, Jordan II and Rwanda I peak at approximately 25 µm, 

while Egypt I panel dust peaks at ca 15 µm.  

5.2.4.2 Comparison of all nine dust samples 

Bringing all nine particle size distribution curves together in one graph may at first glance look a 

bit chaotic. Dark colors represent the sieved ground dust from the same site as panel dust painted 

in same, but lighter colors. The pink curve shows the size distribution of the sieved cement dust. 

The particle size distribution curve is shown in figure 5.21 followed by the cumulative size distri-

bution in figure 5.22.  
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Figure 5.21: Particle size distribution for all the nine dust samples.  

 

Figure 5.22: The cumulative size distribution of all nine dust samples.  

The cement dust sample is mainly comprised of particles from 5 µm to 25 µm, besides a smaller 

fraction of fine particles between 0.4 µm and 1 µm. This creates a very steep cumulative curve for 

cement dust. In addition, notice specifically the similar cumulative size distribution curves of 
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ground dust from Egypt I (dark blue) and the panel dust from Jordan I (light green). Coincidently, 

the cumulative curves of these two samples are intersecting four times and particles around 

25 µm have the highest volume percentage.  

Likewise, the three ground dust samples from Jordan I (dark green), Jordan II (dark red) and 

Rwanda I (dark grey) also consist of very similar particle size distribution with several intersect-

ing points between the cumulative distribution curves. The ground dust from Jordan I has a some-

what higher amount of grains with size 0.5 – 7 µm, whereas Jordan II has a bit higher fraction of 

particles with diameter 35 – 80 µm. The Rwanda I ground dust sample consists of a larger fraction 

of grains at 8 – 20 µm. However, the shape of the curves is almost identical; particles with a diam-

eter around 45 – 50 µm dominate the volume of both dust samples. Neither sieved topsoil from 

Jordan I nor Jordan II contain grains larger than 120 µm, but the ground dust sample from 

Rwanda I has grains above 150 µm. 

5.2.5 Discussion on correlations between dust characteristics 

As pointed out above, the cement dust, panel dust from Jordan I and panel and ground dust from 

Egypt I all exhibited a higher degree of agglomeration than the other dust samples. The very same 

four samples also have the smallest particle size distribution (figure 5.21 and 5.22), which indi-

cates a correlation between agglomeration and particle size.  

The correlation between particle size distribution and particle shape is also striking. Cement dust, 

panel dust from Jordan I and Egypt I all exhibit the highest average fraction of particles with cir-

cularity factors up to 70% according to figure 5.19, and these samples have the finest particle size 

distribution curves. Similarly, according to figure 5.22, ground dust samples from Jordan II and 

Rwanda I have the coarsest particle composition and they seemingly also have the lowest circu-

larity of all the samples (figure 5.19).  

If this argument holds, the particle shape should not be severely different between panel dust 

from Jordan I and ground dust from Egypt I. However, at a closer look at figure 5.19 above, there 

may be an evidence for a lower particle circularity of ground dust than for panel dust despite sim-

ilar particle size distribution curves. Even though the uncertainty is considerable, ground dust 

from Egypt I has lower mean percentage of circular particles at all factors from 40 – 80%. Partic-

ularly interesting is this result when recalling of the particle size distribution curves for the two 

samples in figure 5.21. Ground dust from Egypt I has a higher fraction of fine particles (0.6 µm to 

3 µm), which should be an advantage in measuring the circularity factor with ImageJ. This leads 

to a firmer conclusion of the circularity difference between panel and ground dust, indicating that 

the panel dust has been grinded through weathering.  
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 Effect of dust on transmission 

The following subchapter focuses on answering the second and third goal of the thesis. The second 

goal, which aimed at developing an overview of the decrease in transmission by miscellaneous 

types of soiling, is tackled by quantifying and comparing the transmission of sunlight through PV 

cover glass contaminated with different types of dust. The first section discusses the transmission 

of light through panel dust. Thereafter, the transmission through ground dust is presented, fol-

lowed by a comparison of all the samples in the third paragraph. In the end of each of the first 

three sections, the different transmission curves are compared and discussed in light of the dust 

characteristics presented in the section 5.2 above.  

The fourth paragraph highlights the spectral differences in the transmission loss. Three intervals 

in the ultraviolet, visual and near infrared spectrum are selected and the resulting transmission 

curves are compared. The fifth and last paragraph summarizes the subsection in order to answer 

the third goal of this thesis, which is directed at finding the most important dust characteristics 

for the transmission loss. A regression analysis is presented to support the discussion. 

The spectrometer used for transmission measurements provides spectral data shown in the ex-

ample of panel dust from Jordan I given in figure 5.23. The other seven analyzed samples are given 

in appendix F, figures F.3 – F.9. Between 350 nm and 1000 nm, 852 data points are averaged to a 

single value for the transmission of sunlight for one particular dust density. 

 

Figure 5.23: Spectral transmission of light through 31 different densities of panel dust from Jordan I deposited on a PV 
cover plate. Every colored curve represents a certain dust density given in table D.1, appendix D. Five selected den-
sities are marked in the graph. The spectrometer measures from UV light at 350 nm to NIR light at 1000 nm.  
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5.3.1 Transmission through panel dust 

The mean spectral transmission curves of different densities of panel dust from Jordan I, Jordan II 

and Egypt I are given in figure 5.24. The collected dust from the PV panels at Rwanda I was insuf-

ficient for deposition on glass plates and couldn’t be evaluated.  

The mean spectral transmission decreases approximately exponentially as the dust density in-

creases. By the time a panel has reached 25 g/m2 of dust, the sunlight is attenuated by approxi-

mately 40 – 50%. The graph reveals a clear difference between the three types of panel dust: The 

loss in sunlight that penetrates the glass plate is, in general, more severe with Saharan panel dust 

from Egypt I, while the panel dust from Jordan I is second worst. The panel dust that attenuates 

the sunlight the least stems from Jordan II. At 50 g/m2 the loss in solar radiation is 80% for Egypt I 

panel dust, whereas panel dust from Jordan II “only” has a loss of about 65%. 

 

Figure 5.24: Mean spectral transmission of light (350 nm – 1000 nm) through PV cover glass plate contaminated with 
various panel dust densities from Jordan I (green), Jordan II (red) and Egypt I (blue). The line marks the respective 
fitted exponential function. The uncertainty in y-direction represent the heterogeneity of the dust deposition. The 
weighing uncertainty in x-direction is only 0.1 g/m2, which is too small to be visible. 

The reduction in transmission can also be portrayed with the slope coefficient (α) of an exponen-

tial fit function. The α-coefficients for the three plotted functions are shown in the legend of figure 

5.24. A high value of α represents a steep curve, implying strong attenuation of sunlight. Contra-

rily, more gradual loss in transmission versus dust density exhibits a low α-coefficient. The slope 

coefficients for natural panel dust fluctuate between 0.0309 m2/g and 0.0203 m2/g. The fitted 

functions for all three samples give very high R2 values, confirming a good fit of the datapoints to 

an exponential function.  
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In a real situation, it is very unlikely to find PV panels contaminated with above 25 g/m2 of dust, 

as this would result in a tremendous loss in electricity production. Before PV cover plates reach 

such soiling levels, they are washed clean by the cleaning personnel. To take a closer look at the 

transmission loss at low densities of dust, figure 5.25 concentrates on the contaminations of dust 

up to 30 g/m2.  

 

Figure 5.25: Transmission of light (350 nm – 1000 nm) through a PV cover glass plate at different panel dust densities 
from Jordan I (green), Jordan II (red) and Egypt I (blue). The uncertainty in y-direction represent the heterogeneity 
of the dust deposition and the uncertainty in x-direction is considering the weighing uncertainty of 0.1 g/m2.  

The graph shows the same order between the three samples: Egypt I panel dust attenuates the 

sunlight the most even at low densities, with Jordan I in the middle. Jordan II again shows less 

attenuation than the other two. Notice that the graph surprisingly indicates that a bit of soiling 

with panel dust from Jordan II might have a positive effect. This might be due to an increased 

roughness of the surface which better transmit the light than a smooth cover plate. It could, how-

ever, also stem from device or calibration error.  

The resulting range of α-coefficient implies that a natural soiling layer of 5 g/m2 would lead to a 

transmission loss of approximately 14.3% in in the worst case (Egypt I power plant) compared to 

ca 9.7% in the best case (Jordan II power plant). A difference of almost 5% is far from unimportant 

for a utility-scale power plant: Given equal climatological situations, it implies a more frequent 

cleaning or an increased reduction in the electricity produced, which in either case leads to lower 

revenue from the power plant.  

5.3.1.1 Discussion on panel dust characteristics and transmission loss 

The PDS value is meant to represent the particle size distribution with one single value. In the 

following, the identified deviations in the α-coefficients, i.e. transmission, between the panel dust 
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samples are seen in light of the different dust characteristics. Table 5.3 summarizes the most im-

portant dust characteristics and the transmission loss. The transmission loss is expressed through 

the α-coefficient of the fitted exponential function and the PDS value is meant to represent the 

particle size distribution with one single value. In the following, the identified deviations in the α-

coefficients, i.e. transmission, between the panel dust samples are seen in light of the different 

dust characteristics.  

Table 5.3: Differences in transmission loss (represented by α-coefficient) and dust characteristics 

between panel dust from Jordan I, Jordan II and Egypt I. The value for 50% circularity has been 
selected from the data for comparative purposes.   

  

α-coefficient  

[m2/g] 

PSD 

[-] 

Albedo (ջ) 

[-] 

Iron (Fe) 
content * 

[%] 

Fraction of 50% 
circularity * 

[%] 

Jordan I, Panel  0.0235 2.09 0.50 1.2 48.9 

Jordan II, Panel  0.0203 3.03 0.45 0.8 36.1 

Egypt I, Panel  0.0309 1.17 0.42 1.4 52.6 

* The difference between the three panel dust samples is not statistically significant. 

 
On one hand, the transmission loss correlates perfectly with the different cumulative particle size 

distribution curves in figure 5.20, which revealed that Egypt I panel dust comprises of the finest 

particles, followed by panel dust from Jordan I. Lastly, panel dust from Jordan II has the coarsest 

grain composition, not considering panel dust from Rwanda I. It is therefore likely that the particle 

size distribution is a significant factor for the amount of sunlight that penetrates the dust layer 

and the results indicate that small particles contribute to a higher transmission loss than coarser 

ones at same dust density.  

On the second hand, the values for the albedo effect, presented in table 5.1, showed that the bright-

est panel dust sample was from Jordan I (ջ = 0.50), followed by Jordan II (ջ = 0.45) and Egypt I 

panel dust, which contained the darkest color and lowest albedo (ջ = 0.42). This indicates a dif-

ferent absorption rate, where Egypt I is absorbing more sunlight then Jordan I and Jordan II. If 

reflection from the brighter dust samples doesn’t compensate for the lower absorption, it means 

that panel dust from Jordan I must have the lowest transmission loss of sunlight in a situation 

where the particle size distribution is identical for all three samples (ref. eq. 9, section 2.2.2).  

The iron oxide content and particle shape of the dust types are unfortunately not significantly 

deviating from each other, due to the high uncertainty in the data material. Based on the compar-

ative study on panel dust, the particle size distribution is likely the main contributor to the differ-

ent mean transmission of sunlight, while the results are insufficient for an assessment on albedo, 

iron oxide content and particle shape.  
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5.3.2 Transmission through ground dust  

The transmission of light through different densities of ground dust from Jordan I, Jordan II, 

Egypt I and Rwanda I with respective exponential trend lines is given in figure 5.26.  

 

Figure 5.26: Transmission of light (350 nm – 1000 µm) through a glass plate contaminated with ground dust at differ-
ent densities from Jordan I (dark green), Jordan II (dark red), Egypt I (dark blue) and Rwanda I (grey) with exponen-
tial trend lines. 

The first interesting point to highlight is the close similarity between ground dust from Jordan I 

and Jordan II. By looking at the trend line, it is almost impossible to separate them. Their α-coef-

ficients are deviating by only 0,0002 m2/g, showing 0.0174 m2/g and 0.0176 m2/g for ground dust 

from Jordan II and Jordan I respectively. In terms of reduction of sunlight, the topsoil dust from 

Jordan I and Jordan II have the lowest reducing effect on the transmission: At 50 g/m2 the loss in 

transmission is roughly 58%, while for the same density with ground dust from Rwanda I and 

Egypt I the transmission loss is 65% and 71% respectively.  

The ground dust from Egypt I features the largest negative effect on the transmission of sunlight 

with an α-coefficient of 0.0251 m2/g, whereas the transmission curve representing the dark red 

topsoil dust from Rwanda I is positioned between the ground dust from Egypt I and Jordan I/II 

and has an α-coefficient of 0.0210 m2/g. The slope coefficients for natural ground dust vary be-

tween 0.0251 m2/g and 0.0174 m2/g. The R2 values show acceptable goodness of fit.  

5.3.2.1 Discussion on ground dust characteristics and transmission loss 

The following paragraphs aim to explain the deviations and similarities in transmission of light 

through ground dust by comparisons with the differences in dust characteristics. Table 5.4 high-

lights the most important parameters and is based on figure 5.26 and the general trend on dust 

characteristics.  
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As indicated in the previous section for panel dust, the most influential parameter for the trans-

mission of light through dust again seems to be the particle size distribution: Ground dust from 

Egypt I, which has the highest transmission loss, also comprise of the finest grain sizes. Compared 

with ground dust from Jordan I, which has a lower albedo than topsoil from Egypt I and no large 

difference in particle circularity or iron content, the substantial discrepancy in transmission is 

highly likely a result of the dissimilarity in particle size distribution. 

Table 5.4: Differences in transmission loss (represented by α-coefficient) and dust characteristics between ground dust 
from Jordan I, Jordan II, Egypt I and Rwanda I. The value for 50% circularity has been selected from the data for for 
comparative purposes.   

 

α-coefficient 

[m2/g] 

PSD 

[-]  

Albedo (ջ) 

[-] 

Iron (Fe) 
content 

[%] 

Fraction of 50% 
circularity * 

[%] 

Jordan I, Ground  0.0176 4,55 0.36 1.5 38.6 

Jordan II, Ground 0.0174 5,20 0.45 0.5 24.7 

Egypt I, Ground  0.0251 2,02 0.40 2.7 42.8 

Rwanda I, Ground  0.0210 5,40 0.18 4.1 14.1 

* The difference in circularity is only statistically significant between ground dust from Egypt I and Rwanda I.  

 
The summary in table 5.4 further provides evidence that the transmission of sunlight is dependent 

on albedo of the dust. Even though figure 5.21 and 5.22 reveal quite similar size distribution 

curves among ground dust from Jordan I, Jordan II and Rwanda I, the transmission loss is clearly 

higher for ground dust from Rwanda I (figure 5.26). This lower transmission through dust from 

Rwanda I likely mirrors the distinct dark red color of Rwanda I ground dust that has an albedo of 

0.18, compared to 0.36 and 0.45 for Jordan I and Jordan II respectively. Topsoil dust from 

Rwanda I therefore absorbs more sunlight than ground dust from Jordan I and Jordan II, resulting 

in a lower transmission, despite having similar particle size distribution curves.  

Additionally, albeit a high uncertainty is involved in the chemical analyses, the higher transmis-

sion loss of sunlight through a layer of ground dust from Rwanda I compared to Jordan I and Jor-

dan II might also arise out of a higher iron oxide content. As described in section 2.2.5, a high iron 

oxide content is reported to increase the absorption of sunlight. The iron content, presented in 

figure 5.19, might therefore indicate the impact of this parameter on transmission of sunlight. 

Following the assessment about albedo being a determinant of transmission loss, ground dust 

from Jordan I should have a somewhat higher transmission loss than ground dust from Jordan II. 

By reexamining figure 5.21 and 5.22, which show the particle size distribution, only minor dis-

crepancies were pinpointed between the ground dust from Jordan I and Jordan II. Visually, the 

ground dust from Jordan I appears considerably darker and has an albedo 0.09 lower than the 

ground dust from Jordan II, which results in a higher absorption rate in favor of the topsoil dust 
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from Jordan I. There are no other significant differences between these two types of dust with 

regards to iron content, chemical composition or circularity.  

As a consequence of a higher absorption rate and somewhat smaller particle size distribution, it 

was expected that ground dust from Jordan I would have a higher α-coefficient than ground dust 

from Jordan II. This is however not the case, which mainly relates to the DLS measurement. The 

fraction of particles that fulfills 40 – 60% circularity is on average ten percentage points lower for 

ground dust from Jordan II than from Jordan I (figure 5.19). It can therefore not be ruled out that 

the size distribution measurements with the DLS device have been equal for both samples. Rather, 

there is a chance that ground dust particles from Jordan II were determined to have a lower or 

higher diameter than in reality. A higher estimated particle size distribution for ground dust from 

Jordan II would cohere stronger with the assumed correlation between a large particle size distri-

bution and a lower transmission loss.  

5.3.3 Comparison of transmission of all dust samples 

In figure 5.27 all analyzed samples for transmission of light are merged into one graph. This in-

cludes cement, which evidently reduces the sunlight much more than any of the other dust types.  

 

Figure 5.27: Transmission of light (350 nm – 1000 µm) through a glass plate contaminated with dust at different den-
sities from eight locations: Panel and ground dust from Jordan I (light and dark green), panel and ground dust from 
Jordan II (light and dark red), panel and ground dust from Egypt I (light and dark blue), ground dust from Rwanda I 
(grey) and cement (pink) with exponential trend lines. 

At 50 g/m2 of cement dust, approximately all incoming sunlight is blocked, resulting in an α-coef-

ficient of cement dust significantly higher than any other dust type (α = 0.0722 m2/g). Further-

more, figure 5.27 also reveals two other interesting factors. First, the transmission curves of panel 

dust from Jordan I and ground dust from Egypt I are very close to each other, with a difference in 

the slope coefficient of only 0.0016 m2/g. Second, the transmission curves representing ground 
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dust from Rwanda I and panel dust from Jordan II are even more adjacent, with α-coefficients of 

0.0210 m2/g and 0.0203 m2/g respectively.   

5.3.3.1 Discussion on dust characteristics and transmission loss  

A summary of the transmission (described with the α-coefficients) and dust characteristics is pre-

sented in table 5.5 for all dust samples.  

Table 5.5: Selected values to highlight differences in transmission loss and dust characteristics between all dust types.  

 
α-coefficient 

[m2/g] 

PSD 

[-] 

Albedo (ջ) 

[-] 

Iron (Fe) 
content 

[%] 

Fraction of 50% 
circularity* 

[%] 

Jordan I, Panel 0.0235 2.09 0.50 1.2 48.9 

Jordan I, Ground 0.0176 4.55 0.36 1.5 38.6 

Jordan II, Panel 0.0203 3.03 0.45 0.8 36.1 

Jordan II, Ground 0.0174 5.20 0.45 0.5 24.7 

Egypt I, Panel 0.0309 1.17 0.42 1.4 52.6 

Egypt I, Ground 0.0251 2.02 0.40 2.7 42.8 

Rwanda I, Panel -** 4.73 0.14 2.0 36.5 

Rwanda I, Ground 0.0210 5.40 0.18 4.1 14.1 

Cement 0.0722 1.26 0.36 -*** 46.5 

* The difference in circularity at 50% is only statistically significant for ground dust from Rwanda I.  
**The transmission of Rwanda I panel dust could not be measured due insufficient amount of dust collected. 
*** The chemical composition of cement was not analyzed, but the content clarification showed Fe2O3. 

 
The reason for the very effective decrease in transmission with increasing cement dust density is 

due to a very fine particle size distribution combined with iron oxide content and a low albedo. 

Although several other dust types have a higher fraction of particles with diameter 0.5 – 5 µm 

(figure 5.21) and panel dust from Egypt I has a lower value of PSD (table 5.5), cement dust can 

still be considered to have the finest particle size distribution. Figure 5.22 illustrated that no other 

sample has a maximum size at 40 µm, like cement, resulting in a cumulative curve that reaches 

100% before any other dust sample. The low albedo effect of 0.36 combined with Fe2O3 minerals 

likely results in an increased absorption, which intensifies the decrease in transmission of sunlight 

through cement dust. Consequently, Hey’di Rapid cement dust that is sieved with 20 µm mesh size 

attenuates the solar insolation the most among all tested dust types.  

Comparing ground dust from Egypt I and panel dust from Jordan I to each other in figure 5.27 

reveals additional interesting points. In section 5.2.4 the close correlation in particle size distri-

bution between these dust samples was specifically mentioned. Table 5.5 also shows very equal 

PSD values, with 2.09 and 2.02 for panel dust from Jordan I and ground dust from Egypt I respec-

tively. Even if the collected ground dust from Egypt I has a lower maximum particle size (80 µm 

contra 100 µm for panel dust from Jordan I), it can still be claimed that the particle size distribu-

tion between the samples correlates to a large extent. The small deviation in transmission loss 
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might therefore instead stem from dissimilarities is albedo and iron oxide content. Egypt I ground 

dust is believed to have a higher absorption rate, due to the deviation of 0.1 in albedo and a higher, 

although uncertain, iron oxide content. Taking all these factors into account, it is reasonable that 

the data points over transmission are very close to each other, as figure 5.27 discloses, yet that 

Egypt I ground dust has a slightly larger deteriorating effect on transmission of light than panel 

dust from Jordan I.  

Another proof of the relationship between albedo and iron oxide content with transmission of 

sunlight is found by a closer look at ground dust from Rwanda I. It has a low albedo (ջ = 0.18), but 

a coarse particle size distribution in comparison to the other samples. By comparing ground dust 

from Rwanda I with panel dust from Jordan II, two dust samples that are closely connected on the 

transmission plot in figure 5.27, it is apparent that these two samples don’t have a similar particle 

size distribution (figure 5.21). However, the anticipated lower transmission loss as a result of 

coarser grains in the ground dust sample from Rwanda I can be cancelled out by a higher absorp-

tion rate, due to a difference in albedo of 0.27 and a clearly higher iron oxide content.  

5.3.4 Spectral differences in transmission loss 

The attenuation of sunlight by a layer of dust varies over the light spectrum, as declared in section 

3.3.1. To illustrate the spectral difference in transmission loss, which was introduced in figure 

5.23, five selected densities of panel dust from Jordan II are compared in wavelength intervals of 

50 nm in figure 5.28.  

 

Figure 5.28: Spectral differences in attenuation of sunlight. The graph shows the average transmission loss for five 
selected densities of panel dust from Jordan II in wavelength intervals of 50 nm from 350 – 1000 nm. Spectral dif-
ferences of the other dust types can be found in appendix F. 
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When the dust almost blocks all light, like at 272.9 g/m2, the spectral difference is only a few per 

cent and obviously unimportant. At 40 – 60 g/m2 the difference between light at 350 – 400 nm 

and at 950 – 1000 nm can be as much as 20%. However, the soiling is rarely at such high levels, 

which means that the two lowest selected densities of 8.6 g/m2 and 14.8 g/m2 are more often re-

alized in natural conditions. For these densities the spectral difference is not as severe, but still 

deviates approximately 10% from the lowest to the highest wavelength considered. All the other 

dust samples show similar characteristics and are shown in appendix F (figure F.10 – F.16). 

5.3.4.1 Alfa coefficient  

Another way to demonstrate the spectral variation in transmission of sunlight is to consider the 

slope coefficient (α) of the fitted functions for UV, visual and NIR spectrum. Table 5.6 compares 

the α-coefficient for all the samples, except panel dust from Rwanda I, due to the insufficient 

amount collected for transmission measurements. The R2 identifies the goodness of fit of the func-

tion, which for all samples is satisfying. For all samples, the attenuation of sunlight is more severe 

the shorter the wavelength. This is in line with previously reported results in the literature on 

soiling [57, 84].  

Table 5.6: Comparison of the spectral difference in transmission at three intervals of wavelength: UV/VIS, VIS 
and NIR. Last column shows the percentage change in average α-coefficient from UV/VIS to NIR spectrum. 

  

UV/VIS 

350-500nm 

VIS 

500-800nm 

NIR 

800-1000nm 
Percentage 

change  

  α [m2/g] R² α [m2/g] R² α [m2/g] R² UV/VIS -> NIR 

Jordan I, Panel 0.0303 99,5% 0.0231 99,7% 0.0201 99,7% 33.7% 

Jordan I, Ground 0.0232 99,5% 0.0175 99,6% 0.0144 99,4% 37.9% 

Jordan II, Panel 0.0276 99,5% 0.0197 99,6% 0.0171 99,5% 38.0% 

Jordan II, Ground 0.0232 99,6% 0.0172 99,8% 0.0144 99,7% 37.9% 

Egypt I, Panel 0.0373 99,7% 0.0309 99,7% 0.0271 99,7% 27.3% 

Egypt I, Ground 0.0309 99,7% 0.0253 99,7% 0.0213 99,8% 31.1% 

Rwanda I, Ground 0.0232 99,6% 0.0213 99,6% 0.0193 99,6% 16.8% 

Cement 0.0773 98,7% 0.0722 98,7% 0.0688 98,8% 11.0% 

 

In detail, table 5.6 lifts an interesting assessment. The ground dust from Jordan I, Jordan II and 

Rwanda I has an equal α-coefficient of 0.0232 m2/g for 350 – 500 µm. For the NIR wavelength area 

the dust types from Jordan I and Jordan II have a slope coefficient of 0.0144 m2/g; in other words, 

a drop by 37.9%. Ground dust from Rwanda I, however, only drops 16.8% down to 0.0193 m2/g. 

The most distinct divergence between these three dust types is the albedo and iron oxide content, 

leading to a higher absorption for ground dust from Rwanda I. Ground dust from Jordan I and 

Jordan II are far brighter than the dark red ground dust from Rwanda I (figure 5.17). Mirrored in 

a higher slope coefficient for VIS and NIR spectrum for ground dust from Rwanda I, a red colored 

dust will reflect light around 700 nm, since this is the wavelength of red electromagnetic radiation.  
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5.3.5  Summary on transmission loss 

This subchapter has found a distinct dependency between transmission of light and the particle 

size distribution of the dust. Additionally, the albedo of a sample also seems to play a secondary, 

yet significant role. Vague indications of a dependency on the iron oxide content have also been 

addressed. 

Firstly, for a perpendicular angle of light incidence with the solar panel (θ = 0°) and an equal den-

sity of dust layer on a PV panel, the soiling will result in a more severe drop in transmission if the 

dust comprises of grains with a low diameter. To explain this further, figure 5.29 visualizes how 

the small grains can spread over the surface are more equally distributed over the panel than 

larger grains at equal dust density.  

 

 

Figure 5.29: Two panels with equal density of dust, but different grain size distribution, will have dissimilar effect on 
the transmission of sunlight. The situation to the right clearly will transmit more sunlight than in the left situation.  

At equal density, dust samples that comprise of coarser particles leave voids for light to penetrate 

the layer (figure 5.29, right), while for samples with mainly fine particles the sunlight is attenuated 

over the entire area (figure 5.29, left). This is the reason why the dust samples with low particle 

size distribution (e.g. cement) have the lowest transmission of light. Equally, coarser dust samples 

(for instance ground dust from Jordan II) tend to have a higher transmission rate. 

It is also important to remember the tendency for agglomeration of dust with a very fine particle 

size distribution, which can be well identified for cement and panel dust from Egypt I and Jordan 

I in figure 5.17. This agglomeration will counteract the ability to fill emerged voids between the 

particles and rather deposit on top of other grains. The effect of agglomeration seems to be com-

paratively subordinate to the impact of filling voids by small grains, since the results have demon-

strated such a strong dependency on the particle size distribution.  

The tall grains to the right in figure 5.29 may cast longer shadows when the incident light is not 

perpendicular on the panel and cancel out this effect, as illustrated in figure 3.11. Nevertheless, 

since all the PV power parks assessed in this study have a single axis tracker and are located close 

to equator, shadow casting of particles is a negligible problem.  

The second most important determinant of sunlight transmission is the albedo of the dust. In fig-

ure 5.29 some grains are painted with a brighter color than the others to remind the reader that 

the dust can have different colors and be partially transparent [52]. If the dust appears black or 

very dark, it will obviously have a lower albedo and thus a higher absorption rate than a bright 
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dust sample. Introduced in section 2.2.4, reflection of the dust between 1 – 100 µm essentially 

follows Mie scattering, which has a dominant forward lobe (figure 2.8). This means that the light 

primarily goes through the dust when the grain size is about the same size as the wavelength, and 

the albedo is high.  

In general, Saharan dust has previously been reported to have very low absorption of sunlight due 

to low content of iron, while south of Sahara – Sahel – has a more red colored soil, due to a higher 

content of iron oxides [40, 41]. Figure 5.18 above, which compared the chemical composition of 

all the dust types, reveals that ground dust from Rwanda I indeed has higher iron content, even 

though the uncertainty is high. Note that the graph shows iron content in atomic percentage, 

which in mass would be much higher, due to a higher molar value of iron compared to all the other 

elements discovered in the dust. The iron oxide content might explain a lower transmission of 

light than what could be anticipated through the particle size distribution as the only known pa-

rameter.   

In a simple attempt to quantify the relationship between transmission loss and these three men-

tioned parameters, regression analysis was conducted (table 5.7). The dependent variables were 

the α-coefficients from the natural dust samples14. These variables were compared with the re-

spective independent variables for particle size distribution (PSD) and albedo (ջ). The level of 

confindence was set to 90%. The regression revealed no statistical significance for a dependency 

on iron oxide content due to a very high p-value of 0.71 (appendix F, table F.2). 

Table 5.7: Regression analysis on the influence of particle size distribution and albedo on the α-coefficient of the expo-
nential fit function from figure 5.27.  

 Coefficients Std error p-value Confidence interval 

Intercept 0.0415 m2/g 0.0055 m2/g 0.0017 [0.0297 – 0.0532 m2/g] 

Particle size (PSD) -0.0031 m2/(g·mm) 0.0006 m2/(g·mm) 0.0072 [-0.0044 – -0.0018 m2/(g·mm)] 

Albedo (ջ) -0.0220 m2/g 0.0101 m2/g 0.0946 [-0.0435 – -0.0005 m2/g] 

 
Table 5.7 supports the general conclusion from above: Firstly, it shows that particle size distribu-

tion has a very low p-value (0.72%), which means that it highly likely correlates strongly with the 

α-coefficient, i.e. the transmission loss. Secondly, the regression results indicate that the contribu-

tion by albedo is still significant, yet more uncertain, with a p-value of 9.46% just within the con-

fidence limit (below 10%). This reflects the subordinate role that albedo is playing on the deter-

mination of the α-coefficient in comparison to the particle size distribution. Likewise, the fact that 

the regression analysis couldn’t find a statistically significant relationship between the iron oxide 

content and the transmission loss is clear, since the effect is believed to be overshadowed by the 

                                                             
14 The cement dust sample and panel dust from ASYV were obviously not included due to lack of information 
on iron oxide content and transmission respectively.  
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strong effect from the particle size distribution in particular and the albedo. It might also relate to 

an interdependency between albedo and iron oxide content in this small dataset. 

Based on the regression analysis, a linear formula for computing the α-coefficient is suggested in 

equation 29.  

29) 𝛼 = 0.0415 − 0.0031𝑃𝑆𝐷 − 0.0220ջ,    [-]  

   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑆𝐷 = [1.15 − 5.50]  

 ջ = [0.15 − 0.50] 

This formula should be seen as a first estimate and a motivation for more data analysis to establish 

a model for transmission loss, rather than given formula for the slope coefficient that can be used 

world wide for all dust types. Recall that only seven datapoints have been used for this regression 

analysis, which is a very small number for statistical analysis. 

  A standardized method for dust collection and laboratory analyses 

The fourth and last goal has been to establish a replicable, simple and fast method for collection 

of dust samples and characterization analyses for future work. If researchers studying other loca-

tions are able to conduct the entire process in a similar way, a wide overview of transmission 

curves of different dust types could be implemented as a valuable tool for decision-makers. Addi-

tionally, if industry companies can conduct simple and fast measurements, that can determine the 

particle size distribution, iron oxide content and albedo, a proposed model for transmission loss 

dependent on density of dust can give a first estimation on the severity of soiling at a given loca-

tion of interest. The proposed standard procedure, which builds on the methodology presented in 

chapter 4, is elaborated in the following paragraphs and consists of: 

• Collection of dust with either vacuum cleaner, bare hands or squeegee with water spray 

gun, depending on the dust accumulation on the panels. 

• Chemical composition analysis with XRD to attain mineral content of the dust. 

• Particle shape and size measurements using a focused beam reflectance device or DLS 

with polyphosphate. 

• Development of a model for transmission loss versus density of dust. 

• A more sophisticated, optimized sieving technique if ground dust is to be used as a basis 

for transmission loss estimations. 
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5.4.1 Optimized methodology for dust collection  

The initial prospect to collect dust with a vacuum cleaner, sucking it off the panel, was unfortu-

nately not thoroughly tested, because of the equipment failure early into the fieldwork. Neverthe-

less, it is evident that the device would have been of considerable benefit where the dust density 

on the panel was clearly visible at low angles of incidence, like at Jordan I and Egypt I shown in 

figure 4.8 and 4.13 respectively (sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4).  

Especially in the Egypt I solar power park, a uniform, medium-thick layer of dust was present, 

which a vacuum cleaner effectively could have collected. In case the dust in addition is fairly ad-

herent to the surface, as in Egypt I (figure 4.13), a brush could help removing it (figure 5.30), but 

should not contaminate the sample with pieces from the brush.  

 

Figure 5.30: A vacuum cleaner brush. 

Additionally, collection with a vacuum cleaner would have been little affected by the windy 

weather condition which was present at the time of the sampling. To sum up, at a high level of 

soiling, and medium to high level of uniform deposition, a vacuum cleaner with similar properties 

(ref. section 4.2.1.1) as Kärcher HV 1/1 Bp Fs is recommended (table 5.8).  

Particularly when the dust is uniformly distributed over the module, sweeping panels with bare 

hands to collect a sufficient amount of dust is ineffective. Cleaning 800 panels to get 0.35 l panel 

dust in Egypt I consumed two full working days. However, when the dust is stored along the frame 

of the panel, best exemplified at Jordan II in figure 4.11 (section 4.2.3), it is preferable to rub the 

particles free with a finger and bring them into a container. At Jordan II it took only about three 

hours to gather 0.70 l dust. In general, at high levels of dust density and a very heterogenous dis-

tribution, a vacuum cleaner is not necessary. To scratch it free with a finger is more efficient in 

this situation, since no dust would be lost in the vacuum container and filter (table 5.8).   

To collect dust samples from the modules in Rwanda I power plant with a vacuum cleaner turned 

out unsuccessful due to the low density and high level of uniform distribution. After several hours 

of vacuum cleaning no dust particles could be identified in the container of the device. To get a 

few particles for shape, size and chemical measurements, a cloth was used instead, yet this tech-

nique contaminates the sample severely, as discussed in section 5.5.1 below.  
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One might argue that for a clear heterogeneous layer of dust, a vacuum cleaner might be useful 

even for low densities, since it would be possible to focus the device on certain areas of the mod-

ule. Nevertheless, this work proposes a new method for collection of dust from panels where the 

density is very low, presented below: Squeegee and water spray gun.  

Table 5.8: The proposed methods for collecting dust at different densities of dust and uniformity.  

Panel dust density Uniformity Preferred cleaning method 

High (clearly visible at any angle of incidence) High Vacuum cleaner 

 Medium Vacuum cleaner 

 Low  Scratch dust loose with 
(gloved) finger  

   

Low (only visible at high angles of incidence) High Squeegee with water spray 

 Medium  Squeegee with water spray 

 Low Squeegee with water spray / 
(Vacuum cleaner) 

 

5.4.1.1 A new method for collecting particles from panels at low densities of dust:  
Squeegee, water spray gun and funnel 

Most power plants experience a thin layer of dust at all times which is difficult to extract without 

some sort of contamination of the sample. Inspired by the technique of cleaning windows on a 

building with a squeegee, a similar method for solar panels is proposed (figure 5.31).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.31: The proposed method for collection of particles at low densities of dust on the module. Water is sprayed 

on the surface and a squeegee wipes the dust to the lower end of the panel. In this case, the frame will intercept the 
water and dust. When all the dust is brought to the bottom, the squeegee sweeps horizontally with a funnel (red 
triangle) and a container underneath that collects the samples.  
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In detail, a spray gun pours water onto the glass and a squeegee sweeps the surface downwards. 

At the bottom of the panel, the water with dust is collected in a can with help of a funnel. The 

method is illustrated in figure 5.31 for framed PV panels. If the panel lacks a frame, the squeegee 

is brought to the bottom with the funnel and container underneath the panel at all times. After 

collection of the dusty water, the container is left in a dry room for evaporation of the water.  

Unfortunately, the method was not tested in the field, due to the risk assessment prior to the 

travel, which had stated that scratches and other permanent marks on the glass surface of the 

module were by no means to be caused. Clearly, it is understandable to avoid this method if the 

dust density is high, but when the density is low, this risk of scratches is probably negligible. 

5.4.1.2 Collection of ground dust with vacuum cleaner 

The cheapest, fastest and easiest way to collect ground dust is to gather loose particles by rubbing 

the can on the ground surface and collect loose particles. One issue with this method is the possi-

bility of gathering particles in the subsurface that are not exposed to dust generation. It might 

contain a lower particle circularity and the method has no filtration of the coarsest sand particles 

and stones. For this reason, only about 0.1 l out of 0.85 l of ground dust from Jordan II was left 

after sieving. By using a vacuum cleaner instead, the limited suction force facilitates a natural fil-

tration of small stones in the sample. Even though it takes longer time, the vacuum cleaner could 

acquire fine particle sized ground dust, since coarse sand particles and stones are not collected 

due to the limited suction force. For all types of ground dust tested in this work, using a vacuum 

cleaner similar to Kärcher HV 1/1 Bp Fs is assessed to be the best choice.  

5.4.2 Optimizing laboratory measurements  

This pioneer study of dust characteristics and optical properties is meant to pave the way for fu-

ture work. Thus, several improvements with regards to determination of chemical composition, 

assessments of particle shape and size distribution, transmission estimation and sieving for later 

laboratory studies were identified. They are discussed in the following subsections.   

5.4.2.1 Improvements for chemical analysis: X-Ray powder Diffraction (XRD) 

As the discussion in section 5.2.2 highlighted, it is difficult to base conclusions on the correlation 

between panel dust and ground dust as long as only element ratios and no minerals are known. 

With knowledge over minerals present in the panel dust and in the ground, better assessments 

could be made on the correlation between them. It is proposed to use an X-Ray powder Diffraction 

(XRD) device, with which it is possible to determine the chemical composition and, if needed, the 

crystalline structure of the minerals [97]. It can provide an unambiguous mineral determination 

in less than 20 minutes [97].  
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5.4.2.2 Optimized particle size distribution measurements  

In the way the DLS device was used to find the particle size distribution gave inadequate results. 

Since this parameter is proven to be the most important determinant for transmission loss, an 

improvement of the grain size assessments is required. To combat the sedimentation during par-

ticle size measurements water soluble dispersants, such as polyphosphate, polymers or surfac-

tants could enhance the dissolvement of particles. These disperants are able to prevent dust par-

ticles to agglomerate and enable them to remain suspended in the stirred solution throughout the 

duration of the measurement. Ultimately, this will decrease the sedimentation and give improved 

results. 

A focused beam reflectance measurement (FBRM) device is another option for dust particle size 

distribution. A “ParticleTrack” device by Mettler Toledo is constructed in a way that easily can be 

lowered into a stirred solution and measure the particle size distribution over time [98]. It can 

measure particles in a range from 0.5 – 1000 µm, which agrees to the normal size distribution of 

the presented dust types above. In addition, this device ostensibly also measures the particle 

shape. It has therefore the potential of providing values on particle shape with a lower uncertainty 

than presented above. Finally, “ParticleTrack” can also be deployed in situ, which is a great ad-

vantage with regards to a fast response of soiling in combination with a model that can predict 

effects on transmission based on particle size distribution and other parameters.  

5.4.2.3 A model for estimation of transmission loss by soiling 

This pioneer study has been able to determine two statistically significant parameters for compu-

tation of the transmission loss. In addition, the iron oxide content might play a subordinate role. 

Through more data from other dust types a robust model can be established, that can compute 

the transmission of sunlight purely based on particle size distribution, albedo and other possible 

influencing factors, like iron oxide content. This model would provide a better approximation of 

the α-coefficient. By using Lambert-Beers law (ref. eq. 13) and the estimated α-coefficient, a trans-

mission curve of new collected dust samples can be modelled. This could save both time and 

money, since a transmission measurement is a time-consuming experiment. In addition, it could 

deliver a fast response to the decision makers with regards to the severity of the potential soiling 

loss in a region.  

5.4.2.4 Sieving optimization 

Results from the proposed model mentioned above could be verified with ground dust in locations 

with barren vegetation. However, due to the strong dependency on particle size distribution, a 

verification with ground dust requires a better sieving technique. In this work, it has been tried to 

use a simple sieving method, with only one sieve that was supposed to exclude all ground dust 
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particles above the largest particle size found in the panel dust. This proved, however, to be inac-

curate, as seen in all particle size distribution curves: None of the ground dust samples duplicated 

the particle size distribution of the panel dust from the same location. The identified particle size 

distribution of the panel dust in mass percentage should lay the baseline for sieving topsoil dust. 

The resulting correlation between the size distributions of the ground and panel dust depends on 

how fine the sieving intervals are selected.  

5.4.3 Summary on a standard procedure for evaluating new potential locations  

For an intended new establishment of a solar power plant, a PV module cover plate should be set 

up for investigation of the deposited dust for a certain duration. Only about 5 ml of dust is required 

for size distribution measurements alongside visual and chemical analysis. By benefitting from 

the proposed standard collection method for low dust densities (section 5.4.1.1) the required time 

frame could be down to weeks or days depending on the size of the panel, weather conditions and 

PM concentration in the air. Before evaporation of the water during sampling, the particle size 

distribution can be measured with a focused beam reflectance device. When the dust has been 

dried, the albedo can be calculated using ImageJ and the chemical composition is found by XRD. 

Values on particle size, albedo and iron oxide could then be fed into a model, which gives a first 

estimate of the transmission loss due to soiling. The model could be verified with sieved topsoil 

from the ground nearby if the power plant is to be established in an open, barren landscape.  

One might think that a PV cover plate for collection of panel dust could be replaced with simple 

PM measurements to understand what particles that would deposit on the panel. This method has 

unfortunately proved insufficient, since the PM measurement devices are often constructed for 

particles up to 10 µm in diameter [62]. This study, however, has uncovered that particles above 

10 µm are responsible for the largest volume fraction for all the dust types analyzed. When tried 

to modify the PM measurement apparatus for higher dust particle sizes, a problem with particles 

stuck in the device has been encountered [62]. Therefore, PM measurements are still immature 

for panel dust particle size estimations. 

 Error analysis 

During the field- and laboratory work, several errors have been identified that should be ac-

counted for in future studies of dust characteristics and transmission effects. Some of the known 

concerns prior to the measurements have already been listed in chapter 4. In the following sub-

chapter the most severe errors discovered during the laboratory work are assessed including sug-

gestions for solutions to the problems.  
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5.5.1 Contamination of Rwanda I panel dust  

Due to the low density of dust on the PV panels in Rwanda, a cotton piece was used to collect 

particles for characterization. Upon extraction of the dust from the cloth in the laboratory, textile 

pieces were also scratched free alongside the dust (figure 5.32).  

 

Figure 5.32: The collected dust with cloths from Rwanda I contaminated the samples significantly. The two large par-
ticles visible in the picture are clearly from a cloth and has a high value of carbon compared to the identified dust 
particles. Also, other particles with irregular shape is believed to be pieces of cotton.  

When introduced in the sample, it was impossible to separate these loose pieces from the dust at 

a later point in time. The contamination of cotton pieces disturbed the entire dust characterization 

analysis, yet the particle size distribution was most severely affected. Without any chance of ex-

cluding the textile pieces in the analysis, it followed that the dynamic light scattering (DLS) device 

found evidence of particles up to 2 mm in diameter. This is way coarser than any other panel dust 

sample, and not possible considering the weather conditions at the time of collection: The tropical 

rain showers that frequently occurred during the rainy season would easily have washed such 

coarse particles off the cover plate. Consequently, the de facto particle size distribution of panel 

dust from Rwanda I remains unknown and the results above give only a vague indication of the 

composition. Since the particle size distribution of the panel dust from Rwanda I couldn’t be iden-

tified, this had implications for the sieving of the ground dust from Rwanda I as well. Without 

knowing the maximal particle size of the panel dust, a best guess of 80 µm was decided. In short, 

the contamination of textile pieces in the panel dust from Rwanda I had huge implications for the 

size distribution.  

Moreover, the pollution of cloth pieces had also a significant effect on the analyses of the chemical 

composition. Some of the images taken with SEM clearly contained particles that looked like orig-

inating from textile substance and these were easy to exclude in the analyses. Yet other particles 

were hard to determine whether they were real dust particles or from the cloth. Whenever the 
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point analyses with EDS showed an abnormally high content of carbon, it was suspected to be a 

cotton piece and excluded in the further analysis. However, it is possible that natural dust from 

the vegetation like pollen, fibers and spores were avoided in fear of analyzing a cotton piece. Con-

sequently, the carbon content of panel dust could, in reality, be either higher or lower than shown 

in figure 5.14.  

The particle shape analysis of the contaminated panel dust from Rwanda I was also challenging to 

master. An image had to be taken with SEM that showed a significant number of particles, but at 

the same time contained as few pieces as possible, that were assumed to be extracted from the 

cloth. Figure 5.33 shows an example of one SEM image of panel dust from Rwanda I that was used 

for shape analysis. Contamination of cotton pieces in this picture cannot be ruled out, but if pre-

sent, they appear with similar shape as the dust particles. In this way it would not alter the shape 

analysis result in a very significant way. 

 

Figure 5.33: An example of one picture of Rwanda I panel dust that was processed fur-
ther with ImageJ to analyze the particle shape 

5.5.2 Errors related to particle size distribution analysis with DLS  

The DLS device is based on light that is polarized by particles dissolved in water. This device as-

sumes spherical particles, which is a crucial source of failure that has already been thoroughly 

discussed in section 4.3.5.1 above and will not be further elaborated.  

There are two additional major error sources related to this device when examining dust particles. 

Firstly, larger grains have problems with sedimentation during the analysis despite the continu-

ous mixing of the sample. Each of the three consecutive measurements needs approximately 30 

seconds, which adds up to a total of at least 1.5 minutes. This is enough time for the largest parti-

cles to sediment throughout the experiment and a drop in volume percentage of the largest parti-

cles can be identified between the three measurements. Furthermore, a decrease in percentage of 
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large particles leads to an increase in the content of the smaller particles. For this reason, no more 

than 3 measurements were done after the stirring of the sample, and for most of the dust types 

only minor changes were identified. Nevertheless, ground dust from Jordan I and Jordan II had 

clear drops in volume percentage for particles above 40 µm and the measurement had to be re-

peated several times to reach a satisfying result.  

Second, agglomeration of particles can affect the results, since the device would read clusters of 

particles as one big particle. This could mean that the share of large particles would go up and lead 

to a lower percentage of small particles than in reality. Moreover, formed clusters would addition-

ally have a higher likelihood of sedimentation, which again would affect the results as described 

above.  

Due to the significant uncertainties with DLS and the strong correlation between the particle size 

distribution of a dust sample and its transmission of light, ameliorations were suggested above 

(section 5.4.2.2). 

5.5.3 Errors related to particle shape analysis in ImageJ 

A significant problem with the particle shape analysis of SEM pictures with ImageJ was related to 

the selected zoom of the image and the particle size distribution of the dust sample. In general, 

ImageJ undoubtedly assesses small particles on a picture to be more circular by than larger ones. 

The reason for this inconsistency is due to the much finer resolved border lines of large particles 

compared to small particles (example in figure 5.34), which leads to a high value for circumference 

in comparison to its surface area. Consequently, the circularity will go down for images with a 

large portion of coarse particles. As a result of this error, it is no surprise that the finest dust sam-

ples, like cement and panel dust from Jordan I and Egypt I, have the highest measured circularity 

ratios. 

  

Figure 5.34: The circumference of large particles is finer resoluted than the small particles and so they are assessed to 
be less circular. The left picture shows all particles present in ImageJ, and the right image has excluded all particles 
with less than 60% circularity. 

60% 0% 
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Unfortunately, this error is impossible to quantify, and should therefore be avoided in precise 

measurements of the particle shape. Since big particles on images can be achieved by either a large 

particle size or an enlarged image, the outcomes from this analysis are therefore heavily depend-

ent on both of these inputs. It further implies that it could be possible to use the zooming feature 

in SEM to adjust the images so that particles with different size appear similar on the images. This 

would require a very time consuming, neat work, but likely still be prone to error. It could be 

better accomplished with the focused beam reflector device presented in section 5.4.2.2 above. 
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6 Conclusions 

Soiling on the PV cover glass plate leads to unwanted attenuation of the total solar irradiation. 

This comprehensive study of soiling effects on solar electricity production in utility scale solar 

power parks raises awareness of the important characteristics of dust particles that deposit on 

solar modules and their impact on transmission of sunlight. The literature review on soiling de-

fined dust as particles with diameters mainly in the range between 1 µm and 100 µm. They often 

contain elements from minerals most abundant in nature such as silicon, oxygen, carbon, calcium, 

aluminum, potassium and iron. The review further structured the complex interactions of partic-

ulate matter with natural and anthropogenic factors into five steps in a dust life cycle: Generation, 

transport, deposition, adhesion and removal. It is obvious that the local climate has a huge impact 

on the entire life cycle. The review concluded that soiling mainly affects current through attenu-

ated direct solar insolation alongside an indirect reduction in voltage through an increased cell 

temperature.  

The results from the experimental part of the study have shown evidence for a strong correlation 

between topsoil and panel dust in open, barren and arid landscapes. In the blooming season in 

vegetated areas, the picture is more unclear, but the chemical analyses indicated a higher carbon 

content in the panel dust than in the topsoil. This was further supported by a deviation in visual 

appearance: A dark brown, almost black color of panel dust could indicate contamination of or-

ganic matter. Additionally, the suspended topsoil dust is likely intercepted by the vegetation and 

instead, the accumulated soiling on the panels is dominated by pollen and spores.  

The dust characterization analyses of the soiling have indicated a range in particle size distribu-

tion of approximately 0.3 – 120 µm, where particles between 10 – 30 µm dominate the volumetric 

response for all samples. Values for albedo are varying between 0.36 – 0.50 in desert areas, 

whereas a considerably lower value of 0.14 was obtained for panel dust in a vegetated location. 

The transmission measurements of soiling have been expressed through the slope coefficient of a 

fitted exponential function to the data points. Panel dust from arid landscapes exhibited α-coeffi-

cients in the range 0.0309 – 0.0203 m2/g. This implies that a common soiling layer of 5 g/m2 
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would lead to a transmission loss of approximately 14.3% in in the worst case compared to ca 

9.7% in the best case. Such a difference of almost 5% is substantial for a utility-scale power plant. 

Under equal weather conditions a dust type with a high α-coefficient connotes a higher frequency 

of cleaning the modules in order not to lose income due to increased attenuation of the sunlight. 

Additionally, cleaning fine particles is more cumbersome than coarser ones, due to the higher ad-

hesion of fine grains. Water is then most probably required in order to wash the panels success-

fully, which in a desert area is a highly valuable resource. In either case, the non-trivial increased 

costs on the basis of a strong attenuating dust type should boost the motivation for an assessment 

of the local dust type prior to an establishment of a PV power station.  

The analysis of the correlation between dust characteristics and transmission of sunlight has re-

vealed a strong dependency on the particle size distribution. The smaller the particles, the more 

efficient they fill the voids between the grains and attenuate the sunlight. Larger particles rather 

tend to build up higher and leave pockets for the sunlight to penetrate the PV cover glass. Addi-

tionally, the transmission of light through soiling depends on the albedo and iron content. Darker 

dust types will absorb more light than brighter colors, which rather scatter the sunlight by Mie 

scattering pattern. A higher iron oxide content is also believed to increase the absorption, but this 

research is insufficient to firmly conclude a significant impact by this parameter and more data is 

required. The study has also revealed a spectral difference in the attenuation of sunlight for all 

dust types considered: Higher energetic light at wavelengths of about 400 nm are more attenu-

ated than near infrared light. 

Lastly, the thesis suggested a standard method for estimation of a potential solar power plant ex 

ante establishment. A panel should be set up for roughly a week and panel dust can be collected 

with a squeegee and a water spray gun. Focused beam reflectance measurements (FBRM) can be 

conducted in situ, which provides the particle size distribution of the dust collected. Next, the al-

bedo and iron oxide content can be measured using ImageJ and XRD respectively. Feeding these 

three parameters into a transmission model developed on the basis of this and future research on 

transmission can give an assessment of the attenuation of sunlight as a function of dust density. 

The model could be verified with ground dust, if the park is to be established in an open, barren 

landscape. What remains is to identify what the normal dust density (soiling ratio) is for a given 

location, which must be estimated by evaluating all the influencing factors of the dust life cycle 

described in chapter 3.  
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7 Future work 

The purpose of this dissertation was to understand the relationship between ground dust and 

panel dust, as well as detecting which dust characteristics that are correlated with transmission 

loss of sunlight. The research has established a standard proposed method for collection of dust 

and evaluation of soiling loss prior to installation of a utility scale solar power park. The following 

themes are proposed based on the outcome of this thesis: 

• Field work: Verifying the new proposed collection method for low densities of dust.  

• Conduct the same dust characteristics and transmission analyses to attain more data for 

establishment of a model which can predict transmission loss as a function of density of 

dust for all dust types. 

• Discover and quantify the dependency on albedo and iron oxide content for transmission 

loss by using artificial dust samples with equal particle size distribution. 

• Study of the impact on heterogeneity in the particle size distribution and impacts on the 

transmission loss. 
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Appendix 

A Fresnel’s equations and reflectivity 

The Fresnel’s equations on polarized light are given in equations 30 – 33: 

30) 𝑡𝑠 =
2𝑛1 sin 𝜃

𝑛1 cos 𝜃+𝑛2 cos 𝜃𝑡
 

31) 𝑟𝑠 =
𝑛1 sin 𝜃−𝑛2 cos 𝜃𝑡

𝑛1 cos 𝜃+𝑛2 cos 𝜃𝑡
 

32) 𝑡𝑝 =
2𝑛1 sin 𝜃

𝑛1 cos 𝜃𝑡+𝑛2 cos 𝜃
 

33) 𝑟𝑝 =
𝑛1 sin 𝜃𝑡−𝑛2 cos 𝜃

𝑛1 cos 𝜃𝑡+𝑛2 cos 𝜃
,  

where n1 and n2 represent the refractive index from medium 1 and 2 respectively. θ and θt is the 

angles of incoming and transmitted light respectively. For unpolarized light, the reflectivity (R) 

equals the mean of the two polarizations: 

34) 𝑅 =
1

2
(𝑟𝑠

2 + 𝑟𝑝
2) 
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B Saturation current density (J0) 

The saturation current density (J0) is given by 

35) 𝐽0 = 𝑞𝑛𝑖
2 (

𝐷𝑁

𝐿𝑁+𝑁𝐴
+

𝐷𝑃

𝐿𝑃𝑁𝐷
), 

and has the unit A/m2. q is the elementary charge, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration.  

Important is the minority carrier diffusion coefficient (D) and the diffusion length (L) for electrons 

and holes respectively. NA and ND denote the density of acceptor and donor atoms respectively. 
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C Rwandan dust collection 

A particulary interesting collection of Rwandan dust took place before and after the significant 

rain event that occurred on March 14th, 2019. The visual difference in figure C.1 likely indicates 

that water was needed for an efficient cleaning of the modules. The adhesion force was probably 

so high, that dry cleaning of the panels didn’t yield a large amount of dust on the cloth.  

     

Figure C.1: Difference between dust cleaned with a cloth before (left) and after (right) the rainfall on March 14th 
at Rwanda I power plant.   
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D Densities for transmission measurement  

The densities for every transmission measurement are given in table D.1. 

Table D.1: Overview of the different deposited densities of dust of all 7 dust types during transmission 
measurements. The uncertainty is 0.16 g/m2 for each density.  

Sample Rwanda I Jordan I Jordan II Egypt I Cement 

 Ground 
[g/m2] 

Panel 
[g/m2] 

Ground 
[g/m2] 

Panel 
[g/m2] 

Ground 
[g/m2] 

Panel 
[g/m2] 

Ground 
[g/m2] 

       
[g/m2] 

1 1.42 0.75 0.30 0.30 1.91 0.34 0.31 0.14 

2 2.31 1.44 0.98 1.16 2.28 1.67 1.31 0.39 

3 3.94 3.02 4.47 3.25 2.73 1.84 1.36 0.41 

4 5.28 3.30 4.64 4.39 3.25 4.78 1.94 0.70 

5 7.25 3.78 7.36 6.75 4.17 5.20 4.33 1.33 

6 7.62 4.27 10.22 8.59 4.38 5.83 5.56 1.36 

7 7.83 4.81 10.67 9.77 5.52 6.09 5.80 1.36 

8 8.33 6.27 12.47 9.78 5.63 6.27 6.47 1.91 

9 9.95 9.09 14.78 10.58 9.23 7.17 7.92 2.66 

10 14.77 12.02 18.33 10.58 10.91 7.45 9.11 2.73 

11 15.36 14.94 19.78 11.28 13.27 7.70 11.95 2.83 

12 16.13 17.05 20.83 14.78 17.77 9.73 15.66 3.13 

13 20.28 17.30 30.33 28.69 24.09 11.58 17.00 3.58 

14 23.44 19.94 32.44 30.89 31.59 14.59 24.67 4.84 

15 28.83 20.77 37.58 36.50 35.69 15.45 26.20 6.42 

16 35.50 23.02 41.64 38.08 36.75 17.27 30.31 6.72 

17 47.81 28.00 43.86 39.81 42.98 18.08 39.55 7.05 

18 50.41 29.78 50.02 40.78 50.06 18.33 40.98 7.53 

19 52.22 33.72 51.86 41.64 58.45 21.81 43.13 7.77 

20 67.55 40.16 62.61 43.83 59.53 25.77 48.62 7.78 

21 69.91 43.75 62.91 45.94 61.97 31.14 59.77 7.94 

22 74.19 43.97 70.31 54.02 71.67 37.44 60.97 10.13 

23 86.63 51.36 72.75 54.39 75.45 45.13 65.52 11.61 

24 89.92 58.58 82.95 60.97 85.84 52.72 72.95 13.13 

25 94.17 59.48 86.94 61.22 87.39 53.67 81.84 15.30 

26 97.89 64.91 93.94 68.16 89.91 57.50 99.41 15.56 

27 100.42 68.59 95.41 77.28 100.17 81.91 105.72 16.67 

28 119.98 87.48 144.27 111.70 130.42 102.23 128.52 29.16 

29 129.73 94.08 173.55 115.28 133.77 118.48 187.03 35.25 

30 223.31 186.22 236.02 272.91 281.44 194.47 292.78 36.62 

31        41.03 

32        44.50 

33        49.72 
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E Calculation of transmission loss 

Ocean optics spectrometer yields 852 data points for one measurement ranging from 350 to 

1000 µm wavelength. As visualized in figure 4.28, section 4.3.7, four measurements per deposited 

density were conducted. 30 different densities per dust sample in addition to one clean glass plate 

were measured from all 8 dust samples from the four locations. In addition, 33 densities of cement 

were measured, which gave a total of 961 000 data points. Needless to say, this had to be com-

puted with a program designed for handling large data and Python was selected. The computation 

of the rawdata was done to create the graphs shown in the transmission results in subchapter 5.3 

and in appendix F. In the following, the code from Python is given in full length: 

from os import path 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from matplotlib.ticker import ScalarFormatter 

from scipy.optimize import curve_fit 

from sklearn.metrics import r2_score 

 

tms_aswan = [] 

tms_ejre = [] 

tms_oryx = [] 

tms_ground_aswan = [] 

tms_ground_ejre=[] 

tms_ground_oryx=[] 

tms_ground_asyv = [] 

tms_cement=[] 

 

#open first files 

rawdata_aswan = path.relpath("C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/ 

    Transmisjon/ASWAN/20170922_1_ASWAN_ 

    Transmission_Transmission_01.txt") 

with open(rawdata_aswan, "r") as file: 

    for line in file: 

        tms_aswan.append(line.strip().split("\t")) 

rawdata_ejre = path.relpath("C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/ 

    Transmisjon/EJRE/20170922_1_EJRE_ 

    Transmission_Transmission_01.txt") 

with open(rawdata_ejre, "r") as file: 

    for line in file: 

        tms_ejre.append(line.strip().split("\t")) 

rawdata_oryx = path.relpath("C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/ 

    Transmisjon/ORYX/20170922_1_ORYX_ 

    Transmission_Transmission_01.txt") 

with open(rawdata_oryx, "r") as file: 

    for line in file: 

        tms_oryx.append(line.strip().split("\t")) 

rawdata_ground_aswan = path.relpath("C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/ 

     Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/ 

     ASWAN_GROUND/20170922_1_ 

     ASWAN_GROUND_Transmission_ 

     Transmission_01.txt") 

with open(rawdata_ground_aswan, "r") as file: 

    for line in file: 

        tms_ground_aswan.append(line.strip().split("\t")) 

rawdata_ground_ejre = path.relpath("C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/ 
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     Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/ 

     EJRE_GROUND/20170922_1_EJRE_GROUND_ 

     Transmission_Transmission_01.txt") 

with open(rawdata_ground_ejre, "r") as file: 

    for line in file: 

        tms_ground_ejre.append(line.strip().split("\t")) 

rawdata_ground_oryx = path.relpath("C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/ 

     Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/ 

     ORYX_GROUND/20170922_1_ORYX_GROUND_ 

     Transmission_Transmission_01.txt") 

with open(rawdata_ground_oryx, "r") as file: 

    for line in file: 

        tms_ground_oryx.append(line.strip().split("\t")) 

rawdata_ground_asyv = path.relpath("C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/ 

     Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/ 

     ASYV_GROUND/20170922_1_ASYV_GROUND_ 

     Transmission_Transmission_01.txt") 

with open(rawdata_ground_asyv, "r") as file: 

    for line in file: 

        tms_ground_asyv.append(line.strip().split("\t")) 

rawdata_cement=path.relpath("C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/ 

    Transmisjon/Cement/20170922_1_CEMENT_ 

    Transmission_Transmission_01.txt") 

with open(rawdata_cement, "r") as file: 

    for line in file: 

        tms_cement.append(line.strip().split("\t")) 

 

 

#Delete the first rows up to 350 nm 

ind=tms_aswan.index(['350,115', '102,16']) 

ind2=tms_aswan.index(['987,437', '1192,6'])-ind 

for i in range((ind-1),-1,-1): 

    tms_aswan.pop(i) 

    tms_ejre.pop(i) 

    tms_oryx.pop(i) 

    tms_ground_aswan.pop(i) 

    tms_ground_ejre.pop(i) 

    tms_ground_oryx.pop(i) 

    tms_ground_asyv.pop(i) 

    tms_cement.pop(i) 

 

# from string to float and replace comma with dot 

for i in range (0,len(tms_aswan),1): 

    for j in range (0, len(tms_aswan[i]),1): 

        tms_aswan[i][j]=float(tms_aswan[i][j].replace(",",".")) 

        tms_ejre[i][j] = float(tms_ejre[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

        tms_oryx[i][j] = float(tms_oryx[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

        tms_ground_aswan[i][j] = float(tms_ground_aswan[i][j].replace(",",  

     ".")) 

        tms_ground_ejre[i][j] = float(tms_ground_ejre[i][j].replace(",",  

     ".")) 

        tms_ground_oryx[i][j] = float(tms_ground_oryx[i][j].replace(",",  

     ".")) 

        tms_ground_asyv[i][j] = float(tms_ground_asyv[i][j].replace(",",  

     ".")) 

        tms_cement[i][j] = float(tms_cement[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

 

 

#adding all data from transmission measurements 

for v in range (1,32,1): 

    for u in range (1,5,1): 
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        if v==1 and u==1: 

            continue 

        else: 

            temp=[] 

            temp2=[] 

            temp3=[] 

            temp4=[] 

            temp5=[] 

            temp6=[] 

            temp7=[] 

 

            #open data as text files, and save them as strings 

            x=["C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/

  ASWAN/20170922_",v,"_ASWAN_Transmission_Transmission_0", 

  u,".txt"] 

            x[1]=str(x[1]) 

            x[3]=str(x[3]) 

            x=''.join(x) 

            op=path.relpath(x) 

            with open(op,"r") as fi: 

                for li in fi: 

                    temp.append(li.strip().split("\t")) 

 

            x=["C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/ 

  EJRE/20170922_",v,"_EJRE_Transmission_Transmission_0", 

  u,".txt"] 

            x[1]=str(x[1]) 

            x[3]=str(x[3]) 

            x=''.join(x) 

            op=path.relpath(x) 

            with open(op,"r") as fi: 

                for li in fi: 

                    temp2.append(li.strip().split("\t")) 

 

            x=["C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/ 

  Transmisjon/ORYX/20170922_",v,"_ORYX_Transmission_ 

  Transmission_0",u,".txt"] 

            x[1]=str(x[1]) 

            x[3]=str(x[3]) 

            x=''.join(x) 

            op=path.relpath(x) 

            with open(op,"r") as fi: 

                for li in fi: 

                    temp3.append(li.strip().split("\t")) 

 

            x=["C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/ 

  ASWAN_GROUND/20170922_",v,"_ASWAN_GROUND_Transmission_ 

  Transmission_0",u,".txt"] 

            x[1]=str(x[1]) 

            x[3]=str(x[3]) 

            x=''.join(x) 

            op=path.relpath(x) 

            with open(op,"r") as fi: 

                for li in fi: 

                    temp4.append(li.strip().split("\t")) 

 

            x=["C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/ 

  EJRE_GROUND/20170922_",v,"_EJRE_GROUND_Transmission_ 

  Transmission_0",u,".txt"] 

            x[1]=str(x[1]) 

            x[3]=str(x[3]) 
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            x=''.join(x) 

            op=path.relpath(x) 

            with open(op,"r") as fi: 

                for li in fi: 

                    temp5.append(li.strip().split("\t")) 

 

            x=["C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/ 

  ORYX_GROUND/20170922_",v,"_ORYX_GROUND_Transmission_ 

  Transmission_0",u,".txt"] 

            x[1]=str(x[1]) 

            x[3]=str(x[3]) 

            x=''.join(x) 

            op=path.relpath(x) 

            with open(op,"r") as fi: 

                for li in fi: 

                    temp6.append(li.strip().split("\t")) 

 

            x=["C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/Transmisjon/ 

  ASYV_GROUND/20170922_",v,"_ASYV_GROUND_Transmission_ 

  Transmission_0",u,".txt"] 

            x[1]=str(x[1]) 

            x[3]=str(x[3]) 

            x=''.join(x) 

            op=path.relpath(x) 

            with open(op,"r") as fi: 

                for li in fi: 

                    temp7.append(li.strip().split("\t")) 

 

            # Delete the first rows up to 350 nm 

            for i in range((ind - 1), -1, -1): 

                temp.pop(i) 

                temp2.pop(i) 

                temp3.pop(i) 

                temp4.pop(i) 

                temp5.pop(i) 

                temp6.pop(i) 

                temp7.pop(i) 

 

            # from string to float and replace comma with dot 

            for i in range(0, len(temp), 1): 

                for j in range(0, len(temp[i]), 1): 

                    temp[i][j] = float(temp[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

                    temp2[i][j] = float(temp2[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

                    temp3[i][j] = float(temp3[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

                    temp4[i][j] = float(temp4[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

                    temp5[i][j] = float(temp5[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

                    temp6[i][j] = float(temp6[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

                    temp7[i][j] = float(temp7[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

 

        # the data from all measurements in one array 

        for i in range(0, len(tms_aswan), 1): 

            tms_aswan[i].append(temp[i][1]) 

            tms_ejre[i].append(temp2[i][1]) 

            tms_oryx[i].append(temp3[i][1]) 

            tms_ground_aswan[i].append(temp4[i][1]) 

            tms_ground_ejre[i].append(temp5[i][1]) 

            tms_ground_oryx[i].append(temp6[i][1]) 

            tms_ground_asyv[i].append(temp7[i][1]) 

 

# since cement has 34 measurements and 13 measurements of a clean plate, it 

must be treated separately 
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for v in range (1,35,1): 

    if v==1: 

        for u in range(2,14,1): 

            temp=[] 

 

            # open data as text files, and save them as strings 

            x = ["C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/Transmi 

    sjon/Cement/20170922_", v,"_CEMENT_Transmission_Transmis 

    sion_0", u, ".txt"] 

            x[1] = str(x[1]) 

            x[3] = str(x[3]) 

            x = ''.join(x) 

            op = path.relpath(x) 

            with open(op, "r") as fi: 

                for li in fi: 

                    temp.append(li.strip().split("\t")) 

            #Delete first rows up to 350 nm 

            for i in range((ind - 1), -1, -1): 

                temp.pop(i) 

            #From string to float and replace comma with dot 

            for i in range(0, len(temp), 1): 

                for j in range(0, len(temp[i]), 1): 

                    temp[i][j] = float(temp[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

 

            # the data from all measurements in one array 

            for i in range(0, len(tms_cement), 1): 

                tms_cement[i].append(temp[i][1]) 

    else: 

        for u in range (1,5,1): 

 

            temp=[] 

 

            #open data as text files, and save them as strings 

            x=["C:/Users/oysteino/Desktop/Solenergi/Rådata/Transmi 

  sjon/Cement/20170922_", v,"_CEMENT_Transmission_Transmis 

  sion_0", u, ".txt"] 

            x[1]=str(x[1]) 

            x[3]=str(x[3]) 

            x=''.join(x) 

            op=path.relpath(x) 

            with open(op,"r") as fi: 

                for li in fi: 

                    temp.append(li.strip().split("\t")) 

 

            #Delete first rows up to 350 nm 

            for i in range((ind - 1), -1, -1): 

                temp.pop(i) 

            #From string to float and replace comma with dot 

            for i in range(0, len(temp), 1): 

                for j in range(0, len(temp[i]), 1): 

                    temp[i][j] = float(temp[i][j].replace(",", ".")) 

 

            # the data from all measurements in one array 

            for i in range(0, len(tms_cement), 1): 

                tms_cement[i].append(temp[i][1]) 

 

 

 

#Take out 2 values that is disrupted in the data for all measurements 

tms_aswan.pop(ind2) 

tms_aswan.pop(ind2) 
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tms_ejre.pop(ind2) 

tms_ejre.pop(ind2) 

tms_oryx.pop(ind2) 

tms_oryx.pop(ind2) 

tms_ground_aswan.pop(ind2) 

tms_ground_aswan.pop(ind2) 

tms_ground_ejre.pop(ind2) 

tms_ground_ejre.pop(ind2) 

tms_ground_oryx.pop(ind2) 

tms_ground_oryx.pop(ind2) 

tms_ground_asyv.pop(ind2) 

tms_ground_asyv.pop(ind2) 

tms_cement.pop(ind2) 

tms_cement.pop(ind2) 

 

#---- tms is now a matrix with a vector of wavelengths on first column and 

then raw data for all measurements on following 

#---- columns. This means that four transmission measurements for a spe-

cific density is stacked up in columns after each other 

 

# Take out wavelength and find indexes for bar charts 

wavlen = [] 

temp=np.transpose(tms_aswan) 

wavlen.append(temp[0][0:len(temp[0])]) 

wavlen=wavlen[0].tolist() 

ind_wavlen400=wavlen.index(400.676) 

ind_wavlen450=wavlen.index(450.154) 

ind_wavlen500=wavlen.index(500.116) 

ind_wavlen550=wavlen.index(550.546) 

ind_wavlen600=wavlen.index(600.656) 

ind_wavlen650=wavlen.index(650.442) 

ind_wavlen700=wavlen.index(700.661) 

ind_wavlen750=wavlen.index(750.54) 

ind_wavlen800=wavlen.index(800.075) 

ind_wavlen850=wavlen.index(850.005) 

ind_wavlen900=wavlen.index(900.311) 

ind_wavlen950=wavlen.index(950.24) 

ind_wavlen998=wavlen.index(998.337) 

 

# Averaging and finding standard deviation of the four transmission meas-

urements 

avg_tms_aswan = np.zeros([len(tms_aswan),31]) 

std_tms_aswan = np.zeros([len(tms_aswan),31]) 

avg_tms_ejre = np.zeros([len(tms_ejre),31]) 

std_tms_ejre = np.zeros([len(tms_ejre),31]) 

avg_tms_oryx = np.zeros([len(tms_oryx),31]) 

std_tms_oryx = np.zeros([len(tms_oryx),31]) 

avg_tms_ground_aswan = np.zeros([len(tms_ground_aswan),31]) 

std_tms_ground_aswan = np.zeros([len(tms_ground_aswan),31]) 

avg_tms_ground_ejre = np.zeros([len(tms_ground_ejre),31]) 

std_tms_ground_ejre = np.zeros([len(tms_ground_ejre),31]) 

avg_tms_ground_oryx = np.zeros([len(tms_ground_oryx),31]) 

std_tms_ground_oryx = np.zeros([len(tms_ground_oryx),31]) 

avg_tms_ground_asyv = np.zeros([len(tms_ground_asyv),31]) 

std_tms_ground_asyv = np.zeros([len(tms_ground_asyv),31]) 

avg_tms_cement = np.zeros([len(tms_cement),34]) 

std_tms_cement = np.zeros([len(tms_cement),34]) 

 

for i in range(0, len(tms_aswan), 1): 

    k = 0 

    for j in range(1, len(tms_aswan[0]) - 3, 4): 
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        avg_tms_aswan[i][k] = sum(tms_aswan[i][j:j+4])/4 

        std_tms_aswan[i][k] = np.std(tms_aswan[i][j:j+4]) 

        avg_tms_ejre[i][k] = sum(tms_ejre[i][j:j+4]) / 4 

        std_tms_ejre[i][k] = np.std(tms_ejre[i][j:j+4]) 

        avg_tms_oryx[i][k] = sum(tms_oryx[i][j:j+4]) / 4 

        std_tms_oryx[i][k] = np.std(tms_oryx[i][j:j+4]) 

        avg_tms_ground_aswan[i][k] = sum(tms_ground_aswan[i][j:j+4]) / 4 

        std_tms_ground_aswan[i][k] = np.std(tms_ground_aswan[i][j:j+4]) 

        avg_tms_ground_ejre[i][k] = sum(tms_ground_ejre[i][j:j+4]) / 4 

        std_tms_ground_ejre[i][k] = np.std(tms_ground_ejre[i][j:j+4]) 

        avg_tms_ground_oryx[i][k] = sum(tms_ground_oryx[i][j:j+4]) / 4 

        std_tms_ground_oryx[i][k] = np.std(tms_ground_oryx[i][j:j+4]) 

        avg_tms_ground_asyv[i][k] = sum(tms_ground_asyv[i][j:j+4]) / 4 

        std_tms_ground_asyv[i][k] = np.std(tms_ground_asyv[i][j:j+4]) 

        k = k+1 

 

    avg_tms_cement[i][0]=sum(tms_cement[i][1:14])/13 

    std_tms_cement[i][0]=np.std(tms_cement[i][1:14]) 

 

    q=1 

    for p in range (14,len(tms_cement[0])-3,4): 

        avg_tms_cement[i][q]=sum(tms_cement[i][p:p+4])/4 

        std_tms_cement[i][q]=np.std(tms_cement[i][p:p+4]) 

 

        q=q+1 

 

 

#---- avg_tms is now a matrix of the 30 density measurements AND the ini-

tial measurement of the clean glass plate, 

#---- which is the first column of avg_tms (except tms_cement that consists 

of 33 density measurements 

 

 

# normalizing the transmission measurements to a clean glass plate 

for i in range(0,len(avg_tms_aswan),1): 

    for j in range (1,len(avg_tms_aswan[i]),1): 

        avg_tms_aswan[i][j]=(avg_tms_aswan[i][j]*100)/avg_tms_aswan[i][0] 

        avg_tms_ejre[i][j]=(avg_tms_ejre[i][j]*100)/avg_tms_ejre[i][0] 

        avg_tms_oryx[i][j]=(avg_tms_oryx[i][j]*100)/avg_tms_oryx[i][0] 

        avg_tms_ground_aswan[i][j]=(avg_tms_ground_aswan[i][j]*100)/  

     avg_tms_ground_aswan[i][0] 

        avg_tms_ground_ejre[i][j]=(avg_tms_ground_ejre[i][j]*100)/  

     avg_tms_ground_ejre[i][0] 

        avg_tms_ground_oryx[i][j]=(avg_tms_ground_oryx[i][j]*100/  

     avg_tms_ground_oryx[i][0] 

        avg_tms_ground_asyv[i][j]=(avg_tms_ground_asyv[i][j]*100)/  

     avg_tms_ground_asyv[i][0] 

    avg_tms_aswan[i][0]=avg_tms_aswan[i][0]*100/avg_tms_aswan[i][0] 

    avg_tms_ejre[i][0]=avg_tms_ejre[i][0]*100/avg_tms_ejre[i][0] 

    avg_tms_oryx[i][0]=avg_tms_oryx[i][0]*100/avg_tms_oryx[i][0] 

    avg_tms_ground_aswan[i][0]=avg_tms_ground_aswan[i][0]*100/ 

     avg_tms_ground_aswan[i][0] 

    avg_tms_ground_ejre[i][0]=avg_tms_ground_ejre[i][0]*100/ 

     avg_tms_ground_ejre[i][0] 

    avg_tms_ground_oryx[i][0]=avg_tms_ground_oryx[i][0]*100/ 

     avg_tms_ground_oryx[i][0] 

    avg_tms_ground_asyv[i][0]=avg_tms_ground_asyv[i][0]*100/ 

     avg_tms_ground_asyv[i][0] 

 

    #normalizing for cement 
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    for p in range (1,len(avg_tms_cement[i]),1): 

        avg_tms_cement[i][p]=(avg_tms_cement[i][p]*100)/ 

    avg_tms_cement[i][0] 

    avg_tms_cement[i][0]=avg_tms_cement[i][0]*100/avg_tms_cement[i][0] 

 

#drop in transmission depending on wavelength and density 

diff_tms_aswan=np.zeros([len(avg_tms_aswan),len(avg_tms_aswan[0])-1]) 

diff_tms_ejre=np.zeros([len(avg_tms_ejre),len(avg_tms_ejre[0])-1]) 

diff_tms_oryx=np.zeros([len(avg_tms_oryx),len(avg_tms_oryx[0])-1]) 

diff_tms_ground_aswan=np.zeros([len(avg_tms_ground_aswan), 

    len(avg_tms_ground_aswan[0])-1]) 

diff_tms_ground_ejre=np.zeros([len(avg_tms_ground_ejre), 

    len(avg_tms_ground_ejre[0])-1]) 

diff_tms_ground_oryx=np.zeros([len(avg_tms_ground_oryx), 

    len(avg_tms_ground_oryx[0])-1]) 

diff_tms_ground_asyv=np.zeros([len(avg_tms_ground_asyv), 

    len(avg_tms_ground_asyv[0])-1]) 

diff_tms_cement=np.zeros([len(avg_tms_cement),len(avg_tms_cement[0])-1]) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_tms_aswan),1): 

    for j in range(1,len(avg_tms_aswan[0]),1): 

        diff_tms_aswan[i][j-1]=avg_tms_aswan[i][0]-avg_tms_aswan[i][j] 

        diff_tms_ejre[i][j-1]=avg_tms_ejre[i][0]-avg_tms_ejre[i][j] 

        diff_tms_oryx[i][j-1]=avg_tms_oryx[i][0]-avg_tms_oryx[i][j] 

        diff_tms_ground_aswan[i][j-1]=avg_tms_ground_aswan[i][0]- 

     avg_tms_ground_aswan[i][j] 

        diff_tms_ground_ejre[i][j-1]=avg_tms_ground_ejre[i][0]- 

     avg_tms_ground_ejre[i][j] 

        diff_tms_ground_oryx[i][j-1]=avg_tms_ground_oryx[i][0]- 

     avg_tms_ground_oryx[i][j] 

        diff_tms_ground_asyv[i][j-1]=avg_tms_ground_asyv[i][0]- 

     avg_tms_ground_asyv[i][j] 

    for p in range(1, len(avg_tms_cement[0]),1): 

        diff_tms_cement[i][p-1]=avg_tms_cement[i][0]-avg_tms_cement[i][p] 

 

# Density arrays for the different transmission measurements 

den_aswan=[0, 4.78, 45.13, 1.67, 18.33, 6.27, 31.14, 25.77, 118.48, 1.84,  

    102.23, 5.83, 18.08, 81.91, 7.17, 21.81, 17.27, 7.45, 6.09,  

    52.72, 37.44, 53.67, 15.45, 14.59, 0.34, 57.50, 7.70, 194.47,  

    11.58, 9.73, 5.20] 

den_ejre=[0, 43.97, 68.59, 9.09, 17.05, 3.02, 12.02, 33.72, 4.27, 58.58,  

   3.30, 3.78, 19.94, 40.16, 43.75, 87.48, 29.78, 17.30, 28.00,  

   64.91, 4.81, 6.27, 23.02, 51.36, 0.75, 186.22, 20.77, 14.94,  

   94.08, 1.44, 59.48] 

den_oryx=[0, 0.30, 68.16, 9.78, 8.59, 40.78, 3.25, 10.58, 28.69, 43.83,  

   54.02, 77.28, 41.64, 10.58, 9.77, 6.75, 45.94, 36.50, 54.39,  

   60.97, 30.89, 111.70, 115.28, 39.81, 14.78, 272.91, 1.16, 11.28,  

   38.08, 4.39, 61.22] 

den_ground_aswan=[0, 26.20, 7.92, 15.66, 72.95, 187.03, 48.62, 59.77,  

     99.41, 30.31, 1.94, 1.31, 4.33, 17.00, 6.47, 1.36, 

                  60.97, 105.72, 0.31, 5.80, 11.95, 128.52, 24.67, 65.52,  

     292.78, 81.84, 43.13, 39.55, 40.98, 5.56, 9.11] 

den_ground_ejre=[0, 10.67, 0.30, 62.91, 41.64, 86.94, 72.75, 12.47, 18.33,  

    43.86, 0.98, 20.83, 50.02, 70.31, 82.95, 95.41, 144.27,  

    173.55, 236.02, 4.47, 7.36, 32.44, 62.61, 19.78, 30.33,  

    4.64, 10.22, 37.58, 14.78, 51.86, 93.94] 

den_ground_oryx=[0, 89.91, 17.77, 10.91, 130.42, 35.69, 71.67, 87.39, 4.17,  

    50.06, 5.52, 58.45, 100.17, 281.44, 75.45, 3.25, 9.23,  

    2.73, 31.59, 24.09, 4.38, 2.28, 1.91, 42.98, 85.84,  

    133.77, 13.27, 59.53, 5.63, 61.97, 36.75] 

den_ground_asyv=[0, 97.89, 5.28, 100.42, 8.33, 15.36, 74.19, 7.62, 52.22,  

    35.50, 14.77, 28.83, 2.31, 9.95, 47.81, 94.17, 129.73,  
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    223.31, 7.25, 20.28, 23.44, 50.41, 67.55, 89.92, 119.98,  

      1.42, 3.94, 69.91, 86.63, 7.83, 16.13] 

den_cement=[0, 36.62, 41.03, 29.16, 16.67, 35.25, 15.30, 6.72, 1.33, 7.53,  

     44.50, 49.72, 1.36, 0.39, 0.70, 1.91, 7.77, 6.42, 4.84, 1.36,  

     0.41, 2.66, 3.58, 2.73, 11.61, 7.78, 13.13, 3.13, 7.94, 2.83,  

     15.56, 7.05, 0.14, 10.13] 

den_uncertainty=0.16 

 

#Ordering the drop in transmission with ascending dust density 

sorted_den_aswan=[] 

sorted_den_ejre=[] 

sorted_den_oryx=[] 

sorted_den_ground_aswan=[] 

sorted_den_ground_ejre=[] 

sorted_den_ground_oryx=[] 

sorted_den_ground_asyv=[] 

sorted_den_cement=[] 

ind_den_aswan_asc=np.argsort(den_aswan[1:len(den_aswan)]) 

ind_den_ejre_asc=np.argsort(den_ejre[1:len(den_ejre)]) 

ind_den_oryx_asc=np.argsort(den_oryx[1:len(den_oryx)]) 

ind_den_ground_aswan_asc=np.argsort(den_ground_aswan[1:len 

       (den_ground_aswan)]) 

ind_den_ground_ejre_asc=np.argsort(den_ground_ejre[1:len(den_ground_ejre)]) 

ind_den_ground_oryx_asc=np.argsort(den_ground_oryx[1:len(den_ground_oryx)]) 

ind_den_ground_asyv_asc=np.argsort(den_ground_asyv[1:len(den_ground_asyv)]) 

ind_den_cement_asc=np.argsort(den_cement[1:len(den_cement)]) 

 

temp=np.zeros([len(diff_tms_aswan),len(diff_tms_aswan[0])]) 

for j in ind_den_aswan_asc: 

    sorted_den_aswan.append(den_aswan[j+1]) 

for i in range(0, len(diff_tms_aswan),1): 

    k=0 

    for j in ind_den_aswan_asc: 

        temp[i][k]=diff_tms_aswan[i][j] 

        k=k+1 

diff_tms_aswan=temp 

 

temp=np.zeros([len(diff_tms_ejre),len(diff_tms_ejre[0])]) 

for j in ind_den_ejre_asc: 

    sorted_den_ejre.append(den_ejre[j+1]) 

for i in range(0, len(diff_tms_ejre),1): 

    k=0 

    for j in ind_den_ejre_asc: 

        temp[i][k]=diff_tms_ejre[i][j] 

        k=k+1 

diff_tms_ejre=temp 

 

temp=np.zeros([len(diff_tms_oryx),len(diff_tms_oryx[0])]) 

for j in ind_den_oryx_asc: 

    sorted_den_oryx.append(den_oryx[j+1]) 

for i in range(0, len(diff_tms_ejre),1): 

    k=0 

    for j in ind_den_oryx_asc: 

        temp[i][k]=diff_tms_oryx[i][j] 

        k=k+1 

diff_tms_oryx=temp 

 

temp=np.zeros([len(diff_tms_ground_aswan),len(diff_tms_ground_aswan[0])]) 

for j in ind_den_ground_aswan_asc: 

    sorted_den_ground_aswan.append(den_ground_aswan[j+1]) 

for i in range(0, len(diff_tms_ground_aswan),1): 
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    k=0 

    for j in ind_den_ground_aswan_asc: 

        temp[i][k]=diff_tms_ground_aswan[i][j] 

        k=k+1 

diff_tms_ground_aswan=temp 

 

temp=np.zeros([len(diff_tms_ground_ejre),len(diff_tms_ground_ejre[0])]) 

for j in ind_den_ground_ejre_asc: 

    sorted_den_ground_ejre.append(den_ground_ejre[j+1]) 

for i in range(0, len(diff_tms_ground_ejre),1): 

    k=0 

    for j in ind_den_ground_ejre_asc: 

        temp[i][k]=diff_tms_ground_ejre[i][j] 

        k=k+1 

diff_tms_ground_ejre=temp 

 

temp=np.zeros([len(diff_tms_ground_oryx),len(diff_tms_ground_oryx[0])]) 

for j in ind_den_ground_oryx_asc: 

    sorted_den_ground_oryx.append(den_ground_oryx[j+1]) 

for i in range(0, len(diff_tms_ground_oryx),1): 

    k=0 

    for j in ind_den_ground_oryx_asc: 

        temp[i][k]=diff_tms_ground_oryx[i][j] 

        k=k+1 

diff_tms_ground_oryx=temp 

 

temp=np.zeros([len(diff_tms_ground_asyv),len(diff_tms_ground_asyv[0])]) 

for j in ind_den_ground_asyv_asc: 

    sorted_den_ground_asyv.append(den_ground_asyv[j+1]) 

for i in range(0, len(diff_tms_ground_asyv),1): 

    k=0 

    for j in ind_den_ground_asyv_asc: 

        temp[i][k]=diff_tms_ground_asyv[i][j] 

        k=k+1 

diff_tms_ground_asyv=temp 

 

temp=np.zeros([len(diff_tms_cement),len(diff_tms_cement[0])]) 

for j in ind_den_cement_asc: 

    sorted_den_cement.append(den_cement[j+1]) 

for i in range(0, len(diff_tms_cement),1): 

    k=0 

    for j in ind_den_cement_asc: 

        temp[i][k]=diff_tms_cement[i][j] 

        k=k+1 

diff_tms_cement=temp 

 

#----diff_tms is now a matrix (852,30) with ascending dust density on col-

umns. 

 

#Averaging over 50 nm and taking out only 5 of the 30 densities for a good 

looking bar plot 

temp=np.transpose(diff_tms_aswan) 

temp2=np.transpose(diff_tms_ejre) 

temp3=np.transpose(diff_tms_oryx) 

temp4=np.transpose(diff_tms_ground_aswan) 

temp5=np.transpose(diff_tms_ground_ejre) 

temp6=np.transpose(diff_tms_ground_oryx) 

temp7=np.transpose(diff_tms_ground_asyv) 

temp8=np.transpose(diff_tms_cement) 

 

chosen_den_aswan=np.zeros([5]) 
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chosen_den_ejre=np.zeros([5]) 

chosen_den_oryx=np.zeros([5]) 

chosen_den_ground_aswan=np.zeros([5]) 

chosen_den_ground_ejre=np.zeros([5]) 

chosen_den_ground_oryx=np.zeros([5]) 

chosen_den_ground_asyv=np.zeros([5]) 

chosen_den_cement=np.zeros([5]) 

 

avg_diff_tms_aswan=np.zeros([6,13]) 

std_diff_tms_aswan=np.zeros([6,13]) 

avg_diff_tms_ejre=np.zeros([6,13]) 

std_diff_tms_ejre=np.zeros([6,13]) 

avg_diff_tms_oryx=np.zeros([6,13]) 

std_diff_tms_oryx=np.zeros([6,13]) 

avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan=np.zeros([6,13]) 

std_diff_tms_ground_aswan=np.zeros([6,13]) 

avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre=np.zeros([6,13]) 

std_diff_tms_ground_ejre=np.zeros([6,13]) 

avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx=np.zeros([6,13]) 

std_diff_tms_ground_oryx=np.zeros([6,13]) 

avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv=np.zeros([6,13]) 

std_diff_tms_ground_asyv=np.zeros([6,13]) 

avg_diff_tms_cement=np.zeros([6,13]) 

std_diff_tms_cement=np.zeros([6,13]) 

k=1 

for i in range (5,len(temp),6): 

    chosen_den_aswan[k-1]=sorted_den_aswan[i] 

    chosen_den_ejre[k-1]=sorted_den_ejre[i] 

    chosen_den_oryx[k-1]=sorted_den_oryx[i] 

    chosen_den_ground_aswan[k-1]=sorted_den_ground_aswan[i] 

    chosen_den_ground_ejre[k-1] = sorted_den_ground_ejre[i] 

    chosen_den_ground_oryx[k-1] = sorted_den_ground_oryx[i] 

    chosen_den_ground_asyv[k-1]=sorted_den_ground_asyv[i] 

    chosen_den_cement[k-1]=sorted_den_cement[i] 

 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][0]=np.average(temp[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][0]=np.std(temp[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][1]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][1]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen400:ind_wavlen450]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][2]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][2]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen450:ind_wavlen500]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][3]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][3]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen500:ind_wavlen550]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][4]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][4]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen550:ind_wavlen600]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][5]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][5]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen600:ind_wavlen650]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][6]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][6]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen650:ind_wavlen700]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][7]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][7]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen700:ind_wavlen750]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][8]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen750: 
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       ind_wavlen800]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][8]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen750:ind_wavlen800]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][9]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][9]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen800:ind_wavlen850]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][10]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][10]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen850:ind_wavlen900]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][11]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][11]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen900:ind_wavlen950]) 

    avg_diff_tms_aswan[k][12]=np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

    std_diff_tms_aswan[k][12]=np.std(temp[i][ind_wavlen950:ind_wavlen998]) 

 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][0]=np.average(temp2[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][0]=np.std(temp2[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][1]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][1]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen400:ind_wavlen450]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][2]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][2]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen450:ind_wavlen500]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][3]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][3]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen500:ind_wavlen550]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][4]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][4]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen550:ind_wavlen600]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][5]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][5]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen600:ind_wavlen650]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][6]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][6]= np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen650:ind_wavlen700]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][7]= np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][7]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen700:ind_wavlen750]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][8]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][8]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen750:ind_wavlen800]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][9]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][9]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen800:ind_wavlen850]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][10]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][10]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen850:ind_wavlen900]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][11]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][11]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen900:ind_wavlen950]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ejre[k][12]=np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

    std_diff_tms_ejre[k][12]=np.std(temp2[i][ind_wavlen950:ind_wavlen998]) 

 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][0]=np.average(temp3[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][0]=np.std(temp3[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][1]=np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][1]=np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen400:ind_wavlen450]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][2]=np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen450: 
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       ind_wavlen500]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][2]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen450:ind_wavlen500]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][3]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][3]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen500:ind_wavlen550]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][4]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][4]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen550:ind_wavlen600]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][5]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][5]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen600:ind_wavlen650]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][6]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][6]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen650:ind_wavlen700]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][7]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][7]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen700:ind_wavlen750]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][8]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][8]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen750:ind_wavlen800]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][9]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][9]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen800:ind_wavlen850]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][10]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][10]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen850:ind_wavlen900]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][11]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][11]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen900:ind_wavlen950]) 

    avg_diff_tms_oryx[k][12]= np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

    std_diff_tms_oryx[k][12]= np.std(temp3[i][ind_wavlen950:ind_wavlen998]) 

 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][0]= np.average(temp4[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][0]= np.std(temp4[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][1]= np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][1]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][2]= np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][2]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][3]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][3]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][4]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][4]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][5]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][5]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][6]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][6]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][7]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen700: 
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       ind_wavlen750]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][7]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][8]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][8]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][9]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][9]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][10]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][10]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][11]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][11]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][12]=np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[k][12]=np.std(temp4[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][0]=np.average(temp5[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][0]=np.std(temp5[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][1]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][1]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][2]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][2]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][3]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][3]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][4]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][4]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][5]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][5]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][6]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][6]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][7]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][7]= np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][8]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][8]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][9]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][9]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen800: 
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       ind_wavlen850]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][10]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][10]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][11]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][11]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][12]=np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[k][12]=np.std(temp5[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][0]=np.average(temp6[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][0]=np.std(temp6[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][1]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][1]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][2]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][2]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][3]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][3]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][4]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][4]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][5]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][5]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][6]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][6]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][7]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][7]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][8]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][8]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][9]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][9]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][10]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][10]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][11]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][11]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][12]=np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen950: 
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       ind_wavlen998]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[k][12]=np.std(temp6[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][0]=np.average(temp7[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][0]=np.std(temp7[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][1]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][1]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][2]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][2]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen450: 

       ind_wavlen500]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][3]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][3]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][4]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][4]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][5]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][5]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][6]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][6]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][7]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][7]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][8]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][8]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][9]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][9]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][10]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][10]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][11]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][11]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][12]=np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

    std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[k][12]=np.std(temp7[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][0]=np.average(temp8[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][0]=np.std(temp8[i][0:ind_wavlen400]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][1]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen400: 

       ind_wavlen450]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][1]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen400:ind_wavlen450]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][2]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen450: 
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       ind_wavlen500]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][2]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen450:ind_wavlen500]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][3]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen550]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][3]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen500:ind_wavlen550]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][4]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen550: 

       ind_wavlen600]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][4]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen550:ind_wavlen600]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][5]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen600: 

       ind_wavlen650]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][5]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen600:ind_wavlen650]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][6]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen650: 

       ind_wavlen700]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][6]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen650:ind_wavlen700]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][7]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen700: 

       ind_wavlen750]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][7]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen700:ind_wavlen750]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][8]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen750: 

       ind_wavlen800]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][8]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen750:ind_wavlen800]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][9]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen850]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][9]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen800:ind_wavlen850]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][10]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][10]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen850: 

       ind_wavlen900]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][11]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][11]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen900: 

       ind_wavlen950]) 

    avg_diff_tms_cement[k][12]=np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

    std_diff_tms_cement[k][12]=np.std(temp8[i][ind_wavlen950: 

       ind_wavlen998]) 

    k=k+1 

 

# Average and standard deviation of transmission over entire spectrum 

tot_avg_tms_aswan=[] 

tot_std_tms_aswan=[] 

temp=np.transpose(avg_tms_aswan) 

temp2=np.transpose(std_tms_aswan) 

tot_avg_tms_ejre=[] 

tot_std_tms_ejre=[] 

temp3=np.transpose(avg_tms_ejre) 

temp4=np.transpose(std_tms_ejre) 

tot_avg_tms_oryx=[] 

tot_std_tms_oryx=[] 

temp5=np.transpose(avg_tms_oryx) 

temp6=np.transpose(std_tms_oryx) 

tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan=[] 

tot_std_tms_ground_aswan=[] 

temp7=np.transpose(avg_tms_ground_aswan) 

temp8=np.transpose(std_tms_ground_aswan) 

tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre=[] 

tot_std_tms_ground_ejre=[] 

temp9=np.transpose(avg_tms_ground_ejre) 

temp10=np.transpose(std_tms_ground_ejre) 

tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx=[] 

tot_std_tms_ground_oryx=[] 

temp11=np.transpose(avg_tms_ground_oryx) 
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temp12=np.transpose(std_tms_ground_oryx) 

tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv=[] 

tot_std_tms_ground_asyv=[] 

temp13=np.transpose(avg_tms_ground_asyv) 

temp14=np.transpose(std_tms_ground_asyv) 

tot_avg_tms_cement=[] 

tot_std_tms_cement=[] 

temp15=np.transpose(avg_tms_cement) 

temp16=np.transpose(std_tms_cement) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_tms_aswan[0]),1): 

    tot_avg_tms_aswan.append(np.average(temp[i][0:len(avg_tms_aswan)])) 

    tot_std_tms_aswan.append(np.average(temp2[i][0:len(std_tms_aswan)])) 

    tot_avg_tms_ejre.append(np.average(temp3[i][0:len(avg_tms_ejre)])) 

    tot_std_tms_ejre.append(np.average(temp4[i][0:len(std_tms_ejre)])) 

    tot_avg_tms_oryx.append(np.average(temp5[i][0:len(avg_tms_oryx)])) 

    tot_std_tms_oryx.append(np.average(temp6[i][0:len(std_tms_oryx)])) 

    tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan.append(np.average(temp7[i][0: 

      len(avg_tms_ground_aswan)])) 

    tot_std_tms_ground_aswan.append(np.average(temp8[i][0: 

      len(std_tms_ground_aswan)])) 

    tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre.append(np.average(temp9[i][0: 

      len(avg_tms_ground_ejre)])) 

    tot_std_tms_ground_ejre.append(np.average(temp10[i][0: 

      len(std_tms_ground_ejre)])) 

    tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx.append(np.average(temp11[i][0: 

      len(avg_tms_ground_oryx)])) 

    tot_std_tms_ground_oryx.append(np.average(temp12[i][0: 

      len(std_tms_ground_oryx)])) 

    tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv.append(np.average(temp13[i][0: 

      len(avg_tms_ground_asyv)])) 

    tot_std_tms_ground_asyv.append(np.average(temp14[i][0: 

      len(std_tms_ground_asyv)])) 

for p in range(0,len(avg_tms_cement[0]),1): 

    tot_avg_tms_cement.append(np.average(temp15[p][0:len(avg_tms_cement)])) 

    tot_std_tms_cement.append(np.average(temp16[p][0:len(std_tms_cement)])) 

 

# Average and standard deviation of transmission 350-500nm 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_aswan=[] 

UV_VIS_std_tms_aswan=[] 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_ejre=[] 

UV_VIS_std_tms_ejre=[] 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_oryx=[] 

UV_VIS_std_tms_oryx=[] 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan=[] 

UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_aswan=[] 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre=[] 

UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_ejre=[] 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx=[] 

UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_oryx=[] 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv=[] 

UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_asyv=[] 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_cement=[] 

UV_VIS_std_tms_cement=[] 

for i in range(0,len(avg_tms_aswan[0]),1): 

    UV_VIS_avg_tms_aswan.append(np.average(temp[i][0:ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_std_tms_aswan.append(np.average(temp2[i][0:ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_avg_tms_ejre.append(np.average(temp3[i][0:ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_std_tms_ejre.append(np.average(temp4[i][0:ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_avg_tms_oryx.append(np.average(temp5[i][0:ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_std_tms_oryx.append(np.average(temp6[i][0:ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan.append(np.average(temp7[i][0: 
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       ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_aswan.append(np.average(temp8[i][0: 

       ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre.append(np.average(temp9[i][0: 

       ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_ejre.append(np.average(temp10[i][0: 

       ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx.append(np.average(temp11[i][0: 

       ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_oryx.append(np.average(temp12[i][0: 

       ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv.append(np.average(temp13[i][0: 

       ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_asyv.append(np.average(temp14[i][0: 

       ind_wavlen500])) 

for p in range(0, len(avg_tms_cement[0]), 1): 

    UV_VIS_avg_tms_cement.append(np.average(temp15[p][0:ind_wavlen500])) 

    UV_VIS_std_tms_cement.append(np.average(temp16[p][0:ind_wavlen500])) 

 

 

# Average and standard deviation of transmission 500-800nm 

VIS_avg_tms_aswan=[] 

VIS_std_tms_aswan=[] 

VIS_avg_tms_ejre=[] 

VIS_std_tms_ejre=[] 

VIS_avg_tms_oryx=[] 

VIS_std_tms_oryx=[] 

VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan=[] 

VIS_std_tms_ground_aswan=[] 

VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre=[] 

VIS_std_tms_ground_ejre=[] 

VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx=[] 

VIS_std_tms_ground_oryx=[] 

VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv=[] 

VIS_std_tms_ground_asyv=[] 

VIS_avg_tms_cement=[] 

VIS_std_tms_cement=[] 

for i in range(0,len(avg_tms_aswan[0]),1): 

    VIS_avg_tms_aswan.append(np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_std_tms_aswan.append(np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_avg_tms_ejre.append(np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_std_tms_ejre.append(np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_avg_tms_oryx.append(np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_std_tms_oryx.append(np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan.append(np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_std_tms_ground_aswan.append(np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre.append(np.average(temp9[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_std_tms_ground_ejre.append(np.average(temp10[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx.append(np.average(temp11[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_std_tms_ground_oryx.append(np.average(temp12[i][ind_wavlen500: 
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       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv.append(np.average(temp13[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_std_tms_ground_asyv.append(np.average(temp14[i][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

for p in range(0, len(avg_tms_cement[0]), 1): 

    VIS_avg_tms_cement.append(np.average(temp15[p][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

    VIS_std_tms_cement.append(np.average(temp16[p][ind_wavlen500: 

       ind_wavlen800])) 

 

# Average and standard deviation of transmission 800-1000nm 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_aswan=[] 

VIS_NIR_std_tms_aswan=[] 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ejre=[] 

VIS_NIR_std_tms_ejre=[] 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_oryx=[] 

VIS_NIR_std_tms_oryx=[] 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_aswan=[] 

VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_aswan=[] 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_ejre=[] 

VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_ejre=[] 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_oryx=[] 

VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_oryx=[] 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_asyv=[] 

VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_asyv=[] 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_cement=[] 

VIS_NIR_std_tms_cement=[] 

for i in range(0,len(avg_tms_aswan[0]),1): 

    VIS_NIR_avg_tms_aswan.append(np.average(temp[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_std_tms_aswan.append(np.average(temp2[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ejre.append(np.average(temp3[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_std_tms_ejre.append(np.average(temp4[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_avg_tms_oryx.append(np.average(temp5[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_std_tms_oryx.append(np.average(temp6[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_aswan.append(np.average(temp7[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_aswan.append(np.average(temp8[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_ejre.append(np.average(temp9[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_ejre.append(np.average(temp10[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_oryx.append(np.average(temp11[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_oryx.append(np.average(temp12[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_asyv.append(np.average(temp13[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_asyv.append(np.average(temp14[i][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

for p in range(0, len(avg_tms_cement[0]), 1): 

    VIS_NIR_avg_tms_cement.append(np.average(temp15[p][ind_wavlen800: 

       ind_wavlen998])) 

    VIS_NIR_std_tms_cement.append(np.average(temp16[p][ind_wavlen800: 
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       ind_wavlen998])) 

 

 

#plotting different figures 

 

 

#decrease in transmission bar chart 

positions = np.linspace(350,950,13) 

plt.figure(1) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_diff_tms_aswan),1): 

    if i==0: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i* 50)/len(avg_diff_tms_aswan), 

   avg_diff_tms_aswan[i], width=8.33,  

   yerr=std_diff_tms_aswan[i], label='_nolegend_') 

    else: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i * 50) / len(avg_diff_tms_aswan), avg_ 

   diff_tms_aswan[i], width=8.33, yerr=std_diff_tms_aswan[i]) 

plt.title("Paneldust Egypt I", fontsize=30) 

leg = plt.legend(chosen_den_aswan,fontsize=16, loc=2) 

leg.set_title("Density [$g/m^2$]", prop={'size':'18'}) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission loss [%]', size=18) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.grid(True) 

 

plt.figure(2) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_diff_tms_ejre),1): 

    if i==0: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i* 50)/len(avg_diff_tms_ejre),  

   avg_diff_tms_ejre[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ejre[i], label='_nolegend_') 

    else: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i * 50) / len(avg_diff_tms_ejre),  

   avg_diff_tms_ejre[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ejre[i]) 

plt.title("Paneldust Jordan I", fontsize=30) 

leg = plt.legend(chosen_den_ejre,fontsize=16, loc=2) 

leg.set_title("Density [$g/m^2$]", prop={'size':'18'}) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission loss [%]', size=18) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.grid(True) 

 

plt.figure(3) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_diff_tms_oryx),1): 

    if i==0: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i* 50)/len(avg_diff_tms_oryx),  

   avg_diff_tms_oryx[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_oryx[i], label='_nolegend_') 

    else: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i * 50) / len(avg_diff_tms_oryx),  

   avg_diff_tms_oryx[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_oryx[i]) 

plt.title("Paneldust Jordan II", fontsize=30) 

leg = plt.legend(chosen_den_oryx,fontsize=16, loc=2) 

leg.set_title("Density [$g/m^2$]", prop={'size':'18'}) 
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plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission loss [%]', size=18) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.grid(True) 

 

plt.figure(4) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan),1): 

    if i==0: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i* 50)/len(avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan),  

   avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[i], label='_nolegend_') 

    else: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i * 50) / len(avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan),  

   avg_diff_tms_ground_aswan[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ground_aswan[i]) 

plt.title("Grounddust Egypt I", fontsize=30) 

leg = plt.legend(chosen_den_ground_aswan,fontsize=16, loc=2) 

leg.set_title("Density [$g/m^2$]", prop={'size':'18'}) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission loss [%]', size=18) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.grid(True) 

 

plt.figure(5) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre),1): 

    if i==0: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i* 50)/len(avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre),  

   avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[i], label='_nolegend_') 

    else: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i * 50) / len(avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre),  

   avg_diff_tms_ground_ejre[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ground_ejre[i]) 

plt.title("Grounddust Jordan I", fontsize=30) 

leg = plt.legend(chosen_den_ground_ejre,fontsize=16, loc=2) 

leg.set_title("Density [$g/m^2$]", prop={'size':'18'}) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission loss [%]', size=18) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.grid(True) 

 

plt.figure(6) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx),1): 

    if i==0: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i* 50)/len(avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx),  

   avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[i], label='_nolegend_') 

    else: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i * 50) / len(avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx),  

   avg_diff_tms_ground_oryx[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ground_oryx[i]) 

plt.title("Grounddust Jordan II", fontsize=30) 

leg = plt.legend(chosen_den_ground_oryx,fontsize=16, loc=2) 

leg.set_title("Density [$g/m^2$]", prop={'size':'18'}) 
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plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission loss [%]', size=18) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.grid(True) 

 

plt.figure(7) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv),1): 

    if i==0: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i* 50)/len(avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv),  

   avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[i], label='_nolegend_') 

    else: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i * 50) / len(avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv),  

   avg_diff_tms_ground_asyv[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_ground_asyv[i]) 

plt.title("Grounddust Rwanda I", fontsize=30) 

leg = plt.legend(chosen_den_ground_asyv,fontsize=16, loc=2) 

leg.set_title("Density [$g/m^2$]", prop={'size':'18'}) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission loss [%]', size=18) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.grid(True) 

 

plt.figure(8) 

for i in range(0,len(avg_diff_tms_cement),1): 

    if i==0: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i* 50)/len(avg_diff_tms_cement),  

   avg_diff_tms_cement[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_cement[i], label='_nolegend_') 

    else: 

        plt.bar(positions + (i * 50) / len(avg_diff_tms_cement),  

   avg_diff_tms_cement[i], width=8.33, 

                yerr=std_diff_tms_cement[i]) 

plt.title("Cement dust", fontsize=30) 

leg = plt.legend(chosen_den_cement,fontsize=16, loc=2) 

leg.set_title("Density [$g/m^2$]", prop={'size':'18'}) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission loss [%]', size=18) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.grid(True) 

 

plt.show() 

''' 

''' 

#Plot Transmission spectral soluted, for appendix 

plt.figure(1) 

plt.title('Spectral transmission: Paneldust Egypt I', fontsize=30) 

plt.plot(wavlen,avg_tms_aswan) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

 

plt.figure(2) 
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plt.title('Spectral transmission: Paneldust Jordan I', fontsize=30) 

plt.plot(wavlen,avg_tms_ejre) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

 

plt.figure(3) 

plt.title('Spectral transmission: Paneldust Jordan II', fontsize=30) 

plt.plot(wavlen,avg_tms_oryx) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

 

plt.figure(4) 

plt.title('Spectral transmission: Grounddust Egypt I', fontsize=30) 

plt.plot(wavlen,avg_tms_ground_aswan) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

 

plt.figure(5) 

plt.title('Spectral transmission: Grounddust Jordan I', fontsize=30) 

plt.plot(wavlen,avg_tms_ground_ejre) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

 

plt.figure(6) 

plt.title('Spectral transmission: Grounddust Jordan II', fontsize=30) 

plt.plot(wavlen,avg_tms_ground_oryx) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

 

plt.figure(7) 

plt.title('Spectral transmission: Grounddust Rwanda I', fontsize=30) 

plt.plot(wavlen,avg_tms_ground_asyv) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

 

plt.figure(8) 

plt.title('Spectral transmission: Cement', fontsize=30) 

plt.plot(wavlen,avg_tms_cement) 

plt.xlabel('Wavelength [nm]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([350,400,450,500,550,600,650,700,750,800,850,900,950,1000], 

  fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 
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plt.show() 

''' 

 

 

''' 

#Plot Transmission vs density 

 

 

 

#Scatterplot showing all samples with logarithmic scale on y-axis, no 

trendlines  

plt.figure(1) 

label=("Panel Jordan I","Panel Jordan II","Panel Egypt I","Ground Jordan 

I", 

  "Ground Jordan II","Ground Egypt I","Ground Rwanda I", "Ce-

ment") 

plt.scatter(den_ejre,tot_avg_tms_ejre,c='chartreuse',marker='o',  s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ejre,tot_avg_tms_ejre, yerr=tot_std_tms_ejre,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_oryx,tot_avg_tms_oryx,c='salmon',marker='o',  s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_oryx,tot_avg_tms_oryx, yerr=tot_std_tms_oryx,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_aswan,tot_avg_tms_aswan, c='lightskyblue',  

  marker='o', s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_aswan,tot_avg_tms_aswan, yerr=tot_std_tms_aswan,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre, c='seagreen',  

  marker='v', s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_ejre, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_oryx, tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx, c='crimson',  

  marker='v', s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_oryx, tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_oryx, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_aswan, tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan, c='darkblue',  

  marker='v',  s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_aswan, tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_aswan, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_asyv, tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv, c='darkgrey',  

  marker='v', s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_asyv, tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_asyv, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_cement,tot_avg_tms_cement,c='fuchsia',marker='*',  s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_cement,tot_avg_tms_cement, yerr=tot_std_tms_cement,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

plt.legend(label, fontsize=30) 

plt.title('Mean spectral transmission vs density of dust', fontsize=40) 

plt.xlabel('Density [$g/m^2$]',size=30) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=30) 

plt.xticks([0,25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275],fontsize=25) 

plt.yscale('log') 

plt.axes().yaxis.set_major_formatter(plt.ScalarFormatter()) 

plt.yticks([1,5,10,50,100],fontsize=25) 

plt.ylim(0.45,110) 

''' 

''' 
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#Scatterplot all samples, no log-scale of y-axis, no trendlines 

plt.figure(2) 

 

label=("Panel Jordan I","Panel Jordan II","Panel Egypt I","Ground  

 Jordan I",”Ground Jordan II","Ground Egypt I","Ground Rwanda I",  

 "Cement") 

 

plt.scatter(den_ejre,tot_avg_tms_ejre,c='chartreuse',marker='o',  s=150,  

  label="Panel Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ejre,tot_avg_tms_ejre, yerr=tot_std_tms_ejre,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_oryx,tot_avg_tms_oryx,c='salmon',marker='o', s=150,  

  label="Panel Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_oryx,tot_avg_tms_oryx, yerr=tot_std_tms_oryx,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_aswan, tot_avg_tms_aswan, c='lightskyblue', marker='o',  

  s=150, label="Panel Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_aswan, tot_avg_tms_aswan, yerr=tot_std_tms_aswan,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre, c='seagreen',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_ejre, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_oryx, tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx, c='crimson',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_oryx, tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_oryx, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_aswan, tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan, c='darkblue',  

  marker='v',  s=150, label="Ground Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_aswan, tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_aswan, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_asyv, tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv, c='darkgrey',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Rwanda I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_asyv, tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_asyv, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_cement, tot_avg_tms_cement, c='fuchsia', marker='*', s=150,  

  label="Cement") 

plt.errorbar(den_cement, tot_avg_tms_cement, yerr=tot_std_tms_cement,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.legend(label, fontsize=30) 

plt.title('Mean spectral transmission vs density of dust', fontsize=40) 

plt.xlabel('Density [$g/m^2$]',size=30) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=30) 

plt.xticks([0,25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275],fontsize=25) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=25) 

plt.ylim(0,110) 

 

''' 

''' 

plt.figure(2) 

#Scatterplot showing all samples with exponential trendlines 

 

# define trendline function 

def trendline_func(density, A, alfa): 

    return A * np.exp(-alfa*density) 

# curve fit 
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p0 = (1.,1.e-5) # starting search koefs 

 

#Panel Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='lime', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan I: $T(\u03C1)  

  =e^{-%.4f \u03C1}  ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ejre, c='chartreuse', marker='o', s=150,  

  label="Panel Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ejre, yerr=tot_std_tms_ejre,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

 

#Panel Jordan II 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_oryx, tot_avg_tms_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 275,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='r', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1}; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_oryx,tot_avg_tms_oryx,c='salmon',marker='o', s=150,  

  label="Panel Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_oryx,tot_avg_tms_oryx, yerr=tot_std_tms_oryx,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

 

#Panel Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_aswan, tot_avg_tms_aswan, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='b', label='Fit. func Panel Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_aswan, tot_avg_tms_aswan, c='lightskyblue', marker='o',  

  s=150, label="Panel Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_aswan, tot_avg_tms_aswan, yerr=tot_std_tms_aswan,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_ejre, 

tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 250,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'lime',linestyle='dashed', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan  
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  I:$T(\u03C1) = e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre, c='seagreen',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_ejre, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Jordan II 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_oryx, 

tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 290,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'r--', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_oryx, tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx, c='crimson',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_oryx, tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_oryx, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_aswan, 

tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 300,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'b--', label='Fit. func Ground Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_aswan, tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan, c='darkblue',  

  marker='v',  s=150, label="Ground Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_aswan, tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_aswan, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Rwanda I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_asyv, 

tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 225,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_asyv) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'k--', label='Fit. func Ground Rwanda I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_asyv, tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv, c='darkgrey',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Rwanda I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_asyv, tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_asyv, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 
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#Cement 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_cement, tot_avg_tms_cement, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 50,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_cement) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_cement,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'm--', label='Fit. func Cement: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_cement, tot_avg_tms_cement, c='fuchsia', marker='*', s=150,  

  label="Cement") 

plt.errorbar(den_cement, tot_avg_tms_cement, yerr=tot_std_tms_cement,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

plt.legend(fontsize=16) 

plt.title('Mean spectral transmission vs density of dust', fontsize=30) 

plt.xlabel('Density \u03C1 [$g/m^2$]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission T(\u03C1) [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([0,25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275],fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.ylim(0,110) 

''' 

 

''' 

#plt.figure(3) 

#Scatterplot showing all exponential trendlines only 

 

# define trendline function 

def trendline_func(density, A, alfa): 

    return A * np.exp(-alfa*density) 

# curve fit 

p0 = (1.,1.e-5) # starting search koefs 

 

#Panel Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='lime', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan I: $T(\u03C1)  

  =e^{-%.4f \u03C1}  ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

 

 

#Panel Jordan II 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_oryx, tot_avg_tms_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 275,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='r', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1}; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 
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#Panel Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_aswan, tot_avg_tms_aswan, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='b', label='Fit. func Panel Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

 

 

#Ground Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_ejre, 

tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 250,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'lime',linestyle='dashed', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan  

  I:$T(\u03C1) = e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

 

 

#Ground Jordan II 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_oryx, 

tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 290,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'r--', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

 

 

#Ground Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_aswan, 

tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 300,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'b--', label='Fit. func Ground Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

 

#Ground Rwanda I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_asyv, 

tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 225,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 
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x3=np.array(den_ground_asyv) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'k--', label='Fit. func Ground Rwanda I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

 

 

#Cement 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_cement, tot_avg_tms_cement, p0) 

A, alfa = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 50,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa) 

x3=np.array(den_cement) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa) 

r2=r2_score(tot_avg_tms_cement,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'm--', label='Fit. func Cement: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa,r2)) 

 

 

plt.legend(fontsize=16) 

plt.title('Mean spectral transmission vs density of dust', fontsize=30) 

plt.xlabel('Density \u03C1 [$g/m^2$]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission T(\u03C1) [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([0,25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275],fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.ylim(0,110) 

 

''' 

''' 

#Plot transmission vs density from 350-500nm 

plt.figure(5) 

#Scatterplot showing all samples with exponential trendlines 

 

# define trendline function 

def trendline_func(density, A, alfa): 

    return A * np.exp(-alfa*density) 

# curve fit 

p0 = (1.,1.e-5) # starting search koefs 

 

#Panel Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ejre, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa_UV_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(UV_VIS_avg_tms_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='lime', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan I: $T(\u03C1)  

  =e^{-%.4f \u03C1}  ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_UV_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ejre, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ejre, c='chartreuse', marker='o',  

  s=150, label="Panel Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ejre, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ejre, yerr=UV_VIS_std_tms_ejre,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

 

#Panel Jordan II 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_oryx, UV_VIS_avg_tms_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa_UV_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 275,50) 
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y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(UV_VIS_avg_tms_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='r', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =   

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1}  ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_UV_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_oryx,UV_VIS_avg_tms_oryx,c='salmon',marker='o',  s=150,  

  label="Panel Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_oryx,UV_VIS_avg_tms_oryx, yerr=UV_VIS_std_tms_oryx,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

 

#Panel Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_aswan, UV_VIS_avg_tms_aswan, p0) 

A, alfa_UV_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(UV_VIS_avg_tms_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='b', label='Fit. func Panel Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_UV_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_aswan, UV_VIS_avg_tms_aswan, c='lightskyblue', marker='o',  

  s=150, label="Panel Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_aswan, UV_VIS_avg_tms_aswan, yerr=UV_VIS_std_tms_aswan,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_ejre, 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa_UV_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 250,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'lime',linestyle='dashed', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan  

  I:$T(\u03C1) = e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$'  

  % (alfa_UV_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_ejre, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre, c='seagreen',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_ejre, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre,  

  yerr=UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_ejre, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Jordan II 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_oryx, 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa_UV_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 290,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'r--', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_UV_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_oryx, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx, c='crimson',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_oryx, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx,  
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  yerr=UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_oryx, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_aswan, 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan, p0) 

A, alfa_UV_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 300,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'b--', label='Fit. func Ground Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_UV_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_aswan, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan, c='darkblue',  

  marker='v',  s=150, label="Ground Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_aswan, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan,  

  yerr=UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_aswan, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Rwanda I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_asyv, 

UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv, p0) 

A, alfa_UV_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 225,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_asyv) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'k--', label='Fit. func Ground Rwanda I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_UV_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_asyv, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv, c='darkgrey',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Rwanda I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_asyv, UV_VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv,  

  yerr=UV_VIS_std_tms_ground_asyv, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Cement 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_cement, UV_VIS_avg_tms_cement, 

p0) 

A, alfa_UV_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 50,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_cement) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_UV_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(UV_VIS_avg_tms_cement,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'm--', label='Fit. func Cement: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_UV_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_cement, UV_VIS_avg_tms_cement, c='fuchsia', marker='*',  

  s=150, label="Cement") 

plt.errorbar(den_cement, UV_VIS_avg_tms_cement, yerr=UV_VIS_std_tms_cement,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

 

plt.legend(fontsize=16) 

plt.title('Mean spectral transmission in UV/VIS (350-500nm) vs density of  

  dust', fontsize=30) 

plt.xlabel('Density \u03C1 [$g/m^2$]',size=18) 
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plt.ylabel('Transmission T(\u03C1) [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([0,25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275],fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.ylim(0,110) 

 

 

#Plot transmission vs density from 500-800nm 

plt.figure(6) 

#Scatterplot showing all samples with exponential trendlines 

 

# define trendline function 

def trendline_func(density, A, alfa): 

    return A * np.exp(-alfa*density) 

# curve fit 

p0 = (1.,1.e-5) # starting search koefs 

 

#Panel Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ejre, VIS_avg_tms_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_avg_tms_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='lime', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan I: $T(\u03C1)  

  =e^{-%.4f \u03C1}  ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ejre, VIS_avg_tms_ejre, c='chartreuse', marker='o', s=150,  

  label="Panel Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ejre, VIS_avg_tms_ejre, yerr=VIS_std_tms_ejre,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

 

#Panel Jordan II 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_oryx, VIS_avg_tms_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 275,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_avg_tms_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='r', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =   

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1}  ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_oryx,VIS_avg_tms_oryx,c='salmon',marker='o',  s=150,  

  label="Panel Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_oryx,VIS_avg_tms_oryx, yerr=VIS_std_tms_oryx,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

 

#Panel Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_aswan, VIS_avg_tms_aswan, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_avg_tms_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='b', label='Fit. func Panel Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_aswan, VIS_avg_tms_aswan, c='lightskyblue', marker='o',  
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  s=150, label="Panel Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_aswan, VIS_avg_tms_aswan, yerr=VIS_std_tms_aswan,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_ejre, 

VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 250,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'lime',linestyle='dashed', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan  

  I:$T(\u03C1) = e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$'  

  %(alfa_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_ejre, VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre, c='seagreen',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_ejre, VIS_avg_tms_ground_ejre,  

  yerr=VIS_std_tms_ground_ejre, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Jordan II 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_oryx, 

VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 290,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'r--', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_oryx, VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx, c='crimson',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_oryx, VIS_avg_tms_ground_oryx,  

  yerr=VIS_std_tms_ground_oryx, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_aswan, 

VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 300,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'b--', label='Fit. func Ground Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_aswan, VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan, c='darkblue',  

  marker='v',  s=150, label="Ground Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_aswan, VIS_avg_tms_ground_aswan,  

  yerr=VIS_std_tms_ground_aswan, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Rwanda I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_asyv, 
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VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 225,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_asyv) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'k--', label='Fit. func Ground Rwanda I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_asyv, VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv, c='darkgrey',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Rwanda I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_asyv, VIS_avg_tms_ground_asyv,  

  yerr=VIS_std_tms_ground_asyv, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Cement 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_cement, VIS_avg_tms_cement, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 50,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS) 

x3=np.array(den_cement) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_avg_tms_cement,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'm--', label='Fit. func Cement: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_cement, VIS_avg_tms_cement, c='fuchsia', marker='*', s=150,  

  label="Cement") 

plt.errorbar(den_cement, VIS_avg_tms_cement, yerr=VIS_std_tms_cement,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

 

plt.legend(fontsize=16) 

plt.title('Mean spectral transmission in VIS (500-800nm) vs density of  

  dust', fontsize=30) 

plt.xlabel('Density \u03C1 [$g/m^2$]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission T(\u03C1) [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([0,25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275],fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.ylim(0,110) 

 

#Plot transmission vs density from 500-800nm 

plt.figure(7) 

#Scatterplot showing all samples with exponential trendlines 

 

# define trendline function 

def trendline_func(density, A, alfa): 

    return A * np.exp(-alfa*density) 

# curve fit 

p0 = (1.,1.e-5) # starting search koefs 

 

#Panel Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ejre, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS_NIR = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

x3=np.array(den_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 
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r2=r2_score(VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='lime', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan I: $T(\u03C1)  

  =e^{-%.4f \u03C1}  ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS_NIR,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ejre, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ejre, c='chartreuse', marker='o',  

  s=150, label="Panel Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ejre, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ejre, yerr=VIS_NIR_std_tms_ejre,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

 

#Panel Jordan II 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_oryx, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS_NIR = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 275,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

x3=np.array(den_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_NIR_avg_tms_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='r', label='Fit. func Panel Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =   

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1}  ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS_NIR,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_oryx,VIS_NIR_avg_tms_oryx,c='salmon',marker='o',  s=150,  

  label="Panel Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_oryx,VIS_NIR_avg_tms_oryx, yerr=VIS_NIR_std_tms_oryx,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

 

#Panel Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_aswan, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_aswan, 

p0) 

A, alfa_VIS_NIR = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 200,50) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

x3=np.array(den_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_NIR_avg_tms_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, color='b', label='Fit. func Panel Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS_NIR,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_aswan, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_aswan, c='lightskyblue', marker='o',  

  s=150, label="Panel Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_aswan, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_aswan, yerr=VIS_NIR_std_tms_aswan,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Jordan I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_ejre, 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_ejre, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS_NIR = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 250,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_ejre) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_ejre,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'lime',linestyle='dashed', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan  

  I:$T(\u03C1) = e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$'  

  %(alfa_VIS_NIR,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_ejre, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_ejre, c='seagreen',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_ejre, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_ejre,  

  yerr=VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_ejre, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Jordan II 
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popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_oryx, 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_oryx, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS_NIR = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 290,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_oryx) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_oryx,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'r--', label='Fit. func Ground Jordan II: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS_NIR,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_oryx, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_oryx, c='crimson',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Jordan II") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_oryx, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_oryx,  

  yerr=VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_oryx, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Egypt I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_aswan, 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_aswan, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS_NIR = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 300,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_aswan) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_aswan,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'b--', label='Fit. func Ground Egypt I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS_NIR,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_aswan, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_aswan, c='darkblue',  

  marker='v',  s=150, label="Ground Egypt I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_aswan, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_aswan,  

  yerr=VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_aswan, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Ground Rwanda I 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_ground_asyv, 

VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_asyv, p0) 

A, alfa_VIS_NIR = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 225,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

x3=np.array(den_ground_asyv) 

y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_asyv,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'k--', label='Fit. func Ground Rwanda I: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS_NIR,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_ground_asyv, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_asyv, c='darkgrey',  

  marker='v', s=150, label="Ground Rwanda I") 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_asyv, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_ground_asyv,  

  yerr=VIS_NIR_std_tms_ground_asyv, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

#Cement 

popt, pcov = curve_fit(trendline_func, den_cement, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_cement, 

p0) 

A, alfa_VIS_NIR = popt 

# draw trendline 

x2 = np.linspace(0, 50,30) 

y2 = trendline_func(x2, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

x3=np.array(den_cement) 
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y3 = trendline_func(x3, A, alfa_VIS_NIR) 

r2=r2_score(VIS_NIR_avg_tms_cement,y3) 

plt.plot(x2, y2, 'm--', label='Fit. func Cement: $T(\u03C1) =  

  e^{-%.4f \u03C1} ; R^2=%.3f$' % (alfa_VIS_NIR,r2)) 

plt.scatter(den_cement, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_cement, c='fuchsia', marker='*',  

  s=150, label="Cement") 

plt.errorbar(den_cement, VIS_NIR_avg_tms_cement,  

  yerr=VIS_NIR_std_tms_cement, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

 

 

plt.legend(fontsize=16) 

plt.title('Mean spectral transmission in VIS/NIR (800-1000nm) vs density of  

  dust', fontsize=30) 

plt.xlabel('Density \u03C1 [$g/m^2$]',size=18) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission T(\u03C1) [%]', size=18) 

plt.xticks([0,25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275],fontsize=16) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=16) 

plt.ylim(0,110) 

''' 

''' 

plt.figure(3) 

label=("Panel Jordan I","Panel Jordan II","Panel Egypt I") 

plt.scatter(den_ejre,tot_avg_tms_ejre,c='chartreuse',marker='o', s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ejre,tot_avg_tms_ejre, yerr=tot_std_tms_ejre,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_oryx,tot_avg_tms_oryx,c='salmon',marker='o', s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_oryx,tot_avg_tms_oryx, yerr=tot_std_tms_oryx,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black', linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_aswan, tot_avg_tms_aswan, c='lightskyblue', marker='o',  

  s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_aswan, tot_avg_tms_aswan, yerr=tot_std_tms_aswan,  

  xerr=den_uncertainty, ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.legend(label, fontsize=30) 

plt.title('Mean spectral transmission vs density of paneldust',  

  fontsize=40) 

plt.xlabel('Density [$g/m^2$]',size=30) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=30) 

plt.xticks([0,25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275],fontsize=25) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=25) 

#plt.yscale('log') 

plt.ylim(0,110) 

''' 

''' 

plt.figure(4) 

label=("Ground Jordan I","Ground Jordan II","Ground Egypt I","Ground Rwanda 

I") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre, c='seagreen',  

  marker='v', s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_ejre, tot_avg_tms_ground_ejre,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_ejre, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_oryx, tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx, c='crimson',  

  marker='v', s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_oryx, tot_avg_tms_ground_oryx,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_oryx, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_aswan, tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan, c='darkblue',  

  marker='v',  s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_aswan, tot_avg_tms_ground_aswan,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_aswan, xerr=den_uncertainty,  
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  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.scatter(den_ground_asyv, tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv, c='darkgrey',  

  marker='v', s=150) 

plt.errorbar(den_ground_asyv, tot_avg_tms_ground_asyv,  

  yerr=tot_std_tms_ground_asyv, xerr=den_uncertainty,  

  ecolor='black',linestyle="None") 

plt.legend(label, fontsize=30) 

plt.title('Mean spectral transmission vs density of grounddust',  

  fontsize=40) 

plt.xlabel('Density [$g/m^2$]',size=30) 

plt.ylabel('Transmission [%]', size=30) 

plt.xticks([0,25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275],fontsize=25) 

plt.yticks(fontsize=25) 

#plt.yscale('log') 

plt.ylim(0,110) 

''' 

 

''' 

plt.show() 
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F Additional results 

The following additional results are meant to serve as supporting material for the reader to better 

understand the discussion on several topics in chapter 5. 

  

Figure F.2: Visual comparison of raw ground dust (left) and sieved ground 
dust (right) from Jordan I. Collected 16th March 2019. The ground dust was 
sieved with 80 µm mesh size. 

 

Figure F.3: Spectral transmission of 31 different densities of panel dust from Jordan II, on the PV cover plate. Every 
colored curve represents a certain dust density given in appendix D, table D.1. The spectrometer measures from UV 
light at 350 nm to NIR light at 1000 nm. 
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Figure F.4: Spectral transmission of 31 different densities of panel dust from Egypt I, on the PV cover plate. Every 
colored curve represents a certain dust density given in appendix D, table D.1. The spectrometer measures from UV 
light at 350 nm to NIR light at 1000 nm. 

 

Figure F.5: Spectral transmission of 31 different densities of ground dust from Jordan I, on the PV cover plate. Every 
colored curve represents a certain dust density given in appendix D, table D.1. The spectrometer measures from UV 
light at 350 nm to NIR light at 1000 nm. 
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Figure F.6: Spectral transmission of 31 different densities of ground dust from Jordan II, on the PV cover plate. Every 
colored curve represents a certain dust density given in appendix D, table D.1. The spectrometer measures from UV 
light at 350 nm to NIR light at 1000 nm. 

 

 

Figure F.7: Spectral transmission of 31 different densities of ground dust from Egypt I, on the PV cover plate. Every 
colored curve represents a certain dust density given in appendix D, table D.1. The spectrometer measures from UV 
light at 350 nm to NIR light at 1000 nm. 
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Figure F.8: Spectral transmission of 31 different densities of ground dust from Rwanda I, on the PV cover plate. Every 
colored curve represents a certain dust density given in appendix D, table D.1. The spectrometer measures from UV 
light at 350 nm to NIR light at 1000 nm. 

 

Figure F.9: Spectral transmission of 34 different densities of cement dust on the PV cover plate. Every colored curve 
represents a certain dust density given in appendix D, table D.1. The spectrometer measures from UV light at 350 nm 
to NIR light at 1000 nm. 
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Figure F.10: Spectral differences in attenuation of sunlight. The graph shows the average transmission loss for five 
selected densities of panel dust from Jordan I in wavelength intervals of 50 nm from 350 – 1000 nm.  

 

 

Figure F.11: Spectral differences in attenuation of sunlight. The graph shows the average transmission loss for five 
selected densities of panel dust from Egypt I in wavelength intervals of 50 nm from 350 – 1000 nm. 
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Figure F.12: Spectral differences in attenuation of sunlight. The graph shows the average transmission loss for five 
selected densities of ground dust from Jordan I in wavelength intervals of 50 nm from 350 – 1000 nm. 

 

Figure F.13: Spectral differences in attenuation of sunlight. The graph shows the average transmission loss for five 
selected densities of ground dust from Jordan II in wavelength intervals of 50 nm from 350 – 1000 nm. 
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Figure F.14: Spectral differences in attenuation of sunlight. The graph shows the average transmission loss for five 
selected densities of ground dust from Egypt I in wavelength intervals of 50 nm from 350 – 1000 nm. 

 

Figure F.15: Spectral differences in attenuation of sunlight. The graph shows the average transmission loss for five 
selected densities of ground dust from Rwanda I in wavelength intervals of 50 nm from 350 – 1000 nm. 
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Figure F.16: Spectral differences in attenuation of sunlight. The graph shows the average transmission loss for five 
selected densities of cement in wavelength intervals of 50 nm from 350 – 1000 nm. 

 

Table F.2: Regression analysis on the influence of particle size distribution, albedo and iron oxide content on the α-
coefficient of the exponential fit function from figure 5.27.  

 Coefficients Std Error t -Stat p-value Confidence interval 

Intercept 0,0484 0,0181 2,673 0,0755 [0.0058 – 0.0911] 

Particle size  -0,0034 0,0009 -3,579 0,0373 [-0.0056 – -0.0012] 

Albedo -0,0335 0,0303 -1,107 0,3491 [-0.1047 – 0.0377] 

Iron oxide -0,0879 0,2143 -0,410 0,7093 [-0.5922 – 0.4165] 
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